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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION AND HISTORIOGRAPHY 

"The inability to foresee what form the war would take was the first great 
failure of our military involvement in Vietnam."* - Dave R. Palmer 

The United States Navy's contribution to Operation Rolling Thunder, the thirty-

four month bombing campaign against North Vietnam, began on August 5, 1964, and 

continued through the end of November 1968. In that time, naval aviators operating from 

aircraft carriers stationed in the Gulf of Tonkin flew more than 80,000 combat sorties and 

more than 70,000 sorties in support of combat operations. Enemy action claimed more 

than 500 navy aircraft.̂  The RoHing Thunder campaign inflicted untold destruction on the 

North Vietnamese economy and war machine, but never damaged the morale of Hanoi's 

leadership to the point that American strategic planners had hoped. 

On the basis of the Geneva Agreements of 1954, Vietnam was temporarily divided 

into two separate entities. Ideally, the parties were to respect one another's boundaries, 

but the treaty quickly became a dead letter. After 1956, when the government in Saigon 

refused to carry out the election mandated by the Geneva Accords, North Vietnam 

launched a program of revolutionary warfare to destabilize South Vietnam and eventually 

bring it under Hanoi's control. The United States sponsored South Vietnam and 

attempted what Washington optimistically referred to as "nation building," or recreating 

^Dave R. Palmer, Summons of the Trumpet: U. S. - Vietnam in Perspective (San 
Rafael CA: Presidio Press, 1978). 

^Pacific Area Naval Operations Review. Monthly Summaries, March 1965-March 
1968 (Washington DC: Naval Historical Center, Operational Archives Branch). 
Hereafter cited as NHC OAB. For further statistical data on carrier operations, see Rene 
J. Francillon, Tonkin Gulf Yacht Club (Annapolis: The Naval Institute Press. 1988). 



South Vietnam in its own image. The political struggle between Washington and Hanoi 

for control of South Vietnam's destiny led to armed conflict by late 1964. Following 

incidents in the Gulf of Tonkin and a campaign of communist bombings in South Vietnam, 

the Johnson Administration and its military advisors designed Operation Rolling Thunder 

to punish North Vietnam to the point where Hanoi would come to the bargaining table on 

America's terms. 

Washington's goals for Rolling Thunder include what Earl Tilford calls "strategic 

persuasion," or using the selected application of force to break Hanoi's will to continue its 

support for the Viet Cong insurgency. The Johnson Administration also hoped that the 

bombing would demonstrate America's support for her ally, and thereby raise the morale 

and stability of the unstable South Viemamese government. The third, and in the end 

most meaningful goal of Rolling Thunder was interdiction. While the United States 

waited for Hanoi to reach the breaking point, it could use air power to deny North 

Vietnam the use of roads, bridges, and other supply networks it required to continue 

support for the insurgency south of the 17th parallel. Interdiction as a goal "soon 

dominated the campaign. "̂  

Historians have debated at length the utility of strategic bombing as a tool of 

persuasion and the consensus is generally negative. Vietnam was no exception. Operation 

Rolling Thunder never met its goals. American bombing and the vast destruction it caused 

never broke Hanoi's will to continue the struggle. The thousands of sorties American 

pilots flew and the millions of tons of munitions they expended over North Vietnam and 

Laos never succeeded in interdicting the infamous Ho Chi Minh Trail or halting the flow 

^Earl H. Tilford, Setup: What the Air Force Did in Vietnam and Why (Maxwell 
AFB, AL: Air University Press, 1991), p. 105. See also Mark Clodfelter, The Limits of 
Airpower: The American Bombing of North Vietnam (New York: The Free Press, 
1989), pp. 59-61. 



of supplies to the Viet Cong and regular North Vietnamese Army (NVA) units operating 

in the Republic of Vietnam. If the campaign raised the morale of the South Vietnamese 

elites, it did not prove sufficient to remove the systemic corruption and incompetence that 

firom the beginning made Saigon's survival in the face of a determined onslaught 

questionable. 

Historians dealing with the bombing campaign against North Vietnam agree that it 

did not succeed, but they are of different minds as to why it failed. Some hold that air 

power cannot win wars, and that Vietnam especially was not suited for another attempt. 

Others argue that the strategy used was wrong; that policy makers merely misapplied air 

power. Still others believe that the Johnson Administration's policy of gradualism coupled 

with excessively restrictive rules of engagement (ROE) snatched victory away from an 

American military both willing and able to pursue it. 

Previous scholarship points fingers in every direction for the "failure" of the 

American bombing campaign over North Vietnam. Was Rolling Thunder's failure a 

function of the nature of the campaign itself or the political environment in which the 

United States military conducted it? The circumstances and players involved placed 

unrealistic expectations on the campaign. The program rose out of a nebulous reprisal 

policy in 1964 and suffered from constantly shifting goals. Although it did not meet its 

stated objectives, infighting, both within the military and the civilian bureaucracies, and 

between the military and civilian bureaucracies, choked off any chance Rolling Thunder 

had to become anything more than a spasmodic, poorly applied campaign. The infighting 

relegated North Vietnam as enemy to minor priority; the true war was deeper, among 

Americans themselves - the services, the Johnson Administration, the strategies, all 

competing for dominance. Rolling Thunder's benefit for the United States Navy came 

from the opportunity that it provided for that service to learn important lessons and gain 



institutional memory of the strategies and tactics of limited v, ars. The navy has a mixed 

record in learning from its experiences in the difficult years of 1964-1968. 

Earl Tilford and Mark Clodfelter, two historians associated with the United States 

Air Force, have produced the most insightful academic works dealing with the air war 

against North Vietnam in recent years.^ Though both authors examine RoUing Thunder 

firom the air force perspective, the conclusions they draw on strategies and results are 

instructive for the navy's experience in Southeast Asia as well. 

Tilford argues that Rolling Thunder failed for two reasons. First, hubris blinded 

American policy makers, civilian and military aUke, into believing that North Vietnam 

could not possibly withstand an American bombing campaign. Second, civilian 

misunderstanding of the nature of strategic bombing resulted in a restrictive policy that 

emasculated the program from the beginning. Military planners shared this 

misunderstanding; they thought a strategic bombing campaign with a nation's industrial 

capacity as its core target would defeat North Vietnam within a matter of weeks.^ Tilford 

goes beyond analysis of the immediate causes for Rolling Thunder's miscarriage and 

searches for a deeper reason. The thesis for his entire work holds that 

[I]n the final analysis, they (air force leaders) could not - indeed did not ~ 
develop a strategy appropriate to the war at hand. In fact, they failed to 
articulate any coherent strategy at all. In Vietnam the air force fell victim 
to its own brief history and the unswerving commitment of its leadership to 
the dubious doctrine of strategic bombing.^ 

^Ibid. 

^Earl Tilford, Setup, pp. 154-155. 

^Ibid., p. xviii 



Tilford argues convincingly that the air force was not and could not have been 

prepared for a low intensity counter-insurgency conflict because of its background. The 

air force was bom and raised in the atomic age, and nuclear deterrence was its raison 

d'itre. The Strategic Air Command (SAC) formed the core of the newest service, and 

rose to dominance in the 1950s with the Eisenhower Administration's "New Look" 

doctrine. At base, the "New Look" policy was driven by a desire to achieve economy in 

defense: "more bang for the buck," the catch-phrase of the time and the precursor of the 

Johnson-era "cost-effectiveness" approach to war, naturally favored massive nuclear 

deterrence. The "more bang for the buck" approach, like the Robert S. McNamara-

inspired "cost-effectiveness," expressed an obvious fiscal logic that was appealing to 

Washington managers, but introduced not so obvious operational limitations that 

contributed to the American failure in Vietnam. 

After Korea, the United States became disenchanted with limited warfare and 

threw its weight behind preparation for total war with the Soviet Union. "In a great 

nuclear conflict, designated targets would be overwhelmed with bombs and warheads. 

There would be very little ambiguity to launching the entire force in salvos. PoHtical 

objectives probably would be reduced to one: the total surrender of the enemy or 

whatever was left of the enemy. ""̂  In Vietnam, total destruction and surrender of the 

enemy was not politically a viable option. Because air force strategy existed for total war, 

the limited war in Vietnam presented the air force with a situation for which it had no 

strategy, and therefore could not property handle.̂  

^Ibid., p. 29. 

^An identical thesis exists for the "failure" of the United States Army to win the 
ground war in Vietnam. See Andrew Krepinevich, The Army and Vietnam (Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1986). 



Mark Clodfelter's work follows a similar line of reasoning. He seeks to apply 

Clausewitz's dictum on war as a continuation of politics by other means to the air 

campaigns against North Vietnam, and to evaluate the campaigns against the backdrop of 

the strategic bombing of Germany and Japan in Worid War II and the air war in Korea. 

Clodfelter finds that air power strategists dismissed the Korean hmited war model as an 

"aberration" whose success was "flawed by political controls that prohibited attacks 

against the source of communist war-making capacity."^ The air force embraced the 

controversial idea that the strategic bombing of Germany's and Japan's vital centers 

destroyed their will and ability to resist. Technology, in the form of nuclear weapons and 

the means to deliver them - intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) and long range 

bombers, gave the United States the ability to crush any potential enemy. There was no 

need for any strategy other than massive retaliation, and planners did not anticipate 

another conflict in which political restrictions would hobble them. 

When faced with devising a strategy for Vietnam, "air planners created a rigid 

formula for success that eliminated such variables as war aims and the nature of the 

enemy's military effort." °̂ That formula recycled the old doctrine of strategic bombing 

from World War II; destroy an enemy's industrial capacity and his will to continue the 

struggle will follow. Planners had also tailored that strategy for any future war with the 

Soviet Union. When it became apparent that a strategic campaign would not succeed in 

Southeast Asia, planners did not develop a new strategy. Instead, infighting erupted 

between civilian policy makers and military commanders, and they "never attained 

unanimity on Rolling Thunder's purpose. As a result, the air campaign's political goals 

^Mark Clodfelter, The Limits of Air Power, p. 36. 

lOlbid. 



often varied."̂ ^ Because Rolling Thunder's goals kept changing, the program never 

achieved the necessary momentum. The outcome, Clodfelter argues, was a politically 

based campaign that "often restricted the application of air power."'̂  Air power did not 

fail; it suffered from misdirection. 

Donald Mrozek's work Air Power and the Ground War in Vietnam studies the 

problem of the air war in Southeast Asia from another angle.'^ Mrozek's thesis claims that 

air power in Vietnam contributed to lower level conflict. The confident American attitude 

toward air power became a distinct player in the conflict, affecting the outcome of the 

Southeast Asian conflict. Interservice rivalry complicated theories concerning the 

application of air power as each service promoted its own interests at the expense of a 

coordinated effort. Mrozek states that each service came to Vietnam determined to 

operate under its own doctrine, and efforts to coordinate among competing doctrines were 

virtually nonexistent. "The often repeated hope, reflected in doctrine, that interservice 

differences would pale into insignificance once a war began was not justified by the 

experience in Southeast Asia." '̂' 

Following Mrozek's line of reasoning, air power failed in Vietnam not because air 

power itself is a discredited concept, but because embedded doctrines and interservice 

rivalry denied the United States a coherent strategy. That same lack of unity and 

cooperation short-circuited Rolling Thunder because ideas and their execution were 

persistently out of phase. Persistent tenets of air power that hobbled American efforts 

lllbid., p. 44. 

l^Ibid., p. ix. 

l^Donald J. Mrozek, Air Power and the Ground War in Vietnam (Washington 
DC: Pergamon-Brassey's International Defense PubUshers Inc., 1989). 

l^Ibid., p. 156. 
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include the ubiquitous dominance of the strategic air offensive. The air force assigned 

priority to strategic air power at the expense of close air support and basic air superiority, 

missions both the army and the navy considered vital. Air power doctrine also rehed 

heavily on "technological innovation and a peculiar attachment to weapons and systems 

projected for the future rather than those of the more conventional present."*̂  At a more 

basic level, air power doctrine suffered from hubris. Proponents of air power "have 

stressed the essential novelty of the air age and the consequent irrelevance of historical 

experience."'^ Americans forgot the lessons of limited war learned in Korea and assumed 

World War n methods would suffice. A new generation of Americans paid the price in 

Vietnam. 

Colonel Harry G. Summers also deals with the shortcomings of American strategy 

in Vietnam. Although his monograph On Strategy does not focus on specific military 

events, opting instead for a critical analysis of military methodology in the Vietnam era. 

Summers' conclusions give fresh insight to the problems the Rolling Thunder campaign 

faced. The author's thesis states that the United States failed in Vietnam overall because a 

variety of factors caused our leadership to ignore the lessons of history and overlook the 

fundamental principles of warfare. Summers rejects the classic "stab in the back" theory, 

popular among those who believe that a weak-willed civilian leadership sold out the 

military. Instead, he states that the system as a whole, though it felt it was serving the 

nation's best interests, could not conceive of a viable strategy to attain American goals in 

Southeast Asia.'"̂  

15lbid., pp. 5-6. 

16lbid. 

l̂ Harry G. Summers, On Strategv: A Critical Analvsis of the Vietnam War 
(New York: Dell Publishing Paperback Ed., 1982). 



Overall, Summers argues that the United States chose to fight a strategic defensive 

in Viemam, and as a result, the American military deferred the initiative to its North 

Vietnamese opponent. Although American strategists claimed that the air campaigns 

against North Vietnam constituted the offensive. Rolling Thunder had one "fatal flaw:" 

bombing halts as a tool to influence Hanoi's behavior surrendered the initiative.'^ The 

debate the bombing created had the unfortunate effect of resulting in the theory of 

graduated response. That idea of gradually increasing pressure on North Vietnam until it 

reached its breaking point was inherently flawed. It committed the United States to "the 

strategic defensive in pursuit of the negative aim of wearing the enemy down."'̂  

Summers makes another point vital to an understanding of the difficulties the 

military faced in prosecuting a bombing campaign against North Vietnam. The United 

States drew the wrong lessons from its previous experience in the Korean War. Though 

military thinkers conveniently chose to ignore Korea's imphcations for limited war, neither 

they nor the policy makers could forget Communist China's intervention. As a result, 

Beijing was able to limit American action in Southeast Asia through the implied threat that 

Korea could repeat itself Many of the controls and limitations on Rolling Thunder arose 

out of Washington's concern that American actions against North Vietnam would result in 

either Chinese or Soviet intervention. Summers states, "our error was not that we were 

fearful of the dangers of nuclear war and of Chinese or Russian intervention in Vietnam. 

These were the proper concerns of the military strategist. The error was that we took 

counsel of these fears and in so doing paralyzed our strategic thinking." ô 

l^lbid., p. 163. 

l^lbid., p. 165. 

20ibid., p. 94. 
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Tilford, Clodfelter, Mrozek, and Summers's works identify lack or failure of 

strategy as the overriding reason for Rolling Thunder's disappointing outcome. Although 

issues such as interservice rivalry, the arrogance of air power, and civilian misapplication 

of air power factor into the equation, the lack of coherent direction doomed the campaign 

from the beginning. Earl Tilford admits that "blame for that can be laid on many 

doorsteps."2i James Clay Thompson's analysis recognizes those central problems, but 

adds a new dimension to the debate.22 

Thompson studies the failure of RoUing Thunder from the perspective of a political 

scientist, and arrives at two conclusions. Historians widely acknowledge the fundamental 

problem he identifies as a failure of strategy. In this case, Thompson argues that American 

strategic thinking failed to understand the true nature of a revolutionary war situation, and 

that Americans therefore misapplied air power in Vietnam. More important to his thesis, 

Thompson points to failure of leadership, both civilian and military; specifically, "senior 

United States leaders failed to understand the organizations of which they thought they 

were in charge . . ."̂ ^ 

The work focuses on the unwieldy bureaucracy that evolved to administer the 

bombing campaign against North Vietnam, and the control problems that the bureaucracy 

engendered. All authority rested within the White House, and President Johnson relayed 

orders through Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara to the chain of command, 

which for Rolling Thunder included the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Commander in Chief of 

the Pacific Theater (CINCPAC), who for much of the war was Admiral U. S. Grant 

21 Earl Tilford, Setup, p. 156. 

22James Clay Thompson, Rolling Thunder: Understanding Policv and Program 
Failure (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1980). 

23ibid., p. xni. 
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Sharp, the Commander in Chief of the Pacific Fleet (CINCPACFLT), the Pacific Air 

Forces (PACAF), the Strategic Air Command, the Seventh Air Force in Thailand, and 

General William Westmoreland, Commander of the Military Assistance Command, 

Vietnam (COMUSMACV). Included in the targeting and other decision making for 

Rolling Thunder were the National Security Council, the Central Intelligence Agency 

(CIA), the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), and the State Department's Bureau of 

Intelligence and Research (INR).̂ ^ 

Thompson demonstrates that the decentralized nature of the decision making 

apparatus for Rolling Thunder contributed gready to its failure. When it became apparent 

that the campaign was not succeeding as originally planned, dissent and infighting spread 

within the sprawling command structure and two separate camps developed. One favored 

a bombing halt, the other favored a bombing escalation. The author claims that the anti-

bombing coalition rapidly gained strength through the end of 1967, and by that time 

included Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara, Secretary of State Dean Rusk, the 

Central Intelligence Agency, the State Department's Bureau of Intelligence and Research, 

and the Ambassador to Vietnam. It is vital and instructive that the policies that resulted 

from the attitude of the anti-bombing coalition met with litde opposition from the military 

organizations within the command structure.̂ ^ 

Thompson's treatment of Rolling Thunder's failure looks at the civilian 

administration with some sympathy, and criticizes the military for a wide range of 

shortcomings. The author immediately rejects the standard argument given by the military 

and its supporters that politics and restrictive rules of engagement hobbled the campaign 

2'̂ For a detailed schematic of the command structure for Rolling Thunder, see 
Thompson, p. 75. 

25ibid., p. 70. 
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against North Vietnam and states instead that the inefficiency of the command structure 

rested on territorial disputes between the services. "[Tlo establish a single command for 

Rolling Thunder operations meant that one service would have operational authority over 

the other, either an air force general or a navy admiral would be in charge. This 

command arrangement was unacceptable to either service."^^ 

While the civilian bureaucracy deserves some of the criticism for the internal rift, 

Thompson claims that the military attempted to derail bombing opponents by "going to the 

Hill." The ugly debate over the bombing of North Vietnam had not escaped the notice of 

Congress. In August of 1967, Senator John Stennis held hearings on the conduct of 

Rolling Thunder. Most of the Congressmen proved sympathetic to the military, and 

Thompson states that the Joint Chiefs and Admiral Sharp "outflanked" President Johnson 

and other civilian decision makers by airing dirty laundry before the Congress.̂ '' The 

Stennis Hearings combined with the Tet Offensive of 1968 put the opposition on hold for 

a short time. By March 1968, the anti-bombing coalition had gained even greater strength 

from the apparent disaster of Tet. President Johnson then joined the opposition, and 

decided to curtail, and then end, most of the bombing by the beginning of April 1968.̂ ^ 

While Thompson's indictment rests largely on an inefficient command soucture and 

bureaucratic infighting and does not criticize air power directly, he hints that air jx)wer as 

applied could not have possibly pressured North Vietnam into abandoning its intentions 

for South Vietnam; "because internal bureaucratic activity prevented the creation of a 

centralized command structure, resulting in a poorly implemented program, one is left 

with the conclusion that peasant-based economies similar to that of North Vietnam are 

26ibid., p. 76. 

27lbid., p. 56. 

28lbid., p. 35. 
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probably resistant to inefficientiy conducted strategic bombing campaigns."^^ While 

Thompson is essentially correct in labeling Rolling Thunder "inefficientiy conducted," he 

fails to acknowledge that internal problems aside, politics did limit the campaign's 

potential, and resulted in the military wasting lives and resources on peripheral targets. 

Even though North Vietnam's economy was "peasant-based," politics prevented Rolling 

Thunder from attacking targets such as Haiphong Harbor that could have had a more 

significant effect on the outcome of the conflict. 

Herbert Y. Schandler offers an argument addressing the bureaucratic workings 

associated with the bombing of North Vietnam similar to Thompson's. His Lyndon 

Johnson and Vietnam: The Unmaking of a President asserts tiiat from the time of the 

coup against Ngo Dinh Diem in November 1963, it became apparent to the Johnson 

Administration tiiat the United States could not maintain South Vietnam's survival without 

greatly increasing the level of effort.̂ ° That increase in effort included the bombing of 

North Vietnam. 

Schandler analyzes the advice both civilian and military advisors gave President 

Johnson and the decisions Johnson made on that advice. He finds that a rift developed 

within the administration between tiie civilian advisors, especially Robert McNamara, and 

the military advisors. The disagreement centered on the "search for a strategic concept," 

or what the true nature of the bombing campaign should be. The military wanted to use 

Rolling Thunder as a tool to batter North Vietnam into submission, while the military's 

critics saw the bombing "as a supplement to, rather than as a substitute for, action in 

South Vietnam." The civilian administration also wanted to use the bombing as "a 

29ibid., pp. 77-78. 

30Herbert Y. Schandler, Lvndon Johnson and Vietnam: The Unmaking of a 
president (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1977), pp. 3-4. 
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bargaining chip that could be given up in return for a reduction or cessation of North 

Vietnam's military efforts in the South."̂ ^ 

Another rift developed between Robert McNamara and the other advisors over the 

issue of bombing pauses. The Secretary of Defense supported the idea of calling unilateral 

halts to the attacks in order to give Hanoi the opportunity to reciprocate. A bombing halt 

also served to create an "impression of U. S. willingness to take extraordinary measures in 

a search for a peaceful solution in South Vietnam before increasing the military 

commitment Uiere."̂ ^ jp every instance that the United States halted the bombing, the 

North Vietnamese took advantage of the opportunity to rush supplies southward and 

repair lines of communication damaged by Rolling Thunder missions. North Vietnamese 

intransigence left President Johnson witii no choice but to resume the bombing. Any other 

course of action, critics said, would demonstrate weakness on the part of the United 

States. 

Schandler heavily researched this work, using such documentary sources as the 

Pentagon Papers, the transcripts of the Stennis Hearings on the Air War Against North 

Vietnam, the memoirs of virtually all of the officials involved in the decision making 

process, and personal interviews. Though tiie bureaucratic infighting and civilian --

military disagreement proved injurious to a united war effort, Schandler maintains that at 

least until the Tet Offensive of early 1968, President Johnson lent more weight to the 

advice of the Joint Chiefs than he did to that of Robert S. McNamara. After Tet and 

before the Christmas bombings of 1972, at least, it is clear tiiat most of tiiose involved, 

with the exception of tiie military, abandoned the idea that bombing could bring North 

Viemam to heel. 

31lbid., p. 37. 

32ibid., p. 38. 
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Dave R. Palmer's Summons to the Trumpet provides clear and concise criticism of 

die American bombing effort, but goes beyond merely labeling die air campaign a failure. 

Palmer argues that Vietnam, because of our ignorance of Asia, our lack of national 

purpose, our self-imposed limitations, internal dissent and disagreement, a press that 

muddied public perception, and traditional American dislike for protracted conflict devoid 

of progress, was the "incomprehensible war." Furthermore, American efforts to gain the 

upper hand in the conflict were "so gradual as to be almost casual, a slowly escalating 

process all but defying determination of a precise starting point."̂ ^ 

Palmer damns Rolling Thunder as a campaign lacking definition and clear purpose. 

Indeed, he states that the campaign, based on the way policy makers defined and 

controlled it, became nothing more than a "political tool" in a military arena, and was 

therefore incapable of success. "[Hlence, in a very real sense, the bombing of the North, 

like the ground fighting in the South, was a campaign of attrition, a jabbing against supply 

lines and nerve ends rather than a knock-out blow at sources and command centers."̂ "* 

Military commanders disliked waging a war of attrition, because as Palmer states, 

"[AJttrition is not a strategy. It is, in fact, irrefutable proof of the absence of any strategy. 

A commander who resorts to attrition admits his failure to conceive of an alternative."^^ 

As with the other critics of air power's strategy, or lack of it, in Vietnam, Palmer 

identifies the same three general goals of bombing North Vietnam. While other authors 

discussed earlier note that Rolling Thunder failed because it did not meet these goals. 

Palmer claims tiiat RoHing Thunder did slow the flow of North Vietnamese men and 

33Dave R. Pahner, Summons to tiie Trumpet: U. S. - Vietnam in Perspective 
(San Rafael, CA: The Presidio Press, 1978), p. 3. 

34ibid., p. 117. 

35ibid. 
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supplies into South Vietnam, and that the campaign did raise Saigon's morale. The 

problem lies with Tilford's "strategic persuasion." In terms of damaging Hanoi's will to 

continue its struggle against Saigon, Rolling Thunder "not only failed, it had been 

counterproductive. It had solidified North Vietnam's national tenacity, and by its self-

evident restraint, had beamed a signal which Northern leaders interpreted as a basic 

unwillingness to escalate -- a lack of resolve."^^ 

The schools of thought examined thus far have identified various causes for the 

supposed failure of Rolling Thunder; lack of strategy, misapplication of air power, 

bureaucratic inertia and infighting, and lack of a national will in confrontation against a 

determined enemy. There is another school of thought, one born out the frustration of the 

men Washington tasked to carry out the campaign. This school encompasses fleet rank 

officers on down to the ensigns and lieutenants who flew the missions from the decks of 

the aircraft carriers in the Gulf of Tonkin, and holds that Rolling Thunder, and by 

extension, the United States military, did not fail in Vietnam. The failure lies with a 

civilian administration that sacrificed the effort on the altar of political expediency and 

choked off Rolling Thunder with restrictive and ridiculous rules of engagement. The most 

forceful of those voices is that of Admiral Ulysses S. Grant Sharp, who served as 

Commander in Chief of United States Forces in tiie Pacific (CINCPAC) from June 30, 

1964, until July 31, 1968. 

James Clay Thompson suggested that policy makers misunderstood the chain of 

command for Rolling Thunder and could not efficiently manage it. In that scheme, the 

military receives extra responsibility because interservice rivah7 further muddled tiie 

akeady dim picture. Admiral Sharp presents a markedly different viewpoint. While 

interservice rivalry did exist. Sharp asserts that tiie real problem rested within the chain of 

36ibid., pp. 125-126. 
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command; not within its structure, but in tiie way in which the Johnson Administration 

abused it̂ ^ 

Ideally, control of the armed forces, or what Sharp refers to as "strategic 

direction," is "a two-way street." While the civilian administration exerts overall control 

of the military through its constitutional powers, high-ranking officers in that military 

provide advice and recommendations through proper channels to tiie civilian leadership on 

the management and use of the armed forces.̂ * The chain of command did not work that 

way during the Vietnam War, and that is central to the failure of the air campaigns against 

North Vietnam. Sharp states that the problem was obvious by the summer of 1965, a 

mere two months after Rolling Thunder got underway. 

[T]o begin with, the flow of advice and recommendations upward from 
cognizant military levels . . . was consistentiy forthcoming, but just as 
consistenUy ignored or rebuffed. The latter occurred at both the 
Presidential and Secretary of Defense level, but it developed into a notable 
impasse between [Robert S.l McNamara and the JCS over what became 
the most highly controversial strategic aspect of the war - the bombing 
campaign.̂ 9 

Sharp, with some justification, believes that the Administration's abuse of the chain of 

command relegated him and the other senior commanders involved into nothing more than 

a pipeline for directives from the White House and the Pentagon. Civilian decision makers 

in Washington thus cut off advice from senior commanders, and gave lower-level 

commanders in the field very littie latitude. 

^^See U. S. Grant Sharp, Strategic Direction of the Armed Forces (Newport, 
Rhode Island: The Naval War College, 1977). 

38lbid., p. 1. 

39ibid., p. 15. 
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In addition to criticizing what he states was the Johnson Administration's misuse of 

the chain of command. Sharp attacks the sporadic nature of the campaign and the apparent 

poor choice of targets on which Rolling Thunder focused. Secretary of Defense Robert S. 

McNamara receives much of the criticism for deterrence tiieory turned on its ear. 

Deterrence theory posits that the threat of overwhelming force will prevent an opponent 

from taking an undesirable action. Rolling Thunder applied the theory in another way. 

Johnson and McNamara authorized tiie use of limited force, and then assumed that, "the 

threat implicit in minimum but increasing amounts of force would ultimately bring Hanoi 

to the negotiating table on terms favorable to the United States.'"̂ ^ 

McNamara's strategy failed for two simple reasons. First, "[t]his optimistic view 

significantiy underestimated the level of Hanoi's commitment to victory in the South. The 

Joint Chiefs differed from this view, believing that if we were really interested in affecting 

Hanoi's will, we would have hit hard at its capabilities . . . "̂ ' The target list approved in 

Washington presented a much deeper problem. According to Sharp, the bombing was 

"too light, gave too subdued and uncertain a signal, and executed too little pain. None of 

the targets most valued by Hanoi - the lucrative targets recommended on the JCS master 

list, had been hit.'"*̂  Rolling Thunder's own built-in limitations undermined it. Bombing, 

an essentially offensive strategic weapon, became secondary to other considerations, 

notably the ground war in South Vietnam.'*̂  The strategic offensive became the strategic 

defensive, subject to the political whims of poHcy makers 10,(X)0 miles removed from the 

realities of the field. 

40ibid., p. 14. 

41 Ibid. 

'^2ibid., p. 16. 

43ibid., p. 19. 
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In another work entitled Strategy For Defeat: Vietnam in Retrospect. Admiral 

Sharp takes a closer look at the air campaigns against Hanoi and concludes tiiat "it is not 

generally understood tiiat the conduct of the air war had a tremendous influence on the 

outcome of this conflict and was an especially revealing example of near-flagrant misuse of 

air power Our air power did not fail us, it was the decision makers.'"•'• Sharp believes 

that by 1966 the United States had the level of air power available in the theater to punish 

North Vietnam to the point where it would no longer have the will to continue its fight 

against Saigon.'*̂  Altiiough tiiat is probably not a valid argument given Sharp's own 

admission in Strategic Direction of the Armed Forces that Washington underestimated 

Hanoi's level of commitment to victory in South Vietnam, his other assertion, that the 

United States misused air power in Vietnam, remains convincing. 

In Strategy For Defeat. Sharp outiines the mistakes that hampered the Rolling 

Thunder campaign. Three are especially significant. The United States gave up the 

element of surprise from the beginning. Since Rolling Thunder was geographical in 

nature, and moved slowly north from the original targets near the 17th parallel, "the 

enemy could predict with reasonable accuracy when the important targets would be hit. 

They could make all preparations to receive our pilots with the maximum amount of 

defense power."^^ The gradual expansion of Rolling Thunder also proved to be a mistake. 

Sortie totals grew slowly, and generally remained "well below existing capabilities and too 

small an effort to be effective." Even as sortie totals increased, targets tiie Joint Chiefs 

deemed truly important to North Vietnam's war effort remained off limits, in the exclusion 

"̂ Û. S. Grant Sharp, Strategv For Defeat: Vietnam in Retrospect (San Rafael 
CA: The Presidio Press, 1978), pp. xvi-xvii. 

45lbid., p. 3. 

46ibid., p. 4. 
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zones around Hanoi and Haiphong and the 30-mile buffer zone along tiie border with 

China.*'' Sharp believes tiiat unilateral bombing halts favored by President Johnson and 

Secretary of Defense McNamara for purposes of negotiation and public relations 

constituted another major mistake. As mentioned previously, the North Vietnamese took 

advantage of the pauses to regroup. Sharp saw them as a "major U. S. concession in 

return for which no matching restraint had yet been exercised by Hanoi. . . . Any proposals 

for de-escalation by mutual withdrawal were clearly being rendered militarily unsound by 

this demonstrated duplicity of the enemy.'"** 

R. L. Schreadly's From the Rivers to the Sea amplifies Sharp's thesis. The author's 

treatment of the navy's role in the air war against North Vietnam focuses on civilian 

mismanagement of the war. Schreadly, a veteran of Vietnam who served in the navy, 

states, "the towers that all the might of the U. S. military could not topple in Vietnam, I 

suggest, were not those created by the Viet Cong or by the North Vietnamese Army. . . . 

My research convinces me absolutely that our political leadership never suffered from a 

lack of sound military advice, only from a lack of political will to follow it.'"*̂  Schreadly 

acknowledges that Rolling Thunder and its successor campaigns severely damaged North 

Viemam, but concludes that the effort ultimately failed to accomplish any of its goals. 

Although Schreadly heavily criticizes civilian interference in the day to day running 

of operations, he also describes a difficult rivaky between Admiral Sharp and General 

Westmoreland that contributed to the overall confusion. That rivalry was a turf war, with 

Westmoreland pushing for operational control of Seventh Fleet assets in order to 

^^ibid., p. 85. 

48lbid., pp. 227-228. 

^9R. L. Schreadly, From the Rivers to the Sea: The United States Navv in 
Vietnam (Annapolis: The Naval Institute Press, 1992), p. xn. 
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concentrate naval air power over South Vietnam to support the ground war. Sharp 

resisted Westmoreland at every turn, stubbornly protecting his prerogatives and defending 

his view that the priority should be the bombing of North Vietnam. Specifically, Sharp 

wanted to choke off Hanoi's sources of outside supply through the closing of Haiphong 

Harbor and the severing of the two railroads from Communist China. Sharp "thought that 

the bombing of jungle areas in Laos and Soutii Vietnam was of questionable military 

value."^o Altiiough tiie rivab7 between CINCPAC and COMUSMACV was significant, 

Schreadly concludes that it paled next to the rivalry t>etween the military and the civilian 

leadership, specifically Robert S. McNamara. "Neither Sharp nor Westmoreland was able 

to persuade Washington to take steps outside the country's borders that were necessary to 

defeat the enemy within them." '̂ 

John B. Nichols work On Yankee Station adds the voice of experience to the 

literature on Rolling Thunder.̂ ^ Nichols, an F-8 pilot and veteran of carrier operations in 

the Tonkin Gulf and combat over North Vietnam, undertook this project out of the belief 

that what took place at the tactical level is lost in larger arguments over strategy. There 

was danger in that because the navy stood to lose institutional memory, as the autiior 

believes it did after the Korean War. Many of the mistakes tiie navy made in Korea, it 

made again in Vietnam because no one had tiie foresight to make an example of them.̂ ^ 

As a result, a new generation of pilots suffered, often unnecessarily, because military 

thinkers regarded Korea as an aberration. 

50ibid., p. 113. 

51 Ibid. 

52john B. Nichols with Barrett Tillman, On Yankee Station: The Naval Air War 
QypT Vietnam (Annapolis: The Naval Institute Press, 1987). 

53ibid., pp. Xlll-XlV. 
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Nichols rejects the view tiiat Rolling Thunder failed, and regards the failure of air 

power thesis as one of the "enduring myths" of tiie Vietnam War. As with Admiral Sharp 

and Schreadly, Nichols places the blame on the civilian decision makers who micro-

managed the war and relegated military advisors to a position of impotence. "Air power 

was misunderstood and misapplied throughout Southeast Asia for seven years or more, 

and . . . when aviation was applied correctiy, it achieved results."̂ '* 

On Yankee Station outiines two reasons why Rolling Thunder and subsequent 

operations against North Vietnam did not meet expectations. One is environmental. The 

other is institutional. Nichols acknowledges that, "the relative crudeness of communist 

logistics and communications systems allowed any damaged sections to be repaired 

virtually overnight." North Vietnam, then, was not the ideal target for a conventional air 

campaign. At the same time, however, the controls politicians placed on the campaign 

prevented it from achieving whatever its potential might have been, given the limitations 

inherent in the environment. The author notes that "the political limits placed on targeting 

and tactics prevented dealing with the source of supply. If we had choked off supplies and 

munitions at their entry into the theater, we would not have had to chase down individual 

trucks (or oxcarts or bicycles) on their way to the combat zone."̂ ^ Nichols' chapter 

detailing the rules of engagement (ROE) is especially informative and lucid, and his 

analysis in that chapter and in tiie work as a whole has added value due to his personal 

experience of flying and fighting in a dangerous environment under frustrating rules. 

The literature existing on Rolling Thunder is generally a litany of failure. The 

sources agree tiiat tiie campaign did not succeed, but their views diverge as to why. The 

military historians. Earl Tilford, Mark Clodfelter, Donald Mrozek and Harry Summers 

believe that the problem lies with strategy, or lack of it. Tilford argues that the 

5^Ibid., p. 6, pp. xiii-xiv. 

55lbid., p. 6. 
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commanders failed to develop a strategy appropriate to the war at hand, trapped as they 

were in tiieir own expectations of what post atomic-age conflict should be. Clodfelter 

believes that tiie military leadership failed because it never defined a specific goal for the 

campaign. Expectations for Rolling Thunder were generally negative, that is, attainable 

through the limitation of air power, and were constantly shifting. Such an unstable 

environment caused Rolling Thunder to fail. Mrozek claims tiiat interservice rivalry and 

strict adherence to doctrine by each of the services worked to deny tiie campaign a 

workable strategy. The competing doctrines created a dichotomy between ideas and 

execution, and the internal dynamics of the rivalry served to limit what the campaign was 

capable of achieving. Summers concludes that the United States adhered to a 

strategically defensive posture while at the same time taking counsel of its fears vis a vis 

Chinese and Soviet intentions. The result was strategic paralysis and surrender of the 

initiative to North Viemam. 

James Clay Thompson traces the failure to the bureaucracy charged with 

implementing Rolling Thunder. The senior leadership, both military and civilian, failed to 

understand the organizations for which they were responsible, and the controversial nature 

of the bombing led to internal rifts and infighting over time. The leadership also failed in 

its strategic thinking by not considering the utility of conventional air power in a 

revolutionary war situation. Much of Thompson's criticism falls on the military, which 

suffered from problems witii interservice rivalry and attempted to pre-empt tiie civilian 

leadership by precipitating congressional hearings on the conduct of the air war. Herbert 

Schandler also treats the political side of Rolling Thunder by analyzing the competing 

advice civilian and military advisors gave President Johnson and the decisions he made as 

a result of that advice. 

Dave Palmer, R. L. Schreadly, Admiral U. S. Grant Sharp, and John Nichols find 

the failure of leadership to be the principal cause of Rolling Thunder's shortcomings. 

Palmer takes the widest view, stating that American leaders could not, based on a vanei\ 

of factors, comprehend the situation in Vietnam Thai taihiro of undtTsianduiii ,uu 
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consequent lack of national purpose denied the United States attainable goals and 

workable strategies. Schreadly takes a more basic view, and chastises the political 

leadership for its constant failure to heed sound military advice. Admiral Sharp follows a 

similar line of reasoning, citing tiie civilian leadership for abusing the chain of command 

and flagrantiy misusing air power. Sharp believes tiiat properiy applied force could have 

compelled North Vietnam to alter its actions. Finally. John Nichols, a veteran of air 

combat in Soutiieast Asia, takes the civilian leadership to task for failing to understand air 

power, and consequently, misusing it. Nichols especially chastises the Administration for 

tiie infamous rules of engagement, which did more to limit Rolling Thunder's potential 

than any level of North Vietnamese defense possibly could have. 

In the search for convenient hooks on which to hang the blame for the so-called 

"failure" of Rolling Thunder, previous scholarship does take into account that Rolling 

Thunder might not have been a total failure after all. The circumstances of the war in 

Vietnam, both political and environmental, coupled with the shortcomings of the players, 

placed unrealistic conditions on the campaign. Despite the fact that Rolling Thunder rose 

out of a nebulous and poorly defined reprisal policy and suffered from constantly shifting 

goals, it caused North Vietnam a great deal of inconvenience and forced it to divert 

enormous resources from the main thmst of its war effort. Rolling Thunder did not meet 

its stated objectives because infighting, botii Avithin the mihtary and civUian bureaucracies, 

and between the military and civihan bureaucracies, choked off any chance the campaign 

had to become anything more than spasmodic and inefficientiy conducted. The military 

also suffered from the lack of a strategy suited to the environment in which the conflict 

took place. The internal rivahy overshadowed North Vietnam as enemy; the true war 

was deeper, among Americans tiiemselves - the services, the Johnson Administration, the 

strategies, all competing for dominance. The search for failure overlooks Rolling 

Thunder's benefits, which for the United States Navy came in the form of opportunities K̂  

learn lessons and gain institutional memory of strategies and tactics useful in conflict^ 

short of total war. 



CHAPTER II 

THE BUILD-UP TO OPERATION ROLLING THUNDER 

"When our destroyers were attacked in the Gulf of Tonkin, as you will 
remember last summer, we replied promptly with a single raid. The 
punishment was limited to the deed. For the next six months we took no 
action against North Vietnam. We warned of danger; we hoped for caution 
in others. Their answer was attack and explosions and indiscriminate 
murder. So it soon became clear that our restraint was viewed as weakness; 
our desire to limit conflict was viewed as a prelude to surrender."' - Lyndon 
Johnson 

In March 1964, almost ten years after Dien Bien Phu and the collapse of French 

power in Indochina, Lyndon Baines Johnson and his national security advisors decided to 

place the weight of America's prestige and power behind the Republic of Vietnam. 

Despite the instability and unpopularity of the Saigon regime, Washington's world view 

and fear of monolithic communism made vital South Vietnam's defense against the designs 

of its communist northern neighbor. With the 1949 "loss" of mainland China to the 

communists fresh on their minds, the Democratic leadership were adamant that the 

Republic of Vietnam would not suffer the same fate. 

On March 17, 1964, McGeorge Bundy. Johnson's Special Assistant for National 

Security Affairs, produced a policy statement, National Security Action Memorandum 

(NSAM) 288. The document, which the President approved, estabhshed in clear language 

American policy in Southeast Asia: 

iThe President's News Conference of April 27, 1965, The Public Papers of the 
Prp-sidents. Lvndon B. Johnson. 1963-1964 Vol. II. (Washington DC: United States 
Government Printing Office, 1965), p. 208. 
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We seek an independent non-Communist South Viemam. We do not 
require that it serve as a Western base or as a member of a Western 
Alliance. South Vietnam must be free, however, to accept outside 
assistance as required to maintain its security. This assistance should be 
able to take the form not only of economic and social measures but also 
police and military elements to root out and control insurgent elements.̂  

NSAM 288, in addition to proclaiming American support for Saigon, recommended that 

the United States align its force posture in the area to make possible a 72 hour response 

time to initiate "border control actions" with American forces on the Laotian and 

Cambodian borders with South Vietnam and to allow 30 days to prepare for initiation of 

"retaliatory actions" against the Democratic RepubHc of Vietnam (DRV).̂  

In February 1964, South Vietnamese units with indirect U. S. support launched a 

series of covert operations against North Vietnam. Known as Operations Plan (OPLAN) 

34A, the program included infiltration and sabotage of DRV coastal installations. The 

United States Navy also conducted destroyer patrols code namedJT)e Soto' in the Gulf of 

Tonkin off the North Vietnamese coast. The navy timed the patrols to follow OPLAN 

34A raids for the purpose of electronic intelligence (FLINT) gathering. The destroyers 

monitored DRV communication nets and observed North Vietnamese reactions to South 

Vietnamese operations. The destroyers also plotted the locations and types of radar 

installations in preparation for possible future air strikes against North Vietnam.̂  

2Such assistance was in violation of the Geneva Accord of 1954, but both sides 
had ignored tiie provisions of that agreement from almost the beginning. George C. 
Herring, Ed., The Pentagon Papers. Abridged Edition (New York: McGraw Hill Book 
Company, 1993), pp. 93-94. f̂ pp al'̂ n The Foreign Relations of the United States. 1964-
1968. Volume 1. Vietnam. 1964. pp. 172-173 (Washington DC: United States 
Government Printing Office, 1965). Hereafter cited as FRUS 1964-1968. 

^The Pentagon Papers, p. 93. 

^Edward Marolda and Oscar Fitzgerald, The United States Navv and the Vietnam 
f ^nflict (Vol. ID: From Militarv A.ssistance to Combat. 1959-1965 (Washington DC: 
Naval History Division, Department of the Navy, 1986) pp. 393-397. 
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On March 29, 1964, Viet Cong guerrillas detonated a bomb outside tiie American 

Embassy in Saigon. NSAM 288 had already established the basis for retaliation against 

North Viemam, but President Johnson decided to take no action. This decision outraged 

Admiral Ulysses S. Grant Sharp, then Commander in Chief of United States forces in tiie 

Pacific (CINCPAC): 

If ever swift reprisal was warranted, now was the time. I promptiy urged 
the JCS to recommend a forceful reply to this outrage in the form of a 
heavy bombing attack on a significant target or targets in North Vietnam. 
Although this would have given the North Vietnamese a message they 
could understand, a strong response was ruled out. Instead, these terrorist 
tactics were met with timidity in Washington.... A fatal lack of will 
surfaced at the highest level of our government, and our enemies were not 
slow to grasp it.̂  

Although the President chose not to respond at that time, he ordered the National Security 

Council (NSC), the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS), and the Military Assistance Command, 

Viemam (MACV) to prepare a contingency plan for future action against the DRV. 

Admiral Sharp's staff produced much of the document, which in April became known as 

OPLAN 37-64. 

OPLAN 37-64 called for the selective application of military force in phases to 

stop the infiltration into South Vietnam of Nortii Vietnamese supplies for tiie insurgents. 

Phase One, as General William C. Westmoreland, the Commander of the United States 

Military Assistance Command, Viemam (COMUSMACV) remembered it, "provided for 

the pursuit of enemy forces across the borders of Laos and Cambodia."^ Phase One had 

5u. S. Grant Sharp, Strategv For Defeat: Vietnam in Retrospect (San Rafael 
CA: The Presidio Press, 1978), pp. 69-70. 

^William C. Westmoreland, A Soldier Reports (New York: Dell Publishing 
Company, 1976). pp. 138-139. 
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as its purpose the denial of sanctuary and secure logistics networks for the Viet Cong 

guerrillas. Phase Two involved reprisal strikes against targets witiiin the DRV in response 

to communist provocations, and an increase in OPLAN 34A raids. Both were contingent 

on the progress of political reforms to be carried out by tiie Saigon government Phase 

Three, which policy makers intended as a last resort, called for a su-ategic bombing 

campaign against ninety-four military and industrial targets selected by the JCS because of 

their supposed vital importance to the Hanoi regime. Planners divided these targets into 

categories that included "airfields, transportation assets, military installations and logistics 

facilities, industrial plants, and targets of opportunity along lines of communication."^ The 

South Vietnamese Air Force (VNAF) was to carry out most of the raids, with American 

aircraft in supporting roles.̂  

Phase One operations began almost immediately. American intelligence knew that 

the communists used Laos as a pipeline for supplies and an infiltration route into the 

south. Washington also recognized the threat posed by communist Pathet Lao guerrillas 

whose activities destabiHzed the Laotian Government. In May 1964, after obtaining 

permission from Laotian Premier Souvanna Phouma, Washington initiated Operation 

Yankee Team, in which United States Navy and air force au-craft conducted armed 

reconnaissance flights over Laotian territory. Yankee Team missions operated "under 

strict rules of engagement prescribed by Washington." American aircraft "could only fu-e 

if fired upon and flights over the panhandle were limited to approximately five missions 

per week."^ On-scene commanders chafed under the rules of engagement, but the 

^Marolda and Fitzgerald, The United States Navv and the Vietnam Conflict II: p. 
464. 

^Westmoreland, A Soldier Reports, pp. 138-139. 

9lbid., pp. 139-140. 
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sporadic Yankee Team missions over Laos were successful in that they confirmed 

Washington's suspicions of communist activity along the border with South Vietnam, 

activity that violated the 1954 Geneva Accords.'o Naval historian Edward Marolda 

concludes that Yankee Team's most important effect lay in convincing Washington tiiat 

limited application of American military power was a pmdent course to steer in an 

unstable environment loaded with uncertainties." 

Of all tiie forces available to the United States in the Pacific in mid-1964, the 

Pacific Fleet (PACFLT) was best positioned and was most prepared for possible 

operations in Southeast Asia. While the air force had limited assets in Vietnam organized 

under the Second Air Division, the large bases that service later operated in both Thailand 

and Vietnam were not yet established. As tensions increased between the United States 

and the DRV, Washington deployed larger numbers of air force assets to Southeast Asia. 

The navy's assets, however, were largely in place. PACFLT had thirteen aircraft carriers, 

"Including three large attack CVAs (attack carriers)... six older CVAs . . . and four 

antisubmarine support (CVS) carriers .. ."̂ ^ Of the nine attack carriers assigned to 

PACFLT, four, USS Bon Homme Richard (CVA-31), USS Constellation (CVA-64), 

USS Kitty Hawk (CVA-63), and USS Ticonderoga (CVA-14), were deployed to the 

Western Pacific (WESTPAC) when Yankee Team operations began. Naval aviators of 

l^Note the inconsistency of Washington's use of Hanoi's violations of the accords 
as a pretext for action when Saigon, witii American support, also regularly violated the 
accords. 

l^Marolda and Fitzgerald, USN and the Vietnam Conflict. II: 392. Marolda 
also recounts the story of Navy Lieutenant Charles F. Klusmann, tiie first naval aviator 
shot down in Southeast Asia. Klusmann was a prisoner of the Patiiet Lao for eighty-six 
days, and then became the first American aviator to escape communist captivity. See pp. 
381-382. 

12Rene J. Francillon, Tonkin Gulf Yacht Club (AnnapoHs: Naval Institute Press, 
1988), p. I. 
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VFP-63 Detachment Charlie flew their RF-8A Crusaders from the deck of tiie Kitty Hawk 

for the first Yankee Team armed reconnaissance missions.'^ 

Washington found the use of aircraft carriers advantageous for several reasons. 

Warships have traditionally served as instruments with which to show tiie flag. The 

presence of American vessels in the vicinity of Vietnam was an unmistakable symbol of 

American support for the Saigon government; policy makers hoped that an American fleet 

within striking distance of tiie DRV would send a message that the leadership in Hanoi 

could not ignore. The ships also fulfilled the requirement of NSAM 288 that American 

forces be in a position to launch missions over the borders between South Vietnam and 

her neighbors within seventy-two hours of receiving orders from the White House. If it 

became necessary to launch strikes directiy against the DRV, then assets would already be 

available. The aircraft carrier's mobility and rapid availability stood in stark contrast to the 

considerable lead time necessary to deploy air force aircraft and their supporting 

equipment to Southeast Asia. Additionally, embarked carrier air wings (CVWs) were self-

contained units. The ship provided everything necessary to sustain operations: a base, 

maintenance, a supply network, and security. Air force installations in Southeast Asia 

were exposed to, and often came under, guerrilla attack. Aircraft carriers in tiie Gulf of 

Tonkin and the South China Sea remained invulnerable to such attacks, while the threat of 

attack by regular North Vietnamese air and naval forces was negligible. Finally, the attack 

carriers were mobile and thus possessed the flexibility to place themselves in closer 

proximity to targets as the situation dictated. 

By early August 1964, naval aviators had been involved in a low intensity shooting 

war over Laos for nearly three months. Most Americans knew littie, and probably cared 

less, about navy and air force efforts to monitor communist activity in Laos. On the 

l^Ibid., p. 24. 
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second day of the month, however, an event occurred in tiie waters off Nortii Vietnam 

that catapulted the conflict into national headlines. 

The USS Maddox (DD 731), a World War Il-vintage destroyer engaged in a De 

Soto patrol following an OPLAN 34A raid on Hon Me Island, was steaming 

approximately thirty miles off the DRV coast when radar operators detected three high 

speed contacts approaching the ship. The ship had earlier closed within five miles of Hon 

Me and was steaming away from tiie island. When the contacts came within visual range, 

spotters identified them as patrol torpedo (PT) boats. Commander Herbert L. Ogier, 

captain of the Maddox, ordered his gunners to fire warning shots. The three craft 

continued to close and all three fired torpedoes. Maddox took evasive action while funng 

on the PT boats. Gunfire from the destroyer damaged one of the craft, which turned to 

retire from the area. A second boat pressed the attack, and hit the Maddox with machine 

gun fire, but was, in turn, damaged by gunfire from Maddox}^ The surface engagement 

lasted approximately twenty-five minutes, by which time, four F-8 Crusaders of VF-51 

from USS Ticonderoga arrived on the scene. The aircraft, led by Commander James 

Stockdale, succeeded in sinking witii rocket and cannon fire one of tiie boats damaged by 

the Maddox. The F-8s pursued the remaining two boats, but soon retired due to low fuel 

states. ̂ ^ 

Initial press accounts reported tiiat the attacking craft were communist, but 

showed some uncertainty as to tiieir origin. The New York Times quoted Secretary of 

State Dean Rusk as saying tiiat the craft definitely originated from Nortii Vietnam. Rusk 

said, "The other side got a sting out of tiiis. If they do it again, they'll get another 

I'^For the most detailed account of the attack on the USS Maddox, see Marolda 
and Fitzgerald, USN and the Vietnam Conflict. 11: 410-419. 

l^lbid., p. 417. 
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sting."*6 President Johnson issued no statement, while other government sources played 

down tiie incident: "The United States Seventh Reet had been patrolling tiie area for some 

time, would continue its patrols, and had sufficient strength on hand ' to protect itself'^ A 

Defense Department official characterized the attack on tiie Maddox as "unwelcome but 

not especially serious," and concluded that the "most effective protest was made by the 

destroyer and the four fighter planes No effort was made to sink the PT boats, 

because the fleet was not at war."̂ * 

While official spokesmen publicly dismissed the attack, serious debate occurred 

within the government itself. Admiral James Forrestal, Chairman of the Vietnam 

Coordinating Committee, argued for immediate reprisal. "I think we might at least wish to 

discuss otiier actions against the DRV associated with their patrol boat activity," he 

advised Dean Rusk. "I have in mind the aerial mining of the harbor or harbors from which 

these boats emerge.... Another possibility, of course, is an unidentified airstrike against 

one or more of these harbors. A recent JCS paper includes several such harbors as a 

possible VNAF target Isic]."^^ However, after meeting with Secretary of Defense Robert 

S. McNamara, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General Earle Wheeler, USA, and 

Rusk, Johnson decided not to take any immediate action against the North Vietnamese. 

16"Red PT Boats Fire at US Destroyer on Duty," New York Times. August 3, 
1964, pp. 1, 6. The uncertainty of the attackers' identity was never in question for the 
Navy. Marolda points out tiiat the navy was intercepting North Vietnamese message 
traffic and knew who they were dealing witii. Marolda and Fitzgerald, USN and the 
Vietnam Conflict. II: 412-413. 

l'7"Red PT Boats Fire at US Destroyer on Duty," New York Times. August 3, 
1964, p. 6. 

18ibid. 

l̂ Memorandum From tiie Chainnan of the Vietnam Coordinating Committee to 
die Secretary ofState, August 3, 1964, FRUS 1964-1968. 1: p. 599. 
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He instructed the navy not only to continue the De Soto Patrol but also to add a second 

destroyer, the USS Turner Joy (DD 951), and to have a combat air patrol (CAP) orbiting 

in the vicinity of the two ships. Johnson also changed the rules of engagement. Before, 

American forces had been able only to defend themselves if attacked. Now, if attacked, 

the ships and aircraft had orders "to attack any force which attacks them in international 

waters and to attack with the objective not only of driving off the force but of destroying 

it."20 Navy units in the Gulf of Tonkin were now placed on a war footing. 

The Maddox and Turner Joy did not wait long before the North Vietnamese gave 

them the opportunity to use the new rules of engagement. On the night of 4-5 August 

scattered thunderstorms over the gulf raised moderate seas and interfered with visibility. 

Shortly before 2100 hours contacts again appeared on the ships' radar screens approaching 

at high speed. Both destroyers turned away to clear the area of the previous engagement, 

but the contacts continued to close. When the boats came within range the Turner Joy, 

followed by the Maddox, opened fire.̂ i 

Controversy surrounds this second incident in the Gulf of Tonkin. Both the 

Maddox and the Turner Joy's lookouts claim to have seen North Vietnamese PT boats, 

searchlights, and the wakes of torpedoes the craft fired at the two destroyers. 

Commander James Stockdale again led the combat au- patrol launched from the 

Ticonderoga in support. Before tiie engagement ended, sixteen Navy A-4s, A-Is and F-8s 

participated in searches and strafing attacks on suspected targets. Despite this effort, 

Stockdale claimed to have seen nothing. Other pilots reported seeing objects in the water. 

20"Statement by the President Upon Instructing the Navy to Take Retaliatory 
Action in the Gulf of Tonkin, August 3, 1964, Public Papers of the Presidents: Lvndon 
p Johnson 1963-1964 Vol. II (Washington DC: United States Government Priming 
Office, 1965), pp. 926-927. 

2lMarolda and Fitzgerald, USN and the Vietnam Conflict. II: 426-436 recounts 
the second Gulf of Tonkin encounter between American and North Vietnamese forces. 
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wakes, and small arms fire. Due to the darkness, however, none of them could be certain. 

Over the four hours of the engagement, the ships reported and fired on no fewer than five 

contacts, perhaps sinking as many as three of them.22 

While Johnson's advisors quickly dismissed tiie first incident as a possible mistake, 

they regarded the second as deliberate and far more serious. The President convened an 

emergency lunch time meeting of the National Security Council on August 4 to consider a 

suitable American response. Most of those present considered tiie North Vietnamese 

action unjustified and wanted to respond immediately. Dean Rusk, who had counseled 

caution two days earlier, now changed his tune. He regarded the incident as both serious 

and deliberate and argued that "immediate and direct reaction" was necessary. "The 

unprovoked attack on the high seas is an act of war for all practical purposes. We have 

been trying to get a signal to Hanoi and Peking. Our response to this attack may be that 

signal."23 Defense Secretary Robert S. McNamara agreed, as did all those present, that 

reprisal was necessary. The advisors considered no other options. 

President Johnson asked Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) Director John 

McCone directly if the North Vietnamese intended to provoke the United States into a 

war. McCone did not believe that to be the case; tiie North Vietnamese action, in his 

view, was a defensive response to South Viemamese OPLAN 34A raids on tiie North 

Vietnamese coast. McCone also believed that Hanoi was sending Washington a message: 

"The attack is a signal to us that the North Vietnamese have the will and determination to 

continue tiie war. They are raising the ante."̂ '* Despite his accurate analysis of the North 

22ibid., pp. 429-436. 

23summary Notes of tiie 538th Meeting of the National Security Council, 
Washington, August 4, 1964, FRIiSJ2MiM£, I: 611. 

24lbid. 
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Vietnamese reasoning for the incident, McCone voted for reprisal. He felt that "such 

actions would not represent a deliberate decision to provoke or accept a major escalation 

of the Vietnamese War."̂ ^ 

The National Security Council recommended punishing North Vietnam for the 

second Gulf of Tonkin incident. Contingency plans for striking selected targets in the 

DRV already existed under OPLAN 37-64, and the President's advisors initially favored 

attacking two bases in the northern DRV and two bases immediately north of the 

demilitarized zone (DMZ). Additionally, the navy was to task its aircraft with armed 

reconnaissance missions over the gulf, with authority to attack and destroy any DRV 

patrol boats found outside North Vietnam's three-mile territorial limit.̂ ^ 

When Task Force 77, the carrier striking force of the Seventh Fleet, received the 

FLASH message ordering tiie reprisal strike, two aircraft carriers were on station off the 

coast of Vietnam. The USS Ticonderoga, the USS Constellation and their supporting 

vessels comprised Task Group 77.5. The two carriers had three hours to prepare to 

launch tiieir aircraft early on the morning of August 6. The targets for tiie reprisal strikes, 

later named Pierce Arrow, stretched over one hundred miles of DRV coastline and 

included Ben Thuy, Phuc Loi, Quang Khe, Hon Me, Hon Gay, and the Lac Chao estuary, 

all of which intelligence had identified as pau-ol boat bases or staging areas. Planners also 

targeted the petroleum, oil, and lubricant (POL) facility at Vinh, which supported patrol 

boat operations, the priority target. 

Ticonderoga was scheduled to launch her aircraft first at 0335Z (1035 local), 

leading off with tiie 4 A-1 Skyraiders tasked with striking the Vinh POL facility. After a 

slight delay, the A-Is left the deck and orbited the fleet for almost an hour before turning 

25ibid. 

26ibid. 
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toward the coast. Ticonderoga then launched the remainder of the Vinh strike package, 

which included 6 A-4 Skyhawks, 6 F-8s and I RF-8. The thirteen jets planned to 

rendezvous with the slow-moving propeller-driven A-Is over the target at 1325 local, 

having given them the head start. Ticonderoga's plane handlers then respotted the deck 

for the immediate launch of the 6 F-8s and 1 RF-8 tasked with attacking Quang Khe.^'' 

At 11:36 P.M. EDT, while the attacking aircraft headed towards hostile territory. 

President Johnson appeared on live television in the United States to explain the unfolding 

events to the American people. The President announced that North Vietnamese naval 

units had undertaken hostile actions against American forces in international waters and 

that those actions left the United States no choice but to retaliate: 

Repeated acts of violence against the armed forces of the United States 
must be met not only with alert defense but with positive reply. That reply 
is being given as I speak to you tonight. Air action is now in execution 
against gunboats and certain supporting facilities in North Vietnam which 
have been used in these hostile actions.^^ 

The President's remarks included a reminder of what he called the "importance of the 

struggle for peace and security in Southeast Asia" against "aggression by terror."^^ The 

speech concluded with the reassurance that the incident in the Gulf of Tonkin and the 

military response did not mean that the United States was on the road to war. "We 

27CTG 77.5 050524Z to COMSEVENTHFLT, August 1964, Lvndon B. Johnson 
ISTanonal Securitv Files. Special Subiects 1963-1969. Reel 25, Frames 0871-0872. 
Hereafter cited as LRJ NSF SoeHal Subiects. 

28"Radio and Television Report to tiie American People Following Renewed 
Aggression in the Gulf of Tonkin, August 4, 1964," Publig Papgr?> Qf thg Presidents, 
^,yndon B. Johnson 1963-1964. II: 927. 

29FRUS 1964-1968. I: 626. 
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Americans know, although others appear to forget, the risks of spreading conflict," 

Johnson said. "We still seek no wider war."3o 

Weather conditions over Vinh proved less than ideal, with scud at 1500 feet and 

broken clouds at 3(X)0 feet Hmiting visibility to seven miles. The F-8s arrived on target 

first and attacked the flak sites around the POL complex. Antiaircraft fu-e struck one F-8, 

causing it to lose oxygen and oil pressure. The damage forced the pilot to divert and 

make an emergency landing at Danang. The remaining F-8s and A-Is then dehvered their 

ordnance on tiie POL facihty, destroying at least eight of the fourteen tanks and leaving 

the site burning. Elements of the same strike package attacked PT boats at nearby Ben 

Thuy and Phuc Loi. Aircraft strafed all six of the craft in port with 2.75 inch rockets and 

20 mm cannon fire, causing heavy damage to four and light damage to two of them.^i 

Ticonderoga also launched 6 F-8s against the harbor at Quang Khe. There VF 53 

pilots found several patrol boats at anchor and several others getting underway. Their 

strafing runs against that target resulted in one PT boat destroyed and three others 

damaged.32 ^t about the same time, 4 A-Is and 10 A-4s from Constellation arrived over 

the harbor at Hon Gay. Post-strike photography indicated that the attack forced one 

Swatow-class gunboat to run aground where it subsequently caught fire and burned. 

Strafing runs set a second Swatow ablaze as it attempted to flee the harbor. A second 

wave of four A-4s disabled another Swatow and damaged four PT boats with rockets and 

cannon fu-e. The raid on Hon Gay did have a price, however. Antiaircraft fire brought 

30ibid. 

31CTG 77.5 050450Z to COMSEVENTHFLT, August 1964, Reel 25 Frame 
0869, COMSEVENTHFLT 050624Z to CINCPACFLT, August 1964, Reel 25, Frame 
0864, Corrigendum NMCC Operational Summary NMCC OPSUM 103-64, 6 August 
1964, Reel 24, Frames 517-528, LBJ NSF Special Subiects. 

32NMCC Operational Summary NMCC OPSUM 103-64, 6 August 1964, LBI 
]S|<̂ F Special Subiects. Reel 24, Frames 0517-0528. 
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down an A-4C firom Constellation piloted by Lt(j.g.) Everett Alvarez. The officer 

managed to eject from his burning Skyhawk before it crashed into the harbor. An attempt 

to recover Alvarez failed and he remained a prisoner of war until 1973. Alvarez thus 

gained the unfortunate distinction of being the fu-st American naval aviator imprisoned by 

the North Vietnamese.̂ ^ 

At the Lac Chao estuary. Constellation A-1 Skyraiders discovered five PT boats 

enroute to the target. The aircraft attacked and left two of the craft disabled and burning. 

Five Constellation A-4s took over, and damaged two of the remaining boats. 

Additionally, the Skyhawks attacked two Swatow gunboats, setting both of them on fire. 

Strafing attacks disabled three other gunboats. Over Lac Chao, gunfire damaged an A-1 

that then crashed into the harbor between the two PT boats it was attacking. None of the 

other aviators in the vicinity observed a parachute. The pilot, Lt(j.g.) Richard C. Sather, 

became the first naval aviator to perish in combat in the skies over North Vietnam. 

Antiaircraft fire caused hydraulic failure in another Constellation A-1, but the pilot 

managed to nurse the crippled plane back to the deck. Armed reconnaissance along the 

DRV coast conducted by aircraft from both carriers after the initial strikes netted another 

two PT boats destroyed and a further three damaged.̂ '' 

In a press conference following the attack. Defense Secretary Robert S. 

McNamara outlined the attacks and their results and stated that tiie administration had no 

intention of launching further attacks against the DRV "unless the United States was 

further provoked."^^ McNamara also noted that "strong reinforcements had been 

33ibid. 

34ibid. 

35"U. S. Plans No New Vietnam Raid After Hitting 25 Patrol Boats; Tells U. N. 
of Hanoi Aggression," New York Times. August 6, 1964, pp. I, 6. 
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dispatched to the Southeast Asia crisis area," and that unspecified army and marine corps 

units "had been alerted."^^ 

Despite the apparent success of Pierce Arrow, the event did not go without 

repercussions. The short notice Washington had given tiie navy to launch the raids 

exasperated Admiral Thomas H. Moorer, tiie Commander in Chief of the Pacific Fleet 

(CINCPACFLT). In an angry message to Admiral Sharp, Moorer argued that a two-

carrier task force was insufficient to maintain the tempo of operations made necessary by 

events, and explained why Ticonderoga had experienced a delay before it launched its 

attack: 

The CINCPAC prepare to strike message . . . did not permit sufficient lead 
time to quote by 0700 local 5 August conduct a one time maximum effort 
attack un-quote. Directly related to this question is the fact that the Tico 
had been conducting continuous intensive air operations for 29 hours prior 
to and overlapping the launching of the first Pierce Arrow strike. This 
included Yankee Team missions, DeSoto TARCAP [target combat air 
patrol] and air group strike training, DeSoto PT attacks, TARCAP, and 
recce missions.̂ '̂  

CINCPACFLT's arguments found sympathy at higher levels. In the future, when the navy 

launched what would become Rolling Thunder strikes against the DRV, there would 

always be at least three and sometimes as many as four aircraft carriers stationed off the 

coast of Vietnam. 

Republicans, and the American public in general, gave widespread support to 

President Johnson's decision to retaliate against Hanoi. Many, however, considered his 

appearance on live television to announce the strike prior to the event poor judgment. 

One particularly vocal critic. Senator Barry Goldwater (R-Arizona), chastised the 

36ibid.,p. 1. 

37CINCPACFLT 161407Z to CINCPAC, August 1964, LBJ NSF Special 
< îihiects. Reel 25, Frame 0676. 
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President and the secretary of defense in a speech at the Illinois State Fair on August 19. 

Goldwater hinted that Johnson's faux pas was in part responsible for Lieutenant Satiier's 

death and Lieutenant Alvarez's capture: 

The fact remains that we gave tiie enemy time in which they could have 
better prepared the defenses that shot down our planes.... For make no 
mistake about it, the Administration and its civilian generals, such as Field 
Marshal McNamara, take full credit for tiiis remarkable strategy of warning 
our enemy that our planes were on their way.̂ * 

After the Pierce Arrow reprisal raids and the passage of the Gulf of Tonkin 

Resolution, in which the Congress granted the President the authority to take whatever 

steps he deemed necessary to protect American forces in Southeast Asia, the crisis passed. 

North Vietnam continued covert infiltration of weapons and supplies into South Vietnam, 

but no longer seemed interested in open confrontation with American forces. The war 

scare that accompanied the events of the first week of August faded. The navy had passed 

its first test over DRV airspace and had had a taste of operations over heavily defended 

targets, something only veterans of tiie Korean War remembered. The lesson the 

Administration gleaned from the experience proved momentous. President Johnson, who 

considered North Vietnam a "raggedy ass fourth rate country" in any case, had proved his 

point. If Hanoi crossed the United States, then American airpower could bomb it into 

submission. The military, especially the air force, agreed. In that age of nuclear solutions, 

strategic bombing offered a panacea for any problem. The navy, which had grappled with 

tiie air force in funding battles that pitted bombers against aircraft carriers, accepted the 

strategy to justify its argument for aircraft carriers. The debate for bombing and the 

38Excerpt From Speech by Senator Barry Goldwater to the Illinois State Fair, 
August 19, 1964, LBJ NSF Special Subiects. Reel 25, Frame 0690. 
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apparent success of Pierce Arrow in forcing Hanoi to back off set the stage for continued 

bombing in response to any North Vietnamese provocations.̂ ^ 

Three montiis passed without incident. The Viet Cong continued their operations 

in tiie Soutii while the United States busied itself with attempting to bolster its ally and put 

brakes on the political instability in Saigon as coup followed coup in staggering 

succession. On November 1, 1964, South Vietnam celebrated National Day, a new 

holiday commemorating the anniversary of the overthrow of Ngo Dinh Diem. The 

political significance of that day was not lost on the Viet Cong, who made their move 

against the American airbase at Bien Hoa early on the morning of the first. 

Bien Hoa had been the hub of American aerial activity in South Vietnam since the 

Gulf of Tonkin incident. The USAF B-57 bombers the President had ordered to Vietnam 

as part of the post-Tonkin Gulf build-up operated from Bien Hoa, as did the F-lOO fighter 

bombers that flew close air support missions for ARVN units. U-2 strategic 

reconnaissance aircraft also staged out of Bien Hoa, on what the air force claimed were 

mapping missions over South Vietnamese territory. Shortiy after midnight, Viet Cong 

guerrillas set up their 82 mm mortars outside the perimeter of tiie air base and calculated 

ranges. They then quickly fired fifty shells and made their escape. The accuracy of the 

guerrilla barrage was remarkable: mortar shells destroyed six B-57s and damaged eight 

others, and also damaged two A-Is and a helicopter. Some of the shells struck the billet 

area of the base, killing five Americans and wounding seventy-six others. At the same 

^^Policy makers also favored bombing as a tool for punishing North Viemam 
because it required far fewer personnel than would other actions, notably a land invasion. 
Bombing also made use of America's technological superiority. See, Mark Clodfelter, 
Xjie Limits of Air Power. The American Bombing of North Vietnam (New York: The 
Free Press, 1989), p. 52. 
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time the Viet Cong mortared an outpost at Phuoc Long, critically injuring an American 

special forces captain.'̂ o 

General Maxwell Taylor, the American Ambassador to Saigon, fired off a cable to 

Washington demanding retaliation. Taylor noted the violence of the attack and the 

significance of its timing. "[The] VC attack on Bien Hoa is a deliberate act of escalation 

and a change of the ground rules under which they have operated up to now. It should be 

met promptly by an appropriate act of reprisal against [a] DRV target, preferably an 

airfield Tit-for-tat principle clearly indicates Phuc Yen airfield outside of Hanoi." '̂ 

Taylor pointed out that since the attack victimized both United States and the South 

Vietnamese, the way was cleared for the United States to participate in the retaliatory 

strike. The former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff counseled that retaliation should 

take place within twenty-four to forty-eight hours. Taylor further recommended that 

Washington, in conjunction with Saigon, publicly "announce that such [tit-for-tat] 

retaliation will henceforth be the rule, making our statement broad enough to cover major 

acts of sabotage, terrorism, destruction of industrial facilities, and the interruption of 

arterial rail and highway communications.'"^^ 

President Johnson, despite tiie advice of the JCS and Ambassador Taylor, mled 

out a reprisal strike. He established an inter-agency working group of tiie National 

Security Council to be chaired by the President's special assistant for national security, 

40"Viet Cong Attack Major US Base, DesU-oy 6 B-57s," New York Times. 
November 1, 1964, pp. I, 26. 

^^Telegram U. S. Embassy, Saigon to Department of State, 1 November 1964, 
fRIJS 1964-1968. I: 873-875. 

42ibid., p. 875. 
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McGeorge Bundy. Johnson tasked the group with studying "[p]otential courses of further 

US action in South Vietnam." 3̂ 

The administration offered disgruntied advisors several reasons for deciding not to 

retaliate. Dean Rusk responded to Taylor, explaining that a tit-for-tat reprisal policy 

"conveys a weak signal to Hanoi and also has maximum disadvantages in the international 

sphere." The Administration, Rusk stated, "would find it hard to portray [tiie] attack as 

[a] major act of escalation in itself We have also been reluctant [to] give any 

appearance [of] reacting only when US personnel [arej affected.""'* The secretary of state 

also confirmed Taylor's convictions when he admitted that the presidential elections, then 

two days away, were a major factor. President Johnson hoped to be reelected in his own 

right, and "[q]uick retaliation could easily be attacked as [an] election device here, and this 

would play back to Hanoi and greatly weaken [the] intended signal.'"•̂  A further reason 

may be the nature of the attack. The Gulf of Tonkin Incident involved clear-cut North 

Vietnamese aggression, albeit in response to what was certainly provocative behavior on 

the part of the Maddox. Viet Cong who may or may not have been acting on orders from 

the DRV attacked the airbase at Bien Hoa. 

For his part. Admiral Sharp dismissed the thought that the Viet Cong may have 

acted independentiy of Hanoi and communicated his disapproval of Washington's caution 

with a warning: 

43shflrp Strategv For Defeat, p. 51. 

"̂ "̂ Dean Rusk offered Taylor two reasons for the Administration's caution. First, 
all advisors, including the JCS, "are negative on a tit-for-tat policy as basis for real action 
against the north." Second, an attack would show the American pubHc that the 
Administration took the incident seriously, but it would not resolve the difficult wider 
issues surrounding Vietnam. Telegram, Department of State to U. S. Embassy, Saigon, 
November I, 1964, FRUS 1964-1968. I: 877. 

45ibid., p. 878. 
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[The] Viet Cong have not attacked a major U. S. installation prior to this 
because they were fearful of U. S. retaliation. There is ample evidence to 
indicate tiiat tiiey expected retaliation for the Bien Hoa attack I 
believe, therefore, tiiat the VC now realize that they have been able to 
launch a successful and very damaging attack on U. S. forces witiiout 
retaliation. We must assume that they will be encouraged to mount attacks 
on other installations in the near future. 

CINCPAC also advised that if tiie President did not plan to launch reprisal raids, then he 

should order the removal of American aircraft from vulnerable bases on Vietnamese soil.''̂  

Johnson chose to maintain the force posture as it was and wait for the Bundy group's 

recommendations. 

As it turned out, tiie NSC group considered the ramifications of the Bien Hoa 

attack for an entire month. The Joint Chiefs of Staff did not sit by quietly during tiiat 

tiiirty-day period. On November 14, the JCS advised Secretary of Defense McNamara 

that the United States could not safely ignore "serious provocations" such as the VC 

attack on Bien Hoa. The Joint Chiefs recommended that the President order a response 

within 24 to 36 hours, to include strikes on five infiltration-related targets in Laos, armed 

reconnaissance over North Vietnam south of the 19th parallel and the Laotian panhandle, 

and deployment of the Marine special landing force from Okinawa to provide security for 

the large American complex at Danang. They also suggested that within 60 to 72 hours 

the United States launch a night attack on Phuc Yen airfield using thirty B-52s based on 

Guam, and follow that strike with day strikes on the three other major military airfields in 

the Hanoi-Haiphong area.'*̂  

"^^elegram, CINCPAC to CJCS (Wheeler), November 3, 1964, FRUS 1964-
1968. I: 885. 

^^Memorandum, Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of Defense, FRUS 1964-
)968. 1:903-904. 
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The Joint Chiefs dismissed the Administration's fear that an American response to 

the Bien Hoa attack would provoke Beijing into entering the conflict. They 

acknowledged Chinese interest in events in Southeast Asia but suggested that Beijing 

would do nothing more than exploit the propaganda value of any American action. Even 

if American bombing attacks increased in severity, any action taken by the Communist 

Chinese would stop short of open confrontation with American forces. The Chiefs felt 

that "the Chinese Communists would not openly engage US forces unless they felt it was 

necessary to prevent collapse of the communist regime in North Vietnam.""** McNamara 

rejected this advice and the United States took no action. Even with the election safely 

won, Johnson did not want to risk retaliation. The ghost of Korea remained alive and well 

in policy makers' minds. 

Having failed to obtain a military response to tiie Viet Cong action of November I, 

the Joint Chiefs approached McNamara again on the twenty-tiiird with their 

recommendations to force Hanoi to cease its support for the Southern insurgency. The 

Chiefs felt tiiat if tiie Administration's objective was a "stable and independent 

noncommunist government in the Republic of Vietnam (RVN), and a stabilized situation in 

Laos which conforms to the Geneva Accords of 1962," tiien the United States must take 

action against North Vietnam.^^ 

In the memorandum of the twenty-third, tiie commanders laid out a series of 

alternatives for tiie administration to consider, ranging from withdrawal from Laos and 

Vietnam "under conditions which impair as little as possible our standing in the eyes of the 

world," to "undertaking a controlled program of intense military pressures against the 

48ibid., p. 904. 

49Memorandum, Joint Chiefs of Staff to Secretary of Defense (McNamara), 
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DRV, swiftly yet deliberately applied, designed to have major military and psychological 

impact from the outset, and accompanied by appropriate poHtical pressures. "̂ ° The JCS 

also included as options maintenance of the status quo and a program of gradually applied 

military and political pressure. 

The JCS rejected withdrawal as an option because it "abandons our objectives . . . 

and initiates progressive deterioration in our military position throughout the Western 

Pacific." The Chiefs rejected the status quo because although it put some demands on 

Hanoi, those demands were "not commensurate with those imposed by the DRV on 

RVN." Most notably with regard to future policy, the military disliked the idea of a policy 

of graduated pressure because 

its uncertain pace could permit and encourage enemy build-ups to counter 
our own. Thus it would raise the risks and costs to us of each separate 
military undertaking, would invite further escalations on the part of the 
enemy, and would make miscalculation regarding the resolve of and 
determination of the United States more likely.^' 

The JCS recommended that the United States undertake a quick and intensive program of 

airstrikes against selected DRV targets, as such a program "offers the best probability of 

achieving our objectives at the least risk, casualties, and cost, and with the least probability 

of enemy miscalculation. "̂ 2 

The Pentagon plan stirred up controversy among the President's advisors. The 

Bundy group urged caution on the grounds that no matter what option the United States 

exercised, Soutii Viemam might collapse under tiie weight of its internal problems. Bundy 

50ibid., p. 934. 

51 Ibid. 

52ibid. 
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had reservations about the Joint Chiefs' plan to launch severe strikes against tiie DRV 

because of negative political side effects.̂ ^ The NSC working group recommended a 

gradual program, on the grounds that the threat of more punishment was "at least as 

important psychologically as present damage. We all accept the will of tiie DRV as the 

real target" (emphasis in the original). While the Joint Chiefs favored quick action, the 

President's civilian advisors pointed to a slowly intensifying program aimed at DRV 

morale, 

not so much for the sake of damage as to show how helpless the DRV is, 
cause it to strain its security apparatus, and ask for help from the Chicoms 
in ways the Chicoms may not be able to give effectively. Also to keep our 
losses low. Such an undramatic 'water drip' technique would, in the 
opinion of many Chicom experts, both hit DRV will harder than more 
dramatic attacks and strain the key DRV — Chicom relationships more.̂ '* 

Already Johnson's civilian advisors were shaping the poorly defined policy that would mar 

later American attempts to force Hanoi to cease its support for the Viet Cong insurgency 

in the south. 

The Executive Committee of the National Security Council, composed of Rusk, 

McNamara, the Bundys, General Earle Wheeler, John McCone, and George Ball also 

53The Bundy group was composed of William Bundy, McGeorge Bundy, Vice 
Admiral Lloyd M. Mustin (Senior Operations Officer witii the JCS), Harold Ford (Senior 
China-Asia Officer at CIA), and John T. McNaughton (Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
International Security Affairs). Dean Rusk, Robert McNamara, General Earl Wheeler, 
John McCone, Forrestal, Maxwell Taylor, and George Ball attended from time to time, as 
necessity dictated. The group expressed concern that heavy strikes would result in closer 
cooperation between Hanoi and Communist China. Furthermore, a program of heavy 
strikes would result in higher U. S. losses, resulting in benefit for Hanoi's morale and 
propaganda machine. See Memorandum, Chairman of the National Security Council 
Working Group (Bundy) to Secretary of State, November 24, 1964, FRUS 1964-1968. I: 
938-942. 

54lbid., pp. 941-942. 
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came down on the side of gradualism. A majority of the committee doubted that swift and 

severe reprisal had "the best chance of obtaining our full objectives." Instead of 

suggesting an alternative, the committee consigned the problem to further study, on the 

grounds that reprisal would not be effective unless poHcy makers first defined "a basis for 

reprisal. "55 

The National Security Council recommended the gradual approach to the 

President during a meeting on December 1. Johnson agreed and the destructive Viet 

Cong attack on Bien Hoa, already a month past, went unanswered. The November 

deliberations resulted in a "wait and see" policy, with vaguely defined threats of future 

action divided into two phases. Phase One was merely a continuation of the status quo, 

based on tit-for-tat reprisals against DRV targets in response to communist attacks on 

Americans in the South, while Phase Two embodied the Administration's enthusiasm for 

gradualism. It called for a campaign against North Vietnam that increased slowly in 

tempo and focused on Hanoi's will to continue the fight rather than its ability to do so. 

Herbert Schandler, in a study of Johnson's policy making in Vietnam, summed up the 

nature of a consensus that, "reflected neither a precisely defined strategy as to the 

subsequent course of American action in Vietnam nor any commonly held expectation as 

to the result to be gained by military pressure. "̂ ^ 

On Christmas morning, the New York Times reported a new incident in South 

Viemam. On the previous night, Viet Cong guerrillas drove a car packed with 200 pounds 

of plastic explosives into the parking garage beneath tiie Brinks Hotel, which at tiie time 

served as a Bachelor Officers Quarters (BOQ) for American personnel assigned to Saigon. 

55 "Memorandum of tiie Meeting of the Executive Committee, Washington, 
November 24, 1954. FRUS 1964-1968. I: 943-945. 

56Herbert Y. Schandler, Lyndon Johnson and Vietnam: The Unmaking of a 
President (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1977), p. 9. 
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The bomb detonated just as officers were returning to the billet at the end of the day. The 

blast devastated the first three floors of the eight-story structure and hurled debris a 

distance of two city blocks. The billet burned for almost an hour before Vietnamese 

firefighters could extinguish the flames. Two Americans, one a civilian employee of the 

United States Mission, died, while fifty-two other Americans and thirteen Viemamese 

suffered injuries.̂ *̂  Admiral Sharp's warning that the Administration's failure to respond to 

the Bien Hoa attack would embolden the Viet Cong to further acts of violence against 

Americans in Vietnam now had the weight of events behind it. 

Immediately after the bombing. Admiral Sharp, General Westmoreland, General 

Wheeler, and Ambassador Taylor all called for retaliation. In a cable to Rusk, Taylor 

pointed out that the bombing was a "major terrorist attack directed squarely at US 

personnel" tiiat offered excellent opportunity for retaliation. The ambassador beheved an 

American response would send an unmistakable message to Hanoi "that, despite our 

present tribulations, there is still bite in [the] tiger they call paper; and U. S. stock in this 

part of [the] worid will take [a] sharp rise. Some of our local squabbles will probably 

disappear in [the] enthusiasm which our action would generate. "̂ ^ Taylor's message 

highlights continuing Washington concern about the political stability of the Saigon 

government, and uncertainty as to the repercussions of U. S. action. The ambassador felt 

tiiat a show of American resolve was just the tonic the struggling South Vietnamese 

needed. Washington did not agree. 

57"Ten-orists Bomb Saigon Headquarters of U. S. Officers," New Ypfk Times. 
December 25, 1964, pp. 1, 14. 

58Telegram, U. S. Embassy, Saigon to Department of State, December 25,1964, 
ft?U<; 1964-1968. I: 1043-1044. 
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The Administration decided not to act because it could not prove that the Viet 

Cong planted the bomb. In his reply to Taylor, Rusk denied the utility of a reprisal on the 

grounds that: 

Hanoi would hardly read into it any strong or continuing signal in view of 
overall confusion in Saigon, and Hanoi might well share what would 
certainly be strong reaction in U. S. opinion and internationally that we 
were trying to shoot our way out of an internal political crisis. Under 
present conditions of Saigon disunity, it would be hard for American 
people to understand action to extend war.̂ ^ 

The "confusion" in Saigon to which Rusk referred involved an ongoing series of political 

maneuverings among South Vietnamese power brokers dating to the summer of 1964, 

when Major General Nguyen Khanh installed himself as Prime Minister in an effort to get 

rid of his principal rival. General Duong Van Minh. Growing unrest at the end of the 

summer forced Khanh to share power with Generals Tran Thien Khiem and Duong Van 

Minh. In mid-September, otiier disgruntled generals attempted a coup. The South 

Vietnamese Air Force, led by Air Vice Marshal Nguyen Cao Ky, preempted the coup by 

threatening air strikes against the insurgents. The coup strengthened Ky's position even as 

it tarnished Khanh's image. In the resulting power struggle, a civilian government took 

power in late October, witii Khanh still wielding power behind the scenes. In December, 

Khanh consolidated his position by having Minh and tiiree other generals arrested. A new 

government, centered around an Armed Forces Council headed by Khanh, took power, 

although Khanh allowed the civilian Prime Minister, Tran Van Huong, to remain in office. 

On December 21, 1964, Ambassador Taylor gave the South Vietnamese generals a tongue 

59Telegram, Department of State to U. S. Embassy, Saigon, December 25, 1964, 
fpiTS 1964-1968. I: 1045-1046. 
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lashing that created a stand-off between the American Embassy and General Khanh. As a 

result, a delicate political situation existed around the time of the bombing.^ 

Taylor thought it ridiculous that anyone could doubt Viet Cong complicity in the 

bombing, especially in light of communist propaganda, and reported that American 

officials in Saigon were unanimous in their recommendation "that a reprisal bombing 

attack be executed ASAP on Vit Thu Lu military barracks accompanied by a statement 

relating tiiis action to tiie Brinks bombing."̂ ^ Such an action would have been entirely 

possible under the two phase policy the National Security Council endorsed at the 

beginning of December. 

Johnson and his civilian advisors did weigh the pros and cons of a reprisal strike, 

and despite their own admission that American policy called for reprisal regardless of the 

political situation in Saigon, argued against it on the grounds that it would have "mixed 

meaning" and "may lead to escalation by the other side." General Wheeler testified that 

the reprisal was low risk and would probably not result in escalation if Washington made 

clear the reason for the strike.̂ ^ xhe United States had ab-eady set the precedent for 

action in August. Johnson, McNamara, and Rusk overrode those in favor of retaliation 

based on their view of Saigon's instability, and over the vehement objections of the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff, decided not to respond. More galling tiian inaction to Taylor was Bundy's 

statement that it would be "unwise to escalate merely because security control in a U. S. 

BOQ is bad."̂ 3 The Administration found it convenient to blame lax guards for the 

60stanley Kamow, Vietnam: A Historv (New York: Viking Press, 1983), pp. 
382-383. 

6lTelegram, U. S. Embassy, Saigon, to Department of State, December 28, 1964, 
ppiLS 1964-1968. I: 1049. 

62paper Prepared by the President's Special Assistant for National Security Affairs 
(RnndyV FRUS 1964-1968. I: 1051-1052. 

63ibid., 1051. 
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incident and allow the guilty parties to go unpunished. If retaliation would have sent a 

mixed message to tiie communists, tiie message sent by no action at all was loud and clear. 

Washington's silence over the matter notwitiistanding, tiie Viet Cong bided their 

time for six weeks before striking again. On February 7, 1965, guerrillas subjected the 

headquarters of the American 52d Aviation Battalion at Pleiku to a fifteen-minute barrage 

of 82mm mortar and 57mm recoilless rifle fire. At the same time, the Viet Cong shelled 

tiie airfield at Camp Holloway, about a mile from the headquarters at Pleiku, and the 

airfield and POL facility at Tuy Hoa. MACV's initial reports to the United States were 

uncertain about casualties, but by morning tiie picture had become clear. The barrage had 

killed seven American personnel outright and injured sixty more, four of whom doctors 

expected to die immediately.̂ "* 

In the hours following the shelling of Pleiku, President Johnson labored under no 

illusions about where to place responsibility for the attack. A consensus of Johnson's 

advisors dismissed the problem of uncertain criteria for retaliation that had dominated 

National Security Council debates after the Brinks bombing and called for an immediate 

response. Soviet Premier Alexei Kosygin's presence in Hanoi did not dissuade the 

President from ordering the strike. Planners selected four targets in southern North 

Vietnam to be struck by a combination of navy, air force, and South Vietnamese Air Force 

aircraft. Poor weather prevented the USAF and VNAF from striking their targets. Only 

the United States Navy remained; its target was the barracks complex at Dong Hoi. 

On the morning of February 8, the USS Coral Sea and the USS Hancock prepared 

to launch their aircraft immediately after receiving the strike order for Operation "Flaming 

64TWO more died, bringing the total killed in the attack to nine. MACV 061921Z 
to NMCC, Febrtiary 1965, Reel 26, Frame 0436, MACV 070115Z to NMCC, Febniary 
1965, Reel 26 Frame 0432, and JCS Flash 062108Z to White House, February 1965, Reel 
26, Frame 0435, LBJ NSF Special Subjects. 
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Dart." The strike package consisted of sixty A-4Cs and A-4Es for bombing the target, 4 

A-4Es for flak suppression, and 4 F-8Ds for combat air patrol over the target area. The 

weather over Dong Hoi that morning proved less than ideal. Broken clouds at 700 feet, a 

solid overcast at 2300 feet and scattered rain showers all limited visibility. The navy 

caught the North Vietnamese by surprise. Pilots did not encounter antiaircraft fire until 

the closing moments of the strike, and even then opposition was light. Automatic 

weapons fire damaged 3 A-4Es, two of which managed to recover aboard Coral Sea. The 

pilot of the third Skyhawk managed to steer his damaged aircraft over the Tonkin Gulf, 

where he ejected. Hung ordnance forced a fourth A-4E to divert to the airbase at 

Danang.65 

In his summary of the mission, the task group commander reported that in seven 

minutes over the target the A-4s left ten buildings destroyed, two buildings heavily 

damaged, and an unknown number of buildings burning. He also mentioned the poor 

visibility that hampered both the strike and the bomb damage assessment. 

Approximately 18 per cent of the ordnance carried was not expended on 
the target. This reflects firm briefing of tiie pilots against indiscriminate 
bombing of areas not considered "military." In spite of weather conditions, 
the results of the mission are estimated from pilot debriefs as moderately 
good.̂ ^ 

This is the fu-st mention of dropping unexpended ordnance into tiie sea to avoid causing 

civilian casualties. That feamre of the mles of engagement, which denied pilots tiie option 

of striking alternate targets or targets of opportunity, proved especially fmstrating later on 

because poor weather often obscured the primary target. 

Flaming Dart I marks the tiireshold of the almost continuous aerial campaign the 

United States conducted over North Vietnam until the Paris Peace Accords eight years 

65CTG 77.5 070900Z to CINCPAC/JCS, Febniary 1965, LBJ NSF Special 
<^nhiects. Reel 26, Frames 420-421. 

66CTG 77.5 080328Z to JCS, Febniary 1965, LBJ NSF Special Subiects. Reel 26, 
Frame 415. 
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later. The Viet Cong attack on Pleiku and the navy's strike against Dong Hoi comprised a 

chain of events that led the Johnson administration to establish a vague jxjlicy that left few 

other alternatives. Since no domestic criticism accompanied Flaming Dart, and since the 

measure enjoyed widespread popular support, "[fjuture attacks on American personnel 

and installations by opposing forces would have to be met with similar overt actions or the 

public posture of the United States would appear to be weakening."^'' The Johnson 

Administration had, almost inadvertentiy, placed itself on a course from which it could not 

turn back. 

On February 10, two days after Flaming Dart I, the Viet Cong bombed a billet in 

Qui Nhon that served as the headquarters of the 140th Maintenance Detachment and 

housed army helicopter crewmen. The guerrillas planted a one-hundred pound charge of 

plastic explosive that almost completely destroyed the four-story building. The blast killed 

one American and four Vietnamese civilians outright, and the initial reports indicated 

fifteen servicemen injured and twenty-four more unaccounted for. A later report indicated 

that of 63 personnel staying in tiie billet, the bomb killed 23 and injured 21. The remaining 

19 servicemen were not in the building at the time of tiie explosion.^^ At the same time, 

the Viet Cong attacked a nearby police station witii hand grenades and automatic weapons 

fire, and grenaded a power station. A ninety-minute power outage followed that 

hampered the efforts of rescue workers searching for the missing personnel in a pile of 

rubble one story high.69 

67James Clay Thompson, Rolling Thunder: Understanding Policv and Program 
Failure (Chapel Hill: University of Nortii Carolina Press, 1980), p. 20. 

68MACV 171142Z to NMCC, Febniary, 1965, LBJ NSF. November 1963 - June 
1 2 ^ , Reel 11, Frame 0625. 

69CINCPAC 101450Z to JCS, Febniary, 1965, LBJ NSF Special Subiects. Reel 
26, Frame 0144. See also "Saigon's Planes Attack Nortii; Vietcong Blow Up U. S. 
Barracks, G. I. Killed, 24 Hunted in Rubble, New York Times. February 11, 1965, pp i 
12. 
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Ambassador Taylor and General Westmoreland visited the site of the bombing and 

recommended that American forces should carry out a "prompt air reprisal," preferabl) the 

following day.''o Johnson and his advisors had already chosen that course of action. The 

JCS warning order for the reprisal strike. Flaming Dan II, had already arrived at Admiral 

Sharp's headquarters in Hawaii. The order specified two targets and two alternate targets 

for attacks by both United States and RVN aircraft. The targets included the Thanh Hoa 

bridge and the Chanh Hoa barracks, with the Phu Van and Vinh Son supply depots as 

weather alternates. Intelligence had linked the targets with communist infiltration into 

South Vietnam and Ambassador Taylor thought it fitting tiiat the administration direct 

reprisal strikes against targets similar to those attacked by the Viet Cong. The 

Administration placed restrictions on the mission, including specification of ordnance and 

limiting each aircraft to one run over the target."̂ ^ 

Inclement weather on the morning of the strikes forced a change in targets. 

Planners dropped the Thanh Hoa bridge from the mission and made Chanh Hoa barracks 

the primary target for American pilots. The execution order tasked VNAF with bombing 

the Vu Con barracks. The strike package from USS Hancock and USS Coral Sea 

consisted of sixteen A-4Cs and A-4Es and eight A-lHs for the attack, 4 A-4Es and 4 F-

8Gs for flak suppression, 4 A-lHs for rescue coverage (RESCAP), four F-8Cs for 

protection from MiGs, and 2 RF-8 As for post-strike reconnaissance. Other support 

aircraft sortied from USS Ranger.'^'^ 

7%. S. Embassy Saigon 101650Z to Secretary of State, February 1965, LBJ NSF 
Special Subiects. Reel 26, Frame 0009. 

^Wiemam Reprisal Attack, JCS 101641Z to CINCPAC, February 1965, Reel 26. 
Frame 0001. MACV EAC 101805Z to CINCPAC, February 1965, Reel 26, Frame 0120, 
LPJ NSF Special Subiects. Both the ban on the use of napalm and the requirement 
limiting each aircraft to one run over the target angered Admiral Sharp and frustrated the 
naval aviators tasked witii canying out the raids. Such limitations continued throughout 
tiie aerial campaign against the DRV. 

'72vietnam Reprisal Attack, JCS 102212Z to CINCPAC, February 1965, Reel 26, 
Frame 0004, and CTG 77.7 102238Z to CINCPAC, February 1965, Reel 26, Frames 
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The aircraft enjoyed clear weather and good visibility until tiiey crossed the coast 

of North Vietnam at the mouth of the Kien Giang. There the base of the clouds was a 

mere six to eight hundred feet above the ground, with cloud cover extending upwards 

anywhere from 2500 to 8000 feet. Low-lying scud and haze limited visibility to two miles. 

The A-4s made their runs from east to west at an altitude of 300 feet, and dropped a total 

of 185 MK 81 Snakeye 5001b bombs on the target. The A-Is orbited along the coastiine 

to avoid tangling with the A-4s and made their attack after the Skyhawks had departed the 

target area. Poor visibility prevented the RF-8s from getting photographs after tiie raid, 

but returning pilots reported heavy damage and numerous fires in the target area. The 

task group commander reported: 

. . . the smoke, dust, and haze made target identification and acquisition 
extremely difficult. While the majority of weapons carried were expended 
on the assigned target, approximately 20 of the 36 MK 81 Snakeye 
weapons jettisoned at sea were the result of pilots' inabihty to acquire and 
identify the target.''^ 

North Viemamese antiaircraft artillery (AAA) downed two A-4s. One pilot. 

Lieutenant Commander Robert Shumaker, became the second naval aviator imprisoned by 

the North Vietnamese. The other pilot ejected over the gulf, where an Air Force HU-16 

search and rescue (SAR) amphibian aircraft operating out of Danang rescued him while 

four A-lHs provided air cover. A third A-4 diverted to Danang with hung ordnance. 

While on final approach the pilot, Lt(j.g.) Hiebert, reported nose gear failure. Upon 

landing, the gear collapsed and the ordnance detonated, setting the Skyhawk on fire. 

Hiebert managed to escape without injury. 

With the previous strikes, the President had tied the reprisal with specific 

communist actions. Flaming Dart II carried no such rationale. The Joint communique 

issued by Washington and Saigon stated that the operation had been in response to 

"continued acts of aggression by Communist Viet Cong under the direction and with the 

support of the Hanoi regime."7'« That shift in reprisal rationalization represented a second 

73CTG 77.4 110802Z to JCS, Febniary 1965, Reel 26, Frame 0076, CTG 77.4 
111630Z to JCS, Febniary 1965, Reel 26, Frame 0048, and CTG 77.5 121248Z to JCS 
February 1965, Reel 26, Frame 0041, LBJ NSF Special Subjects. 

c . T -^^xV; ^'^"^ Vietnamese Planes Attack Military Bases In North- Washington 
Seeks to Limit War," New York Tim^^ Pebniary 12, 1965, p. 1. ^^^hington 
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shift, one in overall American poHcy. Rusk explained the Administration's new tiiinking to 

Taylor: "In general reprisals will be made in response not to individual actions but to ftiiel 

overall VC program of terror and military pressure. While frequency of reprisals will be 

examined regularly in light of [the] level of Viet Cong activity and in context of [the] 

overall political situation, at outset for planning problems we should count on [a] reprisal 

every five or six days."75 That new direction of policy set the stage for what would 

become Rolling Thunder, a sustained bombing campaign against North Viemam designed 

to increase gradually the level of pain suffered by Hanoi until the DRV leadership decided 

to cease its interference in South Vietnam. 

At the cost of four aircraft and another naval aviator behind North Vietnamese 

bars. Ranting Dart II succeeded in sending another message to Hanoi. General 

Westmoreland doubted that the communists had taken the message to heart, and later 

wrote in his memoirs, "by avoiding tying the strikes to specific enemy deeds, the President 

sought to maintain freedom of action, but in the process the effect of the strikes was 

muted."''^ Westmoreland also took issue with the "folly of running the minute details of 

war by a committee of presidential advisors thousands of miles away, despite modem 

advances in communications technology."'''̂  Such folly continued intact throughout the 

Rolling Thunder campaign. A historian of naval aviation during the Viemam Conflict also 

criticized Flaming Dart, writing that, "the price paid was already disproportionate to the 

target value."^^ The criticisms policy makers then and historians now reserved for Flaming 

Dart would also ring true for Rolling Thunder, the bombing program that had its 

antecedent in the nebulous reprisal policy promulgated by the Johnson administration in 

late 1964. 

^^Draft Telegram, State Department to U. S. Embassy. Saigon, LBJ NSF Spftnifll 
Subiects. Reel 26, Frame 0010 
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CHAPTER III 

OPERATION ROLLING THUNDER 

"Therefore, it is my judgment tiiat if we are to change tiie mission of the 
ground forces we must also change the ground rules of the suikes against 
North Viemam. We must hit them harder and more frequently and inflict 
greater damage. Instead of avoiding MiGs we must go in and take them 
out. A bridge here and there will not do the job. We must strike their 
airfields , their petroleum resources, power stations, and their military 
compounds. This, in my opinion, must be done promptiy and with 
minimum restraint."' - CIA Director John McCone. 

Though most Americans applauded tiie Pierce Arrow and Raming Dart retaliatory 

strikes against North Vietnam, concems raised by military commanders dissatisfied with 

what they viewed as civiUan mismanagement of military operations and the tentative 

nature of the strikes should have sounded a waming. As the genesis of Rolling Thunder, 

the self-imposed limitations on these early air operations created a negative precedent that 

would hobble the campaign from its inception to its conclusion. While the air war 

intensified through 1965 and into 1966, American civilian and military leadership grappled 

with political questions that included concern for public opinion both in the United States 

and in third countries, the infamous rules of engagement under which American forces 

operated, and the larger issues of the continuing confrontation with Moscow and Beijing. 

Rolling Thunder's beginnings in the early Spring of 1965 were inauspicious at best. 

The Johnson Administration in Washington remained divided over the goals of any 

potential bombing effort. Lyndon Johnson wanted to avoid ordering a campaign against 

North Vietnam, but in the wake of air raids that had not altered Hanoi's behavior, the 

President did not feel tiiat he could honorably back down. The United States carried out 

1 Quoted in U. S. G. Sharp, Strategv For Defeat, p. 74. 
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Pierce Arrow in response to the Tonkin Gulf incident, and Raming Dart I and II in 

response to Viet Cong attacks on American installations in South Viemam. By February 

1965, the rationale for air strikes had expanded beyond mere one-time retaliation for 

specific provocations to a more or less continuous program aimed at coercing Hanoi into 

ceasing its efforts to foster the insurgency in South Vietnam.̂  

President Johnson ordered the military to begin air operations against North 

Vietnam on February 13, 1965. The Joint Chiefs of Staff had already laid plans for the 

campaign based on the raids carried out in the Fall of 1964. The JCS estimated that 

American air power could bring Hanoi to heel within eight to twelve weeks, based on a 

list of 94 targets planners considered vital to the DRV infiltration effort. The list 

"specified fixed targets south of the 19th parallel and armed reconnaissance of Route 7, a 

vital infiltration roadway."^ Due to events in Saigon, more than two weeks passed 

between Washington's approval of the campaign and the first attacks. 

Planners scheduled Rolling Thunder 1 for February 20, and targeted Quang Khe 

Naval Base and the barracks at Vu Con.'* President Johnson, wishing to create the illusion 

of American-South Vietnamese unity and cooperation, required that South Vietnamese 

Air Force (VNAF) units participate in the attacks. That requirement hobbled RoUing 

Thunder from the beginning. On February 19, rumors of a coup attempt against the South 

^Mark Clodfelter, The Limits of Air Power: The American Bombing of North 
Viemam (New York: The Free Press, 1989), p. 52. 

^Edward J. Marolda and Oscar Fitzgerald, TheUnited States Navv and the 
yiemam Conflict. (Vol. ID: From Militarv As.sistance to Combat. 1959-1965. p. 502. 
Armed reconnaissance consists of aircraft flying a specified route in search of specific 
targets of opportunity, such as tt-ucks, trains, barges, etc. 

"̂ RoUing Thunder was a cyclical operation in which planners numbered each 
mission or series of missions. Some Rolling Thunders had specific targets and lasted one 
day, while others focused on armed reconnaissance in a hmited geographic area and could 
last up to two weeks. 
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Vietnamese government spread rapidly through Saigon. Admiral Sharp cabled a waming 

to the Pentagon: "Participants and outcome still not clear but political atmosphere bound 

to be not ripe for Rolling Thunder tomorrow. Recommend postponement [of] strike. "̂  

Washington did not want to launch the raid in tight of political instabtiity in South 

Vietnam, and would not go without the VNAF, which was unavailable due to the coup 

alert. The coup, said to organized by General Khanh, did not materialize. 

Rolling Thunder 2, 3, and 4, which had the same targets as the original mission, 

met the same fate. The coup scare in Saigon continued and VNAF units tasked with 

participation in attacks on targets in the DRV remained on alert at their home bases. 

General Westmoreland, the American commander in Saigon, recommended further 

postponement of Rolling Thunder due to "rumored last gasp coup by Khanh." 

Ambassador Taylor agreed.̂  The ten day delay since the original order to carry out the 

first attacks on the DRV and Washington's insistence that the VNAF participate in what 

was largely an American operation anyway annoyed Admiral Sharp: 

At present, as I understand the Washington climate, it is necessary to have 
a VNAF strike along with each US strike. Authority to make a strike will 
be required for a particular day. If the strikes do not go that day, new 
authorization will have to be obtained. Procedure . . . is not desirable from 
my point of view.^ 

^CINCPAC 190754Z to JCS, February 1965, LBJ NSF. November 1963 - June 
1965. Reel 11, Frame 0639. 

^COMUSMACV 230945Z to JCS, February 1965, LBJ NSF. November 1963-
J,ine 1965. Reel 12, Frame 0151. 

7CINCPAC 240420Z to COMUSMACV, Febniary 1965, LBJ NSF. Novemher 
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Thus, before the first Rolling Thunder mission entered DRV airspace, military officers 

were dissatisfied witii what they viewed as excessive political controls on the autiiority of 

the commander in the field. Again, the coup never materialized. 

By March 2, 1965, conditions in Saigon had stabtiized to the point tiiat the United 

States could carry out RoUing Thunder 5 with South Vietnamese participation. USAF 

fighter bombers struck an ammunition depot at Xom Bang while VNAF pilots targeted the 

naval facility at Quang Khe. The Johnson Administration chose to disregard the JCS plan 

to crush North Vietnam's will to resist within tiiree months, as Rolling Thunder 5 proved 

to be the only mission Washington authorized for the week. Rolling Thunder 6 did not 

occur for another 11 days, and the Navy did not participate in the program until March 15, 

when 107 aircraft from Ranger and Coral Sea conducted strikes on the ammunition depot 

at Phu Qui as part of Rolling Thunder 7. One navy A-1 Skyraider ditched at sea due to 

antiaircraft artillery (AAA) damage.̂  Rolling Thunder 7 was the fu-st in which 

Washington gave the on-site commander the discretion to choose the day of the attack 

within a specified week based on local conditions and removed the requirement for VNAF 

participation. The Johnson Administration also decided at that point to authorize armed 

reconnaissance missions in specified geographic areas, altiiough tiie numbers of such 

missions remained so Hmited as to be hardly useful.̂  

Rolling Thunder continued through the Spring and Summer of 1965 and President 

Johnson only gradually hfted restrictions and increased the number of sorties allowed 

^The navy did not participate in the inaugural Rolling Thunder operations because 
naval aircraft were occupied covering the Marine landings at Da Nang. Seventh Reet 
Monthlv Review. Operational Summarv. March 1965 (Washington DC: Naval Historical 
Center Operational Archives Branch), p. 1. Hereafter cited as NHC OAB. 

^The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) Intelligence Report, "An Evaluation of 
Allied (U. S. and GVN) Air Attacks Against North Vietnam," November 8,1965, LBI 
|ŝ <̂ F Special Subiects. Reel 3, Frame 0822, p. 10. 
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during each time period. Herbert Schandler maintains tiiat despite Secretary of Defense 

Robert S. McNamara's disappointment witii the program's early results, Washington kept 

linuts on the operation in order to "preserve the president's options to proceed or not, to 

increase the tempo or not, depending on North Vietnam's reaction, "'o Another reason 

centered on Johnson's continuing concern over public opinion. The President did not want 

to enable his political opponents to accuse him of widening the war beyond akeady stated 

limited objectives, although that was soon to become a moot point as America's 

involvement in the ground war in Vietnam gradually expanded. 

Through March and April and into May, the number of authorized armed 

reconnaissance missions over North Vietnam increased from three per week in early 

March to 40 per day or no more than 200 per week by the end of May. Washington 

limited all armed reconnaissance missions to interdiction of tines of communication south 

of the 19th parallel, although vital fixed target, or Alpha, strikes could take place as far 

north as Dong Phuong and Thanh Hoa.^' Pilots could not restrike Alpha targets without 

approval from Washington. "Frequentiy we would make one or two strikes on a critical 

target," Admiral Sharp recalled, "and then after it was hit (whether damaged or not) strike 

authorization would be retracted and permission to go back to that target would not be 

forthcoming for months, or maybe forever."^2 Approved targets for reconnaissance 

1 Herbert Y. Schandler, Lyndon John.son and Vietnam: The Unmaking of a 
President (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1977), pp. 16-17 

1 ^The first of the so-called "Alpha" strikes took place on April 10, 1965, when 
Coral Sea and Ranger aircraft su-uck the Kim Duong highway bridge. The navy could 
only carry out Alpha strikes witii Washington's express permission. Task Force 
commanders on the scene had the autiiority to order typical Rolling Thunder missions 
within already approved parameters. 

l^U. S. Grant Sharp, Strategv For Defeat: Vietnam in Retrospect (San Rafael 
CA: The Presidio Press, 1978), p. 122. 
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missions included military trucks, locomotives, rolling stock, and any vehicles or craft 

deemed hostile. By mid-summer of 1965, radar sites, barges, lighters, secondary bridges, 

and road repair equipment joined the autiiorized list. Pilots flew sorties night and day, as 

part of the effort to maintain a significant level of interdiction.'^ 

In April, American and VNAF pilots flew 36(X) sorties in conjunction witii Rolling 

Thunder, but North Vietnamese infiltration into Laos and South Vietnam remained 

unchecked. The JCS were disappointed in tiie restrictions on the campaign, and 

considered the number of sorties "to be well short of that required for significant military 

effectiveness." The bombing continued, and by May targets struck included "six 

ammunition depots, five supply depots, 21 barracks, two airfields, two POL storages, two 

radio facilities, seven bridges, two naval bases, one railroad yard, one SAM site, two 

thermal power plants, one port facility, and one ferry . . . " Armed reconnaissance 

continued as before, and though sortie totals increased, geographic coverage remained the 

same. The JCS concluded at the end of May that, "the targeted barracks and depots had 

by now been vacated and that few lucrative targets remained south of Latitude 20N."'^ 

The American military was getting its fu-st taste of the resilience of the North Vietnamese 

in the face of aerial attack. Washington's idea that bombing could force Hanoi to 

capitulate within eight weeks no longer had currency, although to be fair, the program had 

not come close to the level of intensity the military desired, and most of the targets on the 

JCS master tist remained off limits to attack. 

In the Summer of 1965, the so-caUed "Phase 1" of Rolling Thunder that 

concentrated on the North Vietnamese logistics network, got underway. Through June, 

l^CIA, Intelligence Report, "An Evaluation of Allied (U. S. and GVN) Air 
Attacks Against North Viemam," November 8, 1965, LBJ NSF Special Subjects. Reel 3, 
Frame 0822, pp. 10-12. 

I4lbid.,p. 11. 
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July, and August, Washington gradually increased the number of authorized armed 

reconnaissance sorties from 200 to 600 per week, the weight and timing of which rested 

with Admiral Sharp (CINCPAC), who considered the increase to be nothing more tiian "a 

crumb given to the commander in the field. "'̂  Target lists emphasized bridges especially, 

as planners considered them vital chokepoints in the DRV transportation network. Over 

tiie same time period, poUcy makers gradually extended the geographic coverage areas for 

the sorties from 20N to the Hanoi and Haiphong areas, excluding the two cities, and 

limited to strike areas and established lines of communication such as raih-oads and 

highways. Washington also established the 30 nautical mile buffer zone extending 

southward from the Chinese border that was to stand for the entire campaign. Rolling 

Thunder package numbers extended to cover two-week periods.'^ 

Also that Summer, the North Vietnamese added a new wrinkle to the war in the air 

over their territory: the surface to air missile (SAM). In March, when Rolling Thunder 

began, General Westmoreland speculated that Hanoi would take measures to increase its 

anti-aircraft effectiveness: "[I]n this connection, statements by USSR officials concerning 

military assistance to DRV, coupled with our experience in Cuba, indicate that 

introduction of SA-2 surface to air missiles into DRV may be high on priority list. In 

addition, the MiG threat may eventually become reahty."'"' 

Events bore out Westmoreland's statement less than a month later, when a Coral 

Sea RF-8 returned from a photo reconnaissance mission witii the fu-st evidence of an SA-2 

site under construction in North Vietnam. Curiously, President Johnson in most cases 

l^Sharp, Strategv For Defeat, p. 102. 

l^CIA Intelligence Report, "An Evaluation of Allied (U. S. and GVN) Air 
Attacks on North Vietnam," pp. 11-13. 

l^COMUSMACV 041120Z to CINCPAC, May 1965, LBJ NSF November 1963 
- June 1965. Reel 12, Frame 0698. 
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refused pilots permission to strike the sites whtie under construction. On May 27, the JCS 

transmitted the order to CINCPAC: "[W]hen engaged in immediate pursuit in connection 

with affording protection to sdike forces, US forces are not authorized to attack other 

unfriendly forces or installations encountered, unless attacked by them, and then only to 

tiic extent necessary for self-defense."'« Later CIA evaluation of the first phase of Rolling 

Thunder concluded that: "[T]actical principles of military pmdence and logic were in this 

case subordinated to considerations of higher strategy."'^ Said another way, Washington 

feared that any attack on a SAM site might injure or kill Soviet "advisors" helping the 

North Vietnamese establish the sites, and thus create a political situation that policy 

makers wanted desperately to avoid. American pilots flying over the DRV paid the price. 

The exception came during RoHing Thunder 15 in late May, when Washington 

authorized an attack on one SA-2 site. For the time being, it proved the only exception. 

By mid-June, SAM sites began operating against American aircraft in DRV airspace. The 

missiles had no success until July 24, 1965, when an SA-2 brought down an air force F-4. 

Even then, Washington withheld authorization to attack the missile sites. American forces 

received permission to strike SAM systems only in October, and even then under the 

condition that the site was in an approved armed reconnaissance area. Sites in close 

proximity to civilian population centers remained immune from attack. Pilots could strike 

the SAM sites in the Hanoi - Haiphong radius only if first attacked. Admiral Sharp 

sarcastically noted in his memoirs tiiat, "[0]ur pilots had just been given the right of self-

defense! "̂ o 

18JCS2272233Z to CINCPAC, May 1965, LBJ NSF November 1963 - June 
1965. Reel 15, Frame 0485. 

19ciA Intelligence Report, "An Evaluation of Allied (U. S. and GVN) Air 
Attacks on North Vietnam," p. 12. 

20u. S. Grant Sharp, Strategv For Defeat, p. 103. 
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Despite the increase in sortie totals to 1,200 every two weeks and the slight 

lessening of restrictions on targets, the air attacks still were not having the desu-ed effect 

on North Viemam. Ten months after the inception of Rolling Thunder, tiie Central 

Intelligence Agency produced a study evaluating the campaign to that date. Even after 

more than 14,500 sorties flown against targets in the DRV, analysts concluded that the 

program was not meeting its goal of "destroying lines of communication and interdicting 

the supply of men and material to tiie Viet Cong," and that there was "no evidence to 

indicate that tiie air attacks against Nortii Vietnam have had any success in diminishing the 

willingness of the Hanoi regime to continue its sponsorship, training, and support of the 

Communist forces currently deployed in Laos and South Vietnam." '̂ 

The evaluation offered no speculation as to why the program was not working as 

planned. Internal debate within the United States government over whether or not to 

continue Rolling Thunder grew with the realization that the program had not attained the 

promised success. Mark Clodfelter argues that President Johnson had decided as early as 

July 1965 that bombing would not stop Hanoi's efforts to support the Viet Cong 

insurgency, and that only intensifying tiie war on tiie ground in South Vietnam would do 

so: "Still, his decision was not final, and for the remainder of his presidency his view of 

bombing's utility vacillated between a means to resnict Northern backing of the Viet Cong 

and a means to win the war."22 xhe JCS, CINCPAC, and other supporters of the 

military's position maintained that the United States had not utilized bombing to its full 

potential and that an intensified Rolling Thunder not subject to limitations would make the 

difference. Though the President may have been undecided, previous decisions had 

21 CIA Intelligence Report, "An Evaluation of Allied (U. S. and GVN) Air 
Attacks on North Vietnam," p.8. 

22Mark Clodfelter, The Limits of Air Power, p. x. 
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already set tiie course for the future. While in 1966 the program gained some focus and 

intensified, it still suffered due to such inbuilt limitations as tiie infamous rules of 

engagement. 

The Rules of Fn^ngement 

"He [McNamara] made his case obliquely, sounding like a businessman 
reading the bottom line of somebody else's company report. "̂ ^ - Zahn 
Grant, Journalist 

The rules of engagement (ROE) under which American forces in Southeast Asia 

operated, however well-intended by the civilian administration, caused only intense 

frustration for American commanders and pilots as they attempted to meet Washington's 

goal of choking off North Vietnam's infiltration efforts. The limitations enforced by the 

ROE ranged from Washington's almost total control over target selection on down to 

minute tactical considerations such as weapons loads carried by combat aircraft and routes 

pilots could use to attack targets. Washington's interference with the execution of its own 

policy virtually defies explanation, although naval aviator John Nichols noted that, "the 

central theme in this ill-defined effort was to keep civUian casualties to a minimum."2̂ * 

Bureaucratic obstructions included politically motivated bombing halts and an almost 

paranoic concern that overstepping boundaries would lead to a wider war with 

Communist China or the Soviet Union. 

From the start, what James Clay Thompson describes as an inefficient chain of 

command hobbled Rolling Thunder's target selection process. The White House selected 

23zalin Grant, Over the Beach, p. 185. 

24john B. Nichols with Barrett Tillman, On Yankee Station: The Naval Air War 
Qy^T Viemam (Annapolis: The Naval Institute Press, 1987), p. 16. 
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all targets from a preplanned list at what became known as the "Tuesday Luncheon," 

attended by tiie President, Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara, Secretary of State 

Dean Rusk, National Security Advisor McGeorge Bundy, and Press Secretary Bill 

Moyers.25 The selected targets went tiirough the Secretary of Defense to tiie Joint Chiefs 

of Staff The^entagon_ordere5LClNC^ Admiral Sharp then 

transmitted strike orders eitiier to the Seventh Air Force, based in Thailand, or the 

Seventh Reet, based in the Gulf of Tonkin at what became known as "Yankee Station."^ 

On-scene commanders had limited discretion within ah-eady approved boundaries. 

For example, if a particular Rolling Thunder program called for 1,200 armed 

reconnaissance sorties in a particular geographic area, the commander could launch the 

sorties at any time within the specified limits based on recent intelligence. With Alpha 

strikes against vital targets, the on-scene commander had no discretion. Naval historian 

Rene Francillon notes that the ROE prevented commanders "from planning their missions 

in a manner consistent with sound weather and tactical considerations." If local conditions 

and tactical situations necessitated a change in targets, the on-scene commander had to 

forward the request through Seventh Fleet, CINCPAC, the JCS, the Secretary of Defense, 

and finally to the White House, which had the final say in all decisions.̂ '̂  By the time the 

President's decision had filtered back through the system, the local situation had likely 

changed. Vice Admiral Paul Blackburn described the chain of command as "... a terribly 

cumbersome system. In a way I had to laugh because this command and control system 

25Note the complete lack of any military advisor. That conspicuous omission 
continued until October 1967, when General Wheeler began to attend. Clodfelter, The 
y.imits of Air Power, pp. 84-85. 

26james Clay Thompson: Rolling Thunder: Understanding Policv and Program 
Failure (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1980), pp. 38, 40. 

2'7Rene J. Francillon, Tonkin Gulf Yacht Club (Annapolis: The Naval Institute 
Press, 1988), pp. 32-33. 
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that I had worked so hard on came home to roost and that I just wished to hell we didn't 

have anything nearly as good as that was. It was too good."2« 

Weather proved to be one of the most significant local factors that interfered with 

Rolling Thunder operations and caused naval aviators inordinate frustration. The weatiier 

over North Vietnam is divided into two monsoon seasons. The northeast monsoon 

generally lasts from November to mid-April while the soutiiwest monsoon runs from mid-

May through September. The remaining intervals are transition periods. Neither 

monsoon season features homogenous weather, although generally the windward slopes 

experience poor weather while the leeward slopes enjoy good weather. The mountainous 

terrain inland from the coast made the pattern all the more unpredictable, although the 

worst operational weather usually occurred in October, at the height of the typhoon 

season.29 The usually high humidity levels resulted in a great deal of low-lying fog and 

clouds, and haze at all elevations that combined to restrict visibility. CINCPAC kept 

statistics on sorties canceled due to inclement weather, but the figures could be 

misleading. The Seventh Reet often launched sorties in spite of the weather, with the 

result of "less than optimum weapon delivery profiles resulting in decreased weapon 

accuracy and increased exposure to enemy fire. In addition, weather has also prevented 

strikes at specific times or locations such as time-sensitive fleeting targets . . ."̂ ° Poor 

visibility attributable to weather could thus greatly decrease the effectiveness of attack 

sorties. 

28From the transcript of an interview with Vice Admiral Paul P. Blackburn, 
COMSEVENTHFLT (Washington DC: NHC OAB), p. 9. 

2^Fact Sheet, "Effect of Monsoons on Air Operations in Soutii Vietnam," 16 
June 1966, LBJ NSF Special Subiects. Reel 22, Frame 0671. 

30ibid. 
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CiviHan policy makers never understood tiie limitations weatiier placed on 

operations, and their ignorance was reflected in the rules of engagement. President 

Johnson prescribed the time of attack for the initial RoUing Thunder missions in order to 

allow the news media to report the strikes immediately after they took place. Journalist 

Zalin Grant, who spent time aboard aircraft carriers on Yankee Station, wrote: "[W]hat 

gave the air war its startling impact, from a journalistic standpoint, was the way targets 

were parceled out by Washington, providing reporters with a fresh news hook several 

times a week, a headline grabber for papers back home, an opener for the T^ news."^^ 

That gearing of operational conditions to satisfy headline seekers was a grave disservice to 

navy and air force aircrews. Navy Captain A. J. Monger said: 

initially you were told to strike a target at a certain time and this was from 
the top. Everybody knew that this was the foggy time of day and that three 
hours later the sun came out, and it was going to be nice weather. Well, 
there was no giving on this. It had to be at 10 o'clock in the morning. It 
couldn't be at 2 o'clock in the afternoon.̂ ^ 

For the fu-st weeks of Rolling Thunder, if pilots found the target weatiierbound, 

they had to jettison their ordnance at sea. Gradually, the Administration approved one 

weather alternate for each strike and allowed pilots to expend unused ordnance on 

preapproved targets such as the DRV radar facilities on Tiger Island. Targets of 

opportunity not witiiin approved armed reconnaissance areas were strictly off limits: 

"Finally we were permitted to bomb two places, that's all. Even if you saw a big 

concentration of troops or war materials over tiiere, you couldn't touch them."^^ Vice 

3l7alin Grant, Over the Beach (New York: W.W.Norton, 1986), p. 107. 

32From Transcript of Interview with Captain A. J. Monger USN (Washington 
DC: NHC OAB), p. 58. 

33lbid. 
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Admiral David C. Richardson, Commander of Task Force 77 in 1966, summed it up: 

"With the centralized control of the war from afar, Washington could not keep in touch 

with the ever-changing weather which often required on-the-scene changes in targets and 

weapons assignments." '̂̂  While Washington may not have kept "in touch" with changing 

local conditions, it did overstep its bounds and prescribe a host of tactical details. 

In addition to limiting combat aircraft to one pass over the target, the rules of 

engagement stipulated attack headings and weapons loads. In the case of armed 

reconnaissance missions against trucks. Captain A. J. Monger recalls: "we were given a 

road to cover, we were told which end to start at, which end to finish at. Militarily some 

of them were absolutely stupid to go to where we were told to go, but this was being run 

again from a very high level.. . and we were restricted to the road itself - no bombings in 

the villages and no more than 140 or 180 meters off the road."̂ ^ Alpha strikes had similar 

restrictions. The operations order for a June 1966 strike on the Kep early waming and 

ground control radar faciUty stipulated: "Strike group will approach the target from the 

SW and attack on a NE heading. All aircraft will retire to the ESE."̂ ^ Washington 

assigned fixed run-in and mn-out headings for the various targets and aircraft used and re

used the same geographic locations as navigational fixes. It did not take tiie North 

Vietnamese long to notice the pattern and set up their antiaircraft defenses accordingly. 

One of the most notorious examples involves a staple of the Rolling Thunder 

program: strikes against bridges in the DRV road and rail logistics network. Experience 

^^Quoted in Malcolm Cagle, "TF 77 In Action Off Vietnam," Naval Institute 
Proceedings (Naval Review Issue) 98, May 1972, p.95. 

35From the transcript of an interview with Captain A. J. Monger USN 
(Washington DC: NHC OAB), p. 38. 

36CTG 77.8 291928Z to AIG 912 USS F.D. Roosevelt, June 1966, LBJ NSF 
<̂ pecial Subiects. Reel 28, Frame 0478. 
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from two world wars taught aviators that the best way to desu-oy a bridge is to approach 

it in a dive at an angle. Rying a course parallel to the span made it more difficult to 

achieve a hit, and flying a course perpendicular to the span, or following the course of the 

river, made a hit almost impossible. The Johnson Administration decreed that tiie aircrews 

must attack the bridges from a course perpendicular to tiie span. Washington based its 

rationale for the decision on the interesting logic that if any bomber overshot the bridge, 

ordnance might fall on land and kill or injure civilians. The bureaucracy's obsession with 

limiting such "collateral damage" greatiy increased the difficulty of the tasks assigned to 

naval aviators. Again, the North Vietnamese quickly noticed this pattern and arranged 

their defenses accordingly. "If batteries were located upsffeam and down, on both banks, 

the bomber would be exposed in profile from both sides as it entered that predictable, S 

straight dive. The aircraft and crew losses incurred on missions flown under these ROE 

were often unnecessary." '̂' 

To demonstrate how involved civilian politicians were with minute tactical matters 

one need look no further than restrictions on ordnance loads. The Administration banned 

the use of napalm over North Vietnam in all but isolated instances based on the idea that it 

was too destructive. The same logic applied to cluster bombs, or CBUs, which were 

designed to disperse and effectively cover larger areas than normal bombs. Both napalm 

and CBUs would have been ideal for use against North Viemamese AAA sites, but 

Johnson banned their use. "Political sensitivity towards inflicting casualties diminished or 

deprived our defense suppression efforts."^^ Frustration over such meddling in tactical 

matters extended from line pilots upwards to flag officers. Admiral Blackburn recalled: 

37Nichols and Ttilman, On Yankee Station, pp. 27-28. 

38ibid., p. 25. 
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Then they'd come back and say we want you to hit this and that target. 
And believe it or not we had to go back to them and say all right, we 
propose to do it with 500 lb bombs and frag and so forth and so on and so 
much flak suppression and so much cover. And that dispatch had to go 
into Washington via CINCPACFLT and CINCPAC. Then they would 
come out and say, 'no, you can't do that,' Washington would, and they'd 
want us to change it.̂ ^ 

Occasionally, CINCPACFLT or CINCPAC would offer suggestions about the way in 

which the on-scene commanders chose to carry out the assigned missions, but such 

instances did not occur very often. "It was usually those Goddamn people at the 

Department of Defense.'"'̂  

President Johnson's willingness to interfere with tactical matters best left to 

professionals for political reasons extended also to larger strategic matters. Johnson 

would from time to time announce unilateral bombing halts to test the waters in Hanoi. 

The Administration hoped that the halts would convince the DRV regime that the United 

States was truly interested in pursuing peace negotiations. In practice, the halts had no 

such results. Hanoi had long demanded a complete halt to offensive aerial operations 

against the DRV as a condition to begin negotiations, and a temporary halt in the bombing 

did nothing to change that position. Rather, the only persuasive effect the halts had was 

on the American mtiitary. It hardened their suspicion tiiat tiie Adminiso-ation had no 

desire to seek victory in the conflict: "And underiying it all was an almost frantic 

diplomatic activity aimed at getting negotiations started. Hanoi would analyze such 

activity as an indication tiiat we were lacking the will to fight."^' 

39From the transcript of an interview with Vice Admiral Paul P. Blackburn, 
COMSEVENTHFLT (Washington DC: NHC OAB), pp. 64-65. 

^Olbid. 

^1 Sharp, Su-ategv For Defeat, p. 80. 
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The fu-st such bombing halt occurred over the Christmas and New Year Holiday at 

the end of 1965. Originally intended to last a week, the President extended the pause 

through the lunar new year, or Tet, in the last week of January 1966. North Vietnam 

made no attempt to reciprocate the gesture.'*^ Otiier tiian for Christmas, New Year, and 

Tet, Washington ordered unilateral pauses in bombing operations in observance of 

Buddha's birthday and when unusual circumstances placed demands on air assets. 

Hanoi's response never varied. The communist propaganda machine went into 

high gear to condemn the halts as examples of American duplicity, while the communist 

military machine went into high gear to take advantage of the safety afforded by the 

absence of American combat aircraft. Though bombing did not take place during the 

standdowns, reconnaissance and intelHgence-gathering flights continued over Laos and the 

Ho Chi Minh trati. Naval intelligence officers quickly noticed that during the halts, the 

North Vietnamese worked overtime to make repairs to their damaged logistics networks 

and to disperse materials vulnerable to attack. Hanoi also used the lulls to speed up 

infiltration into South Vietnam through Laos, upgrade its antiaircraft defenses, and create 

alternate transportation routes. For example, during the 37 day Christmas standdown at 

the end of 1965 and into early 1966, tiie enemy added "a total of almost 20 early waming 

and fire control radars, many SAM sites, and some 400 anti-aircraft emplacements to his 

defense network."^^ 

As Rolling Thunder continued, tiie program became more and more divisive as 

bureaucratic infighting and civiHan-military quarrels intensified. A navy-produced 

'^2pacific Area Naval Operations Review. Commander in Chief Pacific Reet, 
January 1966 (Washington DC: NHC OAB), pp. 7-8. Hereafter cited as Pacific Area 
fJaval Operations Review. 

^3Malcolm Cagle, "TF 77 In Action Off Vietnam," Naval Institute Proceedings 
(Naval Review Issue) 98, May 1972, pp. 78-79. 
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summary of 1966 admitted: "[D]espite tiie devastation wrought by aircraft throughout tiie 

year . . . there was still a continuous movement of men and materiel toward the Soutii. 

Reports indicated expansion of factiities and increases in the numbers of enemy troops in 

the southern areas.'"*'' The President's advisors took such reports to mean that air power 

was incapable of halting North Viemamese infiltration into South Vietnam. The military's 

analysis found poHtical controls responsible for Rolling Thunder's shortcomings. The JCS 

pointed out that in the 18 months since the program's inception, American aircraft had 

only bombed half of their recommended targets, and in 1966, "less than one per cent of 

the sorties flown were directed against targets on the Joint Chiefs of Staff target list'"'̂  

(italics mine). Armed reconnaissance again comprised most of the missions flown. 

Critics in the post-Vietnam era have pointed out that military planners erred in 

assuming that North Vietnam bore any resemblance to the Ruhr Valley in Germany and 

thus was susceptible to a strategic bombing campaign. Such criticism overlooks one 

major point that became the focus of contention between tiie military, especially Admiral 

Sharp, and Secretary of Defense McNamara. North Vietnam's suitability as the target of a 

bombing campaign aimed at industrial potential becomes moot when one considers that 

Rolling Thunder, with the exception of the Alpha strikes, did not even focus on industrial 

targets. It concentrated on interdiction, as interdiction was the means to the desired end, 

cutting Hanoi's ability to support the Viet Cong insurgency and its own forces in South 

Viemam. 

To that end, the military, from line pilots up the chain of command to the JCS, 

believed that severing Haiphong Harbor from the rest of the DRV and denying the 

^OPNA VINST 5750.12, USPACFLT, Seventh Fleet Command Historv 1966, 
"Conclusions and Recommendations" (Washington DC: NHC OAB), p. 1. 

"^^Thompson, Rolling Thunder, p. 92. 
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communists the use of the port would succeed where destroying individual tmcks, roUing 

stock, and even bicycles had failed. 

The most important thing we could see from a military point of view, of 
course, was that Haiphong should have been closed. Mines would have 
been the best way to do it. Daily we could count 15 or 20 ships in the 
harbor even when Mr. McNamara publicly announced that only about 10 
per cent of the war supplies were coming into Haiphong. And I tiiink the 
same day I heard that I counted 22 ships up there.̂ ^ 

The ROE ban on striking Haiphong quickly became the most controversial, and for 

the military, the most baffling and annoying limitation on an ab-eady over-restricted 

operation. The JCS had Haiphong near the top of the recommended target list since the 

beginning of Rolling Thunder, but the Administration repeatedly denied authorization to 

attack or even mine the port. Washington's rationale for the ban had the familiar ring of 

political expediency. Any attack on Haiphong might endanger communist bloc or other 

third country shipping, and thus create an ugly diplomatic incident."*̂  The President chose 

to overlook the fact that Communist Chinese and sometimes even Soviet ships in the 

Haiphong roads or the harbor itself fired on American naval aircraft passing overhead. 

In April 1965, one month into Rolling Thunder, the Office of the Assistant 

Secretary of Defense circulated a report to the National Security Council analyzing the 

JCS request to attack or otherwise shut down the port at Haiphong. The report stated 

that 65 per cent of DRV imports entered the country through the port, while 30 per cent 

came by rail from China. If the United States closed Haiphong with air power or witii a 

^%rom the transcript of an interview with Captain A. J. Monger USN 
(Washington DC: NHC OAB), pp. 60-61. 

^ În January 1968, the Soviet Union claimed that an American aircraft damaged 
one of its ships in Haiphong Harbor. Moscow did nothing more than lodge a diplomatic 
protest. The Johnson Administration promised to avoid any repetition of such incidents. 
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blockade, then Hanoi could compensate with use of other ports, offshore loading onto 

lighters, and increased rati and road shipments.'*̂  That simplistic conclusion did not take 

into full account the increased cost and difficulty such operations would put on an already 

strained North Vietnamese economy and logistics network. Nor did it note that ongoing 

interdiction efforts would be easier if closure of Haiphong funneled DRV imports onto 

easily interdicted routes such as the Nanning-Hanoi-Kunming Railroad into China. 

More instructive than the practical aspects included in the report were the political 

considerations. The Defense Department rejected mining or blockade of Haiphong on the 

grounds that "[E]ither would be an unambiguously belligerent act," and because the 

"[CJommercial interests of allies and neutrals directiy involved" and because of the 

"possibitity of sinking of 'innocent' ship, evoking botii legal controversy and moral 

revulsion.'"*^ Such semantics overlook the fact that certainly Rolling Thunder, akeady in 

progress, constituted "an unambiguously belligerent act." Although the report admitted 

that closing Haiphong would be "simple to execute with limited resources" and if done 

properly would avoid the all-important "collateral damage or casualties," it found tiie risk 

of creating a "flash point" and provoking Beijing or Moscow too high. The report also 

balked at tiie possibitity that denying the DRV use of its harbors might invite both 

"specific retaliation" against similar facilities in Soutii Vietnam and international 

"condemnation for lack of control.''̂ ^ The debate witiiin the Administration over the 

mining of Haiphong harbor provides an excellent example of what Colonel Harry 

48"Analysis of Mining or Blockade of DRV Ports," LBJ NSF November 1963 
Tune 1965. Reel 14, Frames 0417-0422. 

49ibid. 

50ibid. 
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Summers termed the negative effect of "taking counsel of our fears," during the Vietnam 

Conflict, and the strategic paralysis that resulted.̂ ! 

The report concluded by recommending that mining or blockade of Haiphong be 

avoided in deference to other measures, including cutting the Nanning-Hanoi-Kunming 

Railroad and isolating Haiphong by destroying the Hai Duong railway bridge connecting 

Hanoi to Haiphong. It stated that mining could be a possibility in the future if the United 

States allowed ample waming of such action over time and if the DRV provided 

"sufficient provocation," altiiough the report did not define what constituted such 

provocation.̂ ^ xhe Administration accepted tiie recommendation, and tiie harbor at 

Haiphong remained off limits to mining. Naval aviators would spend much of the rest of 

Rolling Thunder attempting to interdict individual trucks, trains, and bicycles when the 

goods and materiel they carried lay stacked high by the ton on the wharves and in the 

warehouses at Haiphong.̂ ^ 

That decision, like many of the other political decisions that formed the rules of 

engagement, angered naval officers charged with carrying out Washington's orders to 

coerce Hanoi into ceasing its efforts to undermine Saigon. When McNamara took a tour 

to Southeast Asia in July 1965, he visited the USS Independence on Yankee Station. His 

host. Vice Admiral Paul Blackburn, had tiie opportunity to discuss the policy with the 

Secretary of Defense. Blackburn remembers: 

5lHarry G.Summers, On Strategv: A Critical Analvsis of the Viemam War 
(New York: Dell PubHshing Paperback Ed., 1982) p. 94. 

52"AnaIysis of Mining or Blockade of DRV Ports," LBJ NSF November 1963 -
Iiine 1965. Reel 14, Frames 0417-0422. 

53when the United States Navy did close Haiphong with mines in 1972, the 
operation required nine aircraft and less than an hour's time. There were no casualties or 
damage to the aircraft. The port remained closed until the United States cleared its own 
mines (Operation Endsweep) following tiie Paris Peace Accords of 1973. 
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I talked to McNamara... about mining the harbor at Haiphong and hitting 
the POL storages tiiere and he just looked at me as though I was tiie village 
idiot and said, "No Admiral, it's just politically impossible," and that was 
that. I've always been sorry tiiat I didn't pursue it, but that's what I was 
told.54 

The rules of engagement placed an unrealistic burden on both the navy and the air 

force as they attempted to achieve success for Rolling Thunder. Though the resilience and 

industry of the North Vietnamese in enduring the attacks are worthy of praise, the 

environment in and of itself cannot take all the blame for the operation's inauspicious 

results. Washington took steps in Southeast Asia that rendered it all but impossible for its 

own military to carry out their assignment. Attempting to avoid suffering in Vietnam, 

though it may have been noble, was misguided because tiie rules the Administration 

created for that purpose caused American officers, sworn to obey their government and to 

protect their country, to suffer. How many pilots, navy and air force, died or suffered the 

brutality of DRV prisons because Washington chose to meddle in tactical considerations? 

Captain A. J. Monger said of the ROE: "Well, they [the pilots] had to accept them, of 

course, with a lot of grumbhng and fussing about the foolish way this thing was being 

done.. . . In simple terms, it was just the most ridiculous way to mn an operation I think 

that I have ever seen."^^ It is to their credit that naval aviators and their commanders gave 

Rolling Thunder their best shot knowing full well that their elected leadership was, in the 

words of Admiral Blackburn, "completely convinced that they were doing things 

absolutely right so they were just whistiing Dixie."^^ 

5^From the transcript of an interview with Vice Admiral Paul P. Blackburn, 
COMSEVENTHFLT (Washington DC: NHC OAB), p. 92. 

55From the transcript of an interview witii Captain A. J. Monger USN 
(Washington DC: NHC OAB), pp. 57-58, 59. 

^^From the transcript of an interview with Vice Admiral Paul P. Blackburn, 
COMSEVENTHFLT (Washington DC: NHC OAB), p. 92. 
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The Nature of the Mission 

"My courage diminishes in proportion to the distance inland."5'' - A-4 
pilot, USS Oriskany, 1966 

The greatest problem the navy faced with regard to its participation in RoUing 

Thunder involved the definition of its mission. Military strategy of the period, embodied 

in the JCS target list, called for a sustained campaign that would destroy North Vietnam's 

industrial capacity, and by implication, its will to resist. Navy and air force bombers 

would subject DRV lines of communication and logistics networks to continuous pressure 

while at the same time battering the country's industrial complex. Instead, the civilian 

administration ordained that the campaign would focus on interdiction, and industrial 

targets would be parceled out slowly with an eye on possible political repercussions. A 

campaign based on what Mark Clodfelter calls "negative goals" resulted. Rolling Thunder 

never had focus. With the exception of Washington's ongoing fascination with the "tmck 

count," target systems shifted constantiy, and their themes became predictable.̂ ^ The 

North Vietnamese proved capable of adjustment to Rolling Thunder's changing nature 

because the change was too gradual: 

Gradualism enabled the North Vietnamese to mobilize and organize a force 
of an additional quarter-million civilians to man antiaircraft defenses; 
organize and construct a sophisticated, highly integrated air defense 
system; disperse its military supplies to offset the bombing; and import 
essential stores to counter anticipated bombing effects. To the North 

^^Quoted in Zalin Grant, Over the Beach, p. 52. 

58The truck count is the air war's equivalent to the infamous MACV "body 
count," by which analysts measured progress. The truck count, much like its army 
counterpart, was inflated and inaccurate, often ridiculously so. 
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Vietnamese, it manifested a lack of will on tiie part of the United States 
leadership.59 

Naval aviator John Nichols criticized tiie gradualism of the armed reconnaissance 

program and its unwavering focus on interdiction of supply lines as "catch as catch can." 

Like most senior officers, he beheved tiiat Rolling Thunder should go for Hanoi's jugular. 

Armed reconnaissance missions 

weren't as satisfying for aviators as Alphas, which had a specific goal. 
From a doctrinal viewpoint. Alphas made more sense tiian Rolling 
Thunders. The Alphas enacted the principle of concentration, putting the 
weight of two carrier air wings, or a navy and an air force strike, on one 
target complex and saturating the defenses.... and mass could be applied 
if the ROE allowed.̂ o 

The ROE rarely allowed for mass, and naval aviators continued to expose themselves to 

the hostile airspace over the DRV in order to hunt trucks. 

In February 1966, the Administration took steps to add order to the chaos that was 

the amorphous air campaign against North Vietnam. Planners divided hostile airspace into 

what became known as "route packages." Route Package (RP) One included North 

Vietnam from the demilitarized zone (DMZ) north to Vinh. The route package numbers 

increased with distance from the DMZ, with Route Package V including all of 

northwestern North Vietnam. The infamous Route Package VI had two parts, A and B, 

and ostensibly included tiie Hanoi-Haiphong restricted area. Initially, tiie navy and air 

force alternated route packages on a weekly basis. By April 1966, tiie AdminisQ-ation 

decided to assign areas of permanent responsibility. The air force covered RP I, V, and 

VIA. The navy was responsible for RP II, III, IV, and VIB. The divisions did not include 

59w. Hays Parks, "Rolling Thunder and the Law of War," Air University 
Review. 33, no. 2, January-February 1982, p. 7. 

60Nichols and Ttilman, On Yankee Station, p. 113. 
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restricted areas. A naval publication noted: "it should be pointed out that although 

geographic division has encompassed the entire country for some time, resoicted areas 

imposed by higher authority have limited actual armed reconnaissance and strikes to 

precisely defined areas of smaller scope tiian area assignments imply." '̂ Instead of 

clarifying Rolling Thunder, tiie divisions further limited operations by boxing them into 

convenient spaces on a map. As with fixed target headings, the use of such standardized 

procedures atiowed Hanoi to determine the optimum locations for antiaircraft 

emplacements. 

From March 1965 through the Spring of 1966, the aerial campaign against North 

Vietnam accompUshed little. After the thirty-seven day bombing pause around the new 

year, President Johnson prohibited strikes on fixed targets and limited interdiction to south 

of the 21st parallel. Poor weather through February and March further muted the 

campaign's impact. A CIA memorandum circulated late in the previous November 

concluded that: 

the recent pattern of air activity against North Vietnam continues to reflect 
a predominance of armed reconnaissance sorties, supplemented by air 
strikes against designated JCS targets. These operations have still not 
significantly reduced North Vietnamese capabilities to conduct offensive 
operations and to continue to furnish logistical support to Communist 
forces in Laos and South Vietnam." 

Military criticism of interdiction at the expense of striking strategic targets 

continued. Admiral Blackburn doubted that complete interdiction was possible. 

6IOPNAVINST 5750.12, USPACFLT Seventh Fleet Command Historv. 1966. 
Rasic Narrative. April 1966 (Washington DC: NHC OAB), p. I. 

62"On the Operational Pattern and Effects of the US / GVN Air Attacks on North 
Vietnam From 2 March Through 31 October 1965," LBJ NSF Special Subjects. Reel 3, 
Frame 0878-0879. 
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"particularly with an opponent as clever, wtiy, and tenacious as the Nortii Vietnamese. 

You've got to do something else I think striking him at his home base is possibly the 

right answer, although if you're going to do it you'd better not fiddle around and have 

graduated response. You'd better really bang him."63 Faced with the bombing program's 

disappointing results and the mounting criticism that fact engendered, and with Hanoi's 

continued intransigence towards American efforts to negotiate through periodic bombing 

halts. President Johnson decided in April 1966 to "bang" North Viemam through what 

became known as Phase II of Rolling Thunder, or the POL Campaign.̂ '̂  

Immediately prior to the POL Campaign, RoHing Thunder 50 on April 1, 1966, 

inaugurated strikes on the most significant fixed targets since March 1965. Objectives 

included the Haiphong Thermal Power Plant, the Hanoi Cement Plant, and the POL 

complexes at Haiphong, Hanoi, Nguyen Khe, Bac Giang, Do Son, and Duong Nham.̂ ^ 

Observers at first considered the POL strikes to be an aberration, but the Administration 

decided on June 23 to concentrate on POL facilities under the operational name Rolling 

Thunder 50 Alpha. 

Word of the impending strikes on DRV petroleum storage facilities leaked to the 

press despite the Administration's precautions. The resulting publicity warned Hanoi of 

the impending strikes and delayed Rolling Thunder 50A one week, until June 30. The 

^^From the transcript of an interview with Vice Admiral Paul P. Blackburn, 
COMSEVENTHFLT (Washington DC: NHC OAB), pp. 89-90. 

^RolHng Thunder's Phase I may be identified as a campaign against tiie DRV 
logistics network, punctuated with occasional strikes on fixed targets from the JCS list. 
See Thompson, Rolhng Thunder, pp. 40, 42. 

^^Report on the War in Vietnam (as of June 30. 1968). Commander in Chief 
Pacific, Section I: "Report on Air and Naval Campaigns Against North Vietnam and 
Pacific Command-Wide Support of the War, June 1964 - July 1968," p. 24. Hereafter 
cited as CINCPAC Report on the War in Vietnam. 
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North Vietnamese used the interval to disperse their stocks of peo-oleum. When the 

operation finally began, planners rechristened it Rolling Thunder 51. Mititary planners 

requested that tiie Administration allow stepped up interdiction concomitant witii tiie oil 

storage strikes to keep the pressure on the DRV supply network. Washington refused, 

and limited aH additional tines of communication strikes to bridges.̂ ^ 

The POL Campaign lasted approximately six weeks until the middle of August, 

when possible targets petered out. Rolling Thunder 51 was spectacular while underway, 

as tank farms fit the military's perception of what constituted an important target. The 

June 30 strike on the Haiphong POL serves as a good illustration. Attacked by 18 A-4Es 

from the USS Franklin D. Roosevelt, the Haiphong POL spewed a black, oily mushroom 

cloud to 20,000 feet. The smoke was visible from 40 miles out to sea, where the 

destroyer USS Coontz patrolled in readiness to rescue fliers downed over the Gulf of 

Tonkin.̂ '' Similar attacks took place on all of North Vietnam's identifiable POL storage 

facilities. 

Because of the highly visible, and to the military highly satisfying, damage the POL 

strikes did, both military and civilian sources overestimated the effect of the campaign on 

North Vietnam. The attacks eliminated Nam Dinh and Phu Qui as viable POL storage 

facilities, destroyed at least two-thirds of the supply in the Vinh area, left 80 per cent of 

the Haiphong port storage area in ruins, and completely destroyed the 34,000 metric ton 

capacity at the Hanoi factiity.̂ * Within one week of Rolling Thunder 51's inception, the 

news media claimed that navy and air force strikes had destroyed 40 per cent of tiie DR V's 

66lbid., p. 25. 

67CTG 77.4 290619Z to AIG 914, USS Franklin D Roosevelt, June 1966, LBJ 
NSF Special Subiects. Reel 22, Frame 0550. 

68CINCPAC Report on the War in Vietnam. Section I: p. 25; Mark Clodfelter, 
The Limits of Air Power, p. 98. 
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oU supply and 50 per cent of its storage capacity. United Press International proclaimed 

continued American attacks on North Vietnam's "dwindling petroleum supplies.'̂ ^ An 

official navy publication went so far as to state tiiat the "strikes were conducted witii such 

precision tiiat all ordnance fell within tiie target areas without inflicting any known loss of 

Ufe or damage to nearby civilian communities."^o 

In reality, RoUing Thunder 51, though destructive, did littie to hamper North 

Vietnam's war effort. Hanoi assumed from the beginning of the air war tiiat the United 

States would eventually target its petroleum supplies, and took steps to disperse its stocks. 

The communists derived additional benefit from the seven-day warning of the impending 

campaign. The Defense Intelligence Agency estimated that the DRV still possessed 

75,000 metric tons of oti dispersed throughout the counoy in easily transported drums.̂ ' 

Reconnaissance showed that tiie North Vietnamese had stored the drums in large piles 

alongside roads in populated areas where American aircraft could not strike. The airfields 

at Kep and Phuc Yen, off-limits to attack despite Admiral Sharp's urging, housed more 

petroleum, as did underground storage facilities. The sources that remained to the North 

Vietnamese were more than enough, according to the Jason Report, to support infiltration 

into Laos and South Vietnam along the Ho Chi Minh trail. The Soviet Union and China 

provided additional petroleum supplies.''̂  When it became apparent that DRV dispersal 

69"Saigon (UPI), Oil 6/30 NX," LBJ NSF Special Subiects. Reel 22, Frames 
0509-0512. 

^Qpacific Area Naval Operations Review. CINCPACFLT, July 1966 (Washington 
DC: NHC OAB), p. I. 

71 Clodfelter, The Limits of Air Power, p. 99. 

72lbid. The Jason Group was composed of scientists contracted by the 
Department of Defense to evaluate the success of the Rolling Thunder program to date. 
The group's report was far more negative than either CIA or DIA analysis. 
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and outside resupply had defeated Rolling Thunder 51, tiie Administration returned tiie air 

war's focus to the famUiar interdiction pattern. 

Phase III of RoUing Thunder followed the POL Campaign and began in October 

1966. Punishing North Vietnam to the point where their support for the Viet Cong 

became too costly remained the program's goal, but Phase III added a new and difficult 

twist: isolating the DRV from outside sources of supply.''̂  The navy had to carry out that 

assignment while avoiding both the crowded harbor at Haiphong and the 30 mile deep 

buffer zone along the Chinese border. The method remained interdiction of chokepoints 

along logistics routes, especially bridges. 

Phase III continued through most of 1967 and became probably tiie most 

important time period in the entire campaign because of the nature of the targets Johnson 

authorized. In late January, the Administration decided to lift the restrictions from a 

number of the targets on the JCS list. While the previous fixed target effort focused on 

petroleum, the new campaign targeted North Vietnam's electrical power grid and other 

key industrial targets. While adverse weather precluded a sustained campaign for the first 

three months of 1967, the next two Rolling Thunder series (53 and 54) added 16 

previously restricted targets in the vital northeast sector to the authorized list.'̂ '* Rolling 

Thunder 55, inaugurated on April 23, featured targets within the previously restricted 10 

mile ring around Hanoi, including two MiG-capable airfields, Kep and Hoa Lac. Rolling 

Thunder 56 concentrated on major supply lines linking the DRV to Communist China, 

73CINCPAC Report on the War in Vietnam. Section I: p. 31. 

'̂̂ Rotiing Thunder 54 marked tiie first time that the navy had authorization to 
mine DRV waterways. Naval aircraft mined tiie mouths of five North Vietnamese rivers 
to hinder transportation of supplies to the South. Haiphong Harbor remained off-limits to 
attack or inining. Major industrial targets attacked by the navy included the Thai Nguyen 
Iron and Steel Works and tiie tiiermal power plants in Hanoi, Haiphong, Bac Giang, Uong 
Bi, Nam Dinh, Ben Thuy. 
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especially "classification yards, repair facitities, railroad and highway bridges, and support 

areas."''^ gy t^g g^^ of the year, bombers had struck 85 industrial and military targets the 

JCS considered vital to the DRV war effort. 

At first glance, 1967 seems to have been a banner year for naval aviation in its 

attempt to meet Rolling Thunder's interdiction and coercion goals. However, shifting 

goals and an apparent lack of direction at tiie highest levels emasculated the program. 

Admiral Sharp complained bitterly to a journalist that President Johnson reestablished the 

10 mile restricted zone around Hanoi in May 1967, because of Hanoi's diplomatic protests 

concerning the renewed bombing associated with Rolling Thunder 55: 

the immediate outcry from the North Vietnamese Government had been so 
effective in Washington that we were again told not to operate within ten 
miles of Hanoi. Strikes against such significant targets had thus been 
interrupted and real pressure had once more been removed.... Here we 
hold the initiative. We are conducting a strategic offensive forcing the 
enemy into a defensive posture. He is forced to react at places and times of 
our choosing. If we eliminate the only offensive element of our strategy, I 
do not see how we can expect to win.̂ ^ 

Although Sharp's complaint had the force of eloquence, it proved to be essentially 

incorrect. 

Rolling Thunder attacks on key DRV industries, although long desired by mititary 

commanders, had almost no effect on Hanoi, beyond increasing tiie communist 

determination to prevail. A CIA evaluation of Rolling Thunder through the fall of 1966 

concluded that although economically significant, damage levels did not "prevent about a 

threefold increase in the level of personnel infiltration in 1966 Nor has Rolling 

^^Ibid., p. 32. 

^^Admiral U. S. Grant Sharp, quoted in Zatin Grant, Over the Beach, p. 182. 
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Thunder served visibly to reduce the determination of Hanoi to continue tiie war.'^^ The 

report also estimated that over a two year period, 1965-1966, economic and military 

assistance from Communist China and the Soviet Union, "amounted, in estimated value, to 

about five times the total damage caused by Rolling Thunder attacks." Although the CIA 

acknowledged that political limitations made strikes on significant targets recommended 

by the JCS "rare," it concluded witii tiie shocking statistic that every dollar of damage 

American aircraft did to North Vietnam cost the United States Government $8.70.''» 

The debates concerning the utility of a strategic bombing program against a third 

world country are familiar. North Vietnam was not the ideal target for a conventional 

bombing campaign, and American strategic thinking overestimated its own ability and 

underestimated the determination of the enemy, but those facts miss the point. Rolling 

Thunder's goal was to stop North Vietnam from supporting the Viet Cong either by force 

or by threat of force. Bombing power stations and other industrial targets did not prove 

worthwhile in meeting that goal. Successful interdiction was the key. Mark Clodfelter 

succinctly wrote: "The only industrial component vital to the North's warmaking capacity 

was its transportation system, and it did not have to operate at peak efficiency to be 

effective. A glut of imports and the Communists' limited needs rendered the remainder of 

the North's industrial establishment superfluous."^^ 

Although 1967 featured the heaviest bombing of significant industrial targets, as 

weU as a dedicated effort to cut DRV lines of communication, the suddenness and severity 

of the Tet Offensive should lay to rest any doubts about the ability of tiie North 

77ciA Intelligence Memorandum: "The Effectiveness of tiie Rolling Thunder 
Program in North Viemam, 1 January - 30 September 1966," LBJ NSF Special Subjects. 
Reel 7, Frames 0941-0949. 

78ibid. 

^^Mark Clodfelter, The Limits of Air Power, pp. 139-140. 
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Vietnamese to resist RoUing Thunder and infiltrate in tiie face of the heaviest aerial 

campaign in tiie history of warfare. The final phase of Rolling Thunder, Phase IV, lasted 

from tiie onset of Tet until November 1968, when the bombing of North Vietnam ended. 

Phase IV focused solely on interdiction immediately north of tiie DMZ. Perhaps no other 

single target from that entire interdiction effort better symbolizes tiie fmsu-ation and 

fascination of navy aircrews with their situation than the rail and highway bridge at Thanh 

Hoa. 

The Thanh Hoa bridge, known to the North Vietnamese as Ham Rung, or 

Dragon's Jaw, spanned the Song Ma River three miles north of the town of Thanh Hoa. 

The bridge's location, immediately south of the 20th parallel, proved vital during the 

Rolting Thunder interdiction campaign. When the ROE limited armed reconnaissance of 

tines of communication to those south of the 20th parallel, the Thanh Hoa bridge became a 

vital choke point. If American air power could close the bridge and keep it closed, then 

that situation would force the DRV to reroute rail and vehicle traffic to more vulnerable 

crossing points. In the meantime, any train or truck traffic trapped south of the Song Ma 

would become legal targets for armed reconnaissance sorties. American planners realized 

the importance of Thanh Hoa as a target from the beginning of tiie bombing campaign. 

They could not, however, foresee that Thanh Hoa would become one of the most difficult 

and challenging targets of tiie entire Rolling Thunder campaign. 

In April and May of 1965, air force F-105s struck the Thanh Hoa bridge on four 

separate occasions, using 7501b bombs and radio-guided Bullpup missiles. The four 

strikes together expended 500 7501b bombs and 32 missiles against the Dragon's Jaw, yet 

it remained standing. The ordnance had heavily cratered both approaches to the bridge, 

and damaged the road and rail surfaces, but the North Viemamese repaired the damage 
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each time while weatiier kept strike aircraft grounded or Rolling Thunder missions 

focused on otiier targets. The Thanh Hoa bridge remained open.̂ o 

When North Viemam was divided into route packages, Thanh Hoa fell into RP IV, 

one of the areas for which the navy had primary responsibility. Beginning in June 1965, 

Seventh Fleet air units began a three-year campaign to drop tiie Dragon's Jaw into the 

Song Ma. The effort, due to weather and other targeting considerations, was not 

continuous, but Thanh Hoa became a visible symbol of tiie fmstrations of the interdiction 

effort. By mid-1966, naval and air force aviators had flown nearly 700 attack sorties and 

expended 1250 tons of ordnance on the bridge, which withstood everything tiirown 

against it.̂ ^ The bridge, only completed by the North Vietnamese in 1964, became 

legendary on Yankee Station. Captain A. J. Monger said of Thanh Hoa: 

It's a big bridge, and quite a pretty important one over a good-sized river. 
The French engineer who built it, structurally overbuilt the thing too, I 
guess, to take all sorts of weight.... It's got big concrete pilings, huge 
ones . . . on most bridges, if you can hit one of several key structural 
members, the bridge would come down. This bridge is so constructed that 
there just isn't any key, structurally. It's all interlocked so well that you can 
damage it, but they can build it back again.̂ ^ 

After every strike, the North Vietnamese had only to repair the roadbed and rail tracks on 

the bridge and its approaches. Though tons of high explosive had charred and twisted the 

bridge's steel trusses, the span itself remained intact. At the end of 1967, "a naval officer 

8^rew Middleton, Ed., Air War Vietnam (New York: Amo Press, 1978), pp. 
31-44. 

S^Malcolm Cagle, "Task Force 77 In Action Off Vietnam," Naval Institute 
proceedings (Naval Review Issue), 98, May 1972, p. 104. 

82From tiie transcript of an interview with Captain A. J. Monger (Washington: 
NHC OAB), pp. 49-50. 
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was heard to state with mock conviction tiiat tiie earth must surely be formed of two 

separate hemispheres, spring-hinged on one side somewhere beneatii the Atiantic Ocean 

and clamped fuTiily shut on the other by the Thanh Hoa bridge."" 

The navy's on-again, off-again campaign against tiie bridge continued through 

1967, always witii negative results. Pilot frustration with tiie seemingly indesuaictible 

bridge grew as losses mounted. By January 1968, the United States had lost 13 aircraft on 

Thanh Hoa-related missions. Captain John larrobino, Commanding Officer of the USS 

Oriskany in 1966, said of the bridge: "Knock it out today, and they'll repair it 

tomorrow." '̂* Commander Richard Bellinger, an F-8 pilot aboard Oriskany in 1966, 

spoke with more candor: "What we ought to do is send them five million bucks and ask 

them to blow the goddamn bridges themselves."^^ 

Though the bridge itself would not collapse under the weight of the attacks, bomb 

damage often closed the span for days and sometimes weeks while the North Vietnamese 

repaired the rails and road surfaces. Bridge closure often had positive results, if strike 

tinting resulted in trains being trapped at the river. Naval aviators eagerly anticipated such 

targets of opportunity, and sometimes the attacks had spectacular results. In June 1966, a 

flight of A-4s from the USS Hancock caught an ammunition train. Pilots reported, 

"boxcars exploding like strings of firecrackers - large red fireballs, completely 

disintegrating cars - heavy smoke .. ."̂ ^ In November 1967, Coral Sea aircraft 

discovered a 58-car train trapped by damage to one bridge, which "has forced the North 

Vietnamese to offload trains north of the river, ferry the cars and supplies across, and then 

83pacific Area Naval Operations Review. CINCPACFLT, January 1968, p. 17. 

S^Quoted in Zalin Grant, Over the Beach, p. 35. 

85ibid., p. 81. 

86pacific Area Naval Operations Review. CINCPACFLT, June 1966, II: p. 4. 
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reload them on the south side. The train was probably waiting to be loaded at the time of 

the strike." Attack aircraft dropped tons of ordnance along the length of the line, 

destroying much of the train in addition to cutting the d-acks.*"̂  

In January 1968, both the navy and the air force tried yet again to destroy the 

Thanh Hoa bridge yet again. In a series of coordinated strikes, 24 F-I05s and 17 A-4s 

expended 175 tons of explosives on tiie bridge, damaging it but again failing to destroy it. 

The January strikes on Thanh Hoa produced what must be two of the most unusual 

incidents of the entire interdiction campaign. On January 2, an Oriskany F-8 escorting a 

photo reconnaissance mission came across a train pulled by a steam locomotive: "the pilot 

secured a lock-on on the hot boiler and launched the heat-seeking Sidewinder [air-to-air 

missile] which ripped into the boiler, causing a tremendous explosion. Heavy damage was 

later inflicted on the stalled 45-car train." A second Oriskany F-8 pilot repeated the feat 

four days later, destroying a second steam locomotive with an air-to-air missile.** By 

March 1968, when President Johnson limited Rolling Thunder to the area of the DRV 

immediately north of the DMZ, the Thanh Hoa bridge remained standing, defiant of every 

effort to drop it into the Song Ma, and a symbol of the defiance of the North Vietnamese 

to the interdiction campaign.*^ 

Beyond interdiction, armed reconnaissance, and tiie rules of engagement, one 

factor of the Rolling Thunder campaign remained steady. The airspace over the DRV 

became the deadliest ever encountered by pilots in any air war, and this high threat 

87pacific Area Naval Operations Review. CINCPACFLT, November 1967, p. 20. 

88pacific Area Naval Operations Review. CINCPACFLT, January 1968, p. 21. 

8^The Thanh Hoa bridge remained standing until May 13, 1972, when technology 
intervened. On that day, in conjunction with Operation Linebacker I, USAF F-4s struck 
tiie bridge witii newly developed 2,0(X) and 3,0001b laser-guided bombs (LGBs). The 
accuracy and force of the attack dropped tiie western span of the bridge off of its 40 foot 
thick concrete abutment and heavily damaged the superstructure. See Drew Middleton, 
Ed., Air War Vietnam, pp. 85-86. 
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environment forced tiie navy to develop new tactics. Early in Rolling Thunder, after 

underestimating the North Vietnamese air defenses and suffering relatively heavy losses 

from anti-aircraft artillery (AAA), the navy had to reevaluate the way it conducted strike 

missions. 

For the remainder of Rolling Thunder, two or four-plane detachments made up of 

A-4s and F-8s, and later A-7s and F-4s, accompanied each strike group. The four aircraft 

were responsible for flak suppression, or engaging the anti-aircraft positions while the 

strike package carried out its mission. F-8 pilot John Nichols wrote of flak-suppression 

procedures: "The suppressers flew on the flanks of the strike group, accelerating near the 

target to arrive fifteen to thirty seconds before the bombers. Spotting muzzle flashes on 

the ground, the pilots rolled in on the brightest flashes or those best positioned to threaten 

the strike birds." °̂ The flak suppressers generally carried conventional bombs, and when 

the ROE allowed, cluster bombs and napalm. In addition, the pilots used rocket pods and 

20mm internal cannon to attack AAA emplacements. 

Strike pilots with good reason feared North Vietnamese AAA, which ranged in 

caliber from 20mm to 105mm, with the most common being 37, 57 and 85 mm. Lt(j.g.) 

John Suckow recalled his first encounter with AAA during a 1967 strike on the Hon Gay 

rail yards: "[AJs we entered the area there was a cloud hanging over the railyard. The 

rest of the sky was clear and visibility was excellent. The sky instantiy became a maze of 

black and orange puffs from the heavy flak polka dot effect all around us. I've never seen 

anything like it."̂ ^ Pilots greatly appreciated the efforts of the flak suppressers. LtCMr. 

Douglas French, who led a July 4, 1967, strike on the Hai Duong railroad bridge and 

^ONichols and Ttilman, On Yankee Station, pp. 53-54. 

9lNews Release No. 493-67. History of VA-76 Box, OP 05D2, (Washington 
DC: Naval Historical Center Aviation History Office). Hereafter cited as NHC AHO 
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siding, said: "[T]hey did a fantastic job. They hit tiiem (the AAA) in the back of tiie head 

while the guns were being trained on the main flight. Before the attack planes got tiiere 

tiie fire was fairly accurate and heavy. After the flak suppression attack, the guns shot 

only a few more rounds. "̂ ^ 

The threat environment became a great deal more hostile in August 1965, when 

naval aviation had its first experience witii the Russian-built SA-2 radar guided surface to 

air missile (SAM). These rocket propelled, thirty-five foot long missiles had been in North 

Vietnam since at least April, but the navy had yet to encounter them. On the night of 11-

12 August, two VA-24 A-4Es from USS Midway were flying an armed reconnaissance 

mission at 9,000 feet sixty miles south of Hanoi. The two ptiots. Lieutenant Commander 

D. Roberge and Lt(j.g.) Donald Brown, 

observed what appeared to be two flares glowing eerily beneath the clouds 
15 miles north of their position. They watched what appeared to be two 
'hunting' spots of tight come out of the clouds and move closer and closer. 
In sudden recognition of danger, both pilots pushed over and added full 
power. It was too late. Seconds later, the SAMs exploded, destroying 
Lt(j.g.) Brown's aircraft and damaging Lieutenant Commander Roberge's. 
Although on fire, the latter managed to limp back and land aboard the 
Midway, his Skyhawk's belly scorched, wrinkled, and peppered witii more 
tiian 50 holes.93 

The North Vietnamese had just introduced the navy to the SAM, which would hold 

American attention for the rest of the air war over Vietnam. 

92News Release No. 778-67. History of VA-76 Box, OP 05D2, (Washington 
DC: NHC AHO). 

93Malcolm Cagle, "TF 77 In Action Off Vietnam," Naval Institute Proceedings 
(Naval Review Issue), 98, May 1972, p. 76. 
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Naval aviator John Nichols points out that the SAM received far more attention 

tiian AAA despite the disparity in damage each caused.̂ '* AAA accounted for 

approximately 80 per cent of all navy losses tiiroughout the Vietnam conflict. The 

remaining 20 per cent included losses to SAMs, MiGs, and operational accidents.̂ ^ SAMs 

accounted for only 80 aircraft out of the more tiian 500 the navy lost over Vietnam from 

1964-1972. The numbers are deceiving. Although the SAMs did relatively little damage, 

naval aviators respected and feared the missiles. Dick Wyman, an F-8 pilot aboard 

Oriskany for the 1966 Western Pacific (WESTPAC) deployment, recalled: 

[T]he theory was in those days, that if they shot missties, you got as low as 
possible in order to defeat them. That was the theory. You tried to grab 
the dirt. Somebody called'SAMs!'and we ati dove for the deck. There 
were 24 airplanes trying to fit in a small valley at 500 knots apiece fifty feet 
off the ground. Talk about wild - that was all the wildness a person could 
stand.̂ ^ 

Diving beneath 2,000 feet was a general rule, because at that altitude the missile was in 

boost phase and would not guide. Unfortunately, that act put the aircraft within easy 

range of AAA batteries; a classic Catch-22 situation. The SAM forced the navy, as it did 

with flak suppression, to develop new tactics. 

The Rules of Engagement complicated the anti-SAM task, but the tactics the navy 

developed proved effective in tiie long run. Anti-SAM missions quickly became known as 

Iron Hands, and an Iron Hand detachment accompanied each strike package over DRV 

airspace. Initiatiy, the Iron Hands carried conventional bombs witii which to attack SAM 

sites. During a July 1967 raid on the Thanh Lien bridge. Lieutenant Commander Paul 

94Nichols and Ttilman, On Yankee Station, p. 59. 

95CINCPAC Report on the War in Viemam. 1968, I: p. 19. 

96Quoted in Zalin Grant, Over the Beach, p. 65. 
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Hollandsworth and his wingman Lt(j.g.) David Williams had the Iron Hand duty. A SAM 

site fired on the strike package and revealed its position. Hollandsworth and Williams 

attacked the site and "dropped our 500 pounders, got a terrific secondary explosion and 

orange smoke and saw several missiles exploding and burning on the ground."̂ "̂  

By mid-1966, the air force and navy had introduced a new weapon to Southeast 

Asia, the AGM-45 Shrike. The Shrike homed in on tiie radiation emitted by SAM 

guidance radars and destroyed the antenna, rendering the missiles blind. John Nichols 

remembers: 

[I]nevitably SAMs would come up during the approach. There was no 
way to take out all the possible sites, since any target worth an Alpha was 
probably within the reach of a couple dozen SAM sites. The best bet, 
therefore, was to detach tiie Iron Hand sections before letting down. The 
sites posing the greatest threat were usually known, and each Shrike armed 
bomber was assigned a priority target.̂ ^ 

As the war progressed. Iron Hand tactics coupled with individual pilots learning the split-

second timing of SAM evasion maneuvers cut losses to the missiles by 80 per cent. In 

1965, one SA-2 out of every 13 fired claimed a naval aircraft. By the end of 1967, the 

ratio had ctimbed to 55 missiles launched for every aircraft destroyed.^^ 

9^In clear weather, pilots could spot SAM launches easily because of tiie bright 
flash followed by an enormous white smoke trail. SAMs destroyed on the ground gave 
off orange-colored smoke as they burned. News Release No. 778-67. History of VA-76 
Box,OP05D2 (Washington DC: NHC AHO). 

98Nichols and Tillman, On Yankee Station, p. 105. 

^^As a result of the presence of SA-2 missiles in Nortii Viemam, the navy banned 
propeller-driven A-1 Skyraiders from participating in strikes on DRV targets. The Spads, 
as pilots called them, could only enter DRV airspace as escorts for Search and Au- Rescue 
(SAR) helicopters. CINCPAC Repon on the War in Vietnam. 1968 1: p. 35. 
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Pilots respected their colleagues who flew the Iron Hand sorties because baiting 

SAM sites was a dangerous task. In April 1967, the North Viemamese fired seven SA-2s 

at a Ticonderoga A-4E flying Iron Hand for a strike package. The pilot: 

evaded six SAMs only to have his plane engulfed in tiie exploding fu-eball 
of the seventh SAM. This was fotiowed immediately by an eighth SAM 
detonation of lesser intensity. The stricken A-4E lost approximately 4,000 
pounds of fuel in three minutes and suffered partial hydraulic failure. En 
route to the coast, the intrepid pilot attacked an emitting SAM site with his 
one remaining Shrike and evaded a nintii missile. Because of extensive 
damage, the aircraft required continuous in-flight refueling almost to the 
point of touchdown on the carrier. Six days later, this same A-4E pilot was 
hit by another SAM. This time, his plane became uncontrollable, and he 
was last seen descending inverted into the undercast.̂ ^ 

Though dangerous. Iron Hand's effectiveness in engaging SA-2 batteries protected 

numerous strike missions from the missUe threat. Although ROE and operational 

conditions often complicated the mission, the kill ratio demonstrates beyond argument the 

success of the navy's tactics.'°' 

Pilot morale became a significant factor of the nature of the Rolling Thunder 

mission, especially considering the restrictive mles of engagement and the high threat 

environment of DRV airspace. Why did pilots not rebel against ridiculous rules imposed 

on them by the very civilian leadership tasking them with the mission? Part of the answer 

ties with professionatism. Most military aviators considered flying a vocation, a career, 

and would perform the task to the best of their abilities whatever the conditions. 

Professionalism outweighed anger at bureaucratic stupidity and pilot morale, according to 

IQQpacific Area Naval Operations Review. CINCPACFLT. April 1967, p. 7 

lOlThe air force developed similar tactics for its air strikes over tiie DRV. USAF 
anti-SAM efforts became known as, and pilots still refer to them as, "Wild Weasel." 
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one naval aviator, remained generally high from Rolling Thunder's inception into 1968 

when the Adminisu-ation emasculated the program.̂ 02 

A second factor is esprit de corps. Frank Elkins, an F-8 pilot on Oriskany in 1966, 

commented: "[I]t would be difficult to turn in your wings and quit, even if you were 

afraid for your life, in the company of those with whom you've never been a quitter 

before." Pilots had a built-in sense of rivalry, and that factor came into play on Rolling 

Thunder missions, no matter how insignificant the target. "There was that sense of 

competition, that drive to do a good job, the urge to be respected by one's squadron 

mates, which pushed pilots to the edge."^°^ 

Although it goes beyond the scope of Rolling Thunder, John Nichols' perception of 

pilot morale over the whole of the naval air war in Vietnam provides an important lesson 

on the effect civilian leadership can have on the drive of its fighting men. Morale remained 

high until Rolting Thunder dried up in mid-1968. Ptiots sensed that Washington had no 

identifiable goals for their sacrifices, and so "mutual care and concern" replaced "mission 

oriented considerations" and the competitive drive. Morale took an enormous jump in the 

Spring of 1972, when the fleet received authorization to mine Haiphong Harbor and snike 

significant targets for the first time in four years. "Pilots clamored for juicy strikes, 

actually argued about who had flown the previous Iron Hand, and began counting MiG 

kiUs. It was good to see progress." When it became apparent in squadron ready rooms at 

the beginning of 1973 that Washington had abandoned any attempt at achieving victory, 

morale took a dive from which it would not recover before the war ended. Nichols writes: 

"For lack of a better term, we might say it was characterized by the last man syndrome. 

102\jorale remained generally high, but included ups and downs. Pilots were 
generally more willing to take personal risks to attack targets they considered to be 
important. Few wanted to risk themselves chasing trucks through mountain passes at 
night. Nichols and Tillman, On Yankee Station, p. 34. 

1032:alin Grant, Over the Beach, pp. 53-54. 
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Nobody wanted to be the last to die in a winless war. For that matter, nobody wanted to 

be the next to last, either."lo^ 

Considering the nature of the mission, it is a wonder that the "last man syndrome" 

did not manifest itself eartier in tiie war. Rolting Thunder was essentially a limited 

campaign with negative goals: use bombing of selected target systems to force Hanoi to 

change its behavior. In tight of numerous studies of bombing tiiroughout history, we 

would today question tiie efficacy of such tactics. Pilots in Vietnam did not question the 

tactics; the methods they accepted as gospel. The restrictions placed on an operation 

already limited by its own definition should have given them pause. On the basis of 

Rolling Thunder's own mission parameters, victory was never the goal. The goal never 

went beyond interdiction, and at the diplomatic level, coercion. It should come as no 

surprise then, that the pilots themselves felt best about their mission in the Spring of 1972, 

the only time in the entire air war that it seemed that victory might be within theu- grasp. 

The wrenching experience of the navy in Operation Rolling Thunder, despite its 

lack of success, had some positive results. From the hardships of aerial combat over the 

DRV and the sometimes relentless and dangerous pace of operations in the Gulf of 

Tonkin, the navy learned valuable lessons ranging from management of fleet logistics and 

operations, to the application of new technologies and disaster management. From those 

day to day concems came a sense of something larger, more important. The navy, and by 

extension the military as a whole learned from the failure of Rolling Thunder and the "last 

man syndrome" that timited wars are probably best avoided. Should it become necessary, 

however, to engage in a limited war, then tiie goal should be attainment of clearly stated 

objectives unclouded by amateiuish meddling in tactical considerations. The goal must be, 

in a word, victory. 

lO^Nichols and Tillman, On Yankee Station, pp. 37,40-41. 



CHAPTER IV 

CARRIER OPERATIONS AND LOGISTICS 

"In addition to keeping five or six carriers in the Seventh Fleet, the U. S. 
Navy also was committed to maintaining at all times two carriers in the 
Sixth Fleet. The pressure of maintaining half the carrier force deployed 
over the long period of the Viemam War eventually caused severe 
deterioration in the material condition of the ships . . . " ' - Admiral James 
L. Holloway ni. 

Operation Rolting Thunder concomitantiy challenged and ftiistrated naval aviators 

with its restrictions, dangers, and complexities. Professionalism, camaraderie and a high 

level of morale in the face of a baffling limited conflict motivated air crews throughout 

most of the campaign's duration. The United States Navy carried out slightly more than 

half of the missions in the air war over North Vietnam, and the enormity of that effort 

required a support stmcture that deserves consideration as a vital part of the system. 

In the time period 1964-1973, fifteen conventionally powered attack aircraft 

carriers (CVAs), tiie nuclear-powered USS Enterprise (CVAN-65), and a smaller number 

of antisubmarine warfare carriers (CVS) participated in operations against North Vietnam. 

The resources required to support these vessels and their associated task forces through 

continuous periods in the Gulf of Tonkin were enormous, and placed a strain on usually 

efficient and effective men and equipment that on occasion proved disastrous. The often 

brutal pace of operations during Rolling Thunder also put su-esses on the navy at large 

that required years of recovery after the American withdrawal from the Southeast Asian 

1 James L. Holloway III, "Tactical Command and Conu-ol of Carrier Operations,' 
from Command and Control of Air Operations in the Vietnam War. Colloquium on 
Contemporary History (Washington DC: Naval Historical Center Operational Archives 
Branch), January 23, 1991, pp. 8-9. 
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Theater. The navy has not forgotten tiie lessons of the difficult years on Yankee Station, 

and this institutional memory of the hardships of Rolting Thunder has benefited the service 

in a variety of ways. 

For most of its duration. Rolling Thunder was not in any form a strategic 

campaign; rather, it was a protracted armed reconnaissance effort that required the 

aircraft carriers deployed to Yankee Station to maintain almost continuous flight 

operations, known as cyclic operations. Captain Walter Farley, weapons officer aboard 

the USS Bon Homme Richard in the spring and summer of 1967, remembers: 

In our particular case we flew a twelve hour day and operated on eight 
cycles, an hour and a half each cycle. The first strike would come back and 
land immediately behind the launch of the second strike group. This would 
go on for a futi eight cycles in twelve hours. After final recovery twelve 
hours later, we would bring all the planes aboard and do some tidying up 
plus provisioning of the ship . . . ^ 

The typical armed reconnaissance cycle from a CVA involved anywhere from 18 

to 30 aircraft, depending on the size of the vessel and weather and operating conditions 

over the DRV. Night strikes generally included 16 to 18 aircraft. For each cycle in the 

twelve hours, the carrier would launch and turn around tiiat number of aircraft. 

The launch takes up about fifteen minutes, the recovery should take up 
about fifteen minutes, and you have to reload and rearm in about an hour 
to get ready for your next launch. So you don't have too much time. We 
generatiy operated on that basis. We averaged about 150 sorties a day, the 
presumption being that the day included some night work.̂  

2From the transcript of an interview with Captain Walter M. Farley (Washington 
DC: Naval Historical Center, Operational Archives Branch), p. 3. Hereafter cited as 
NHC OAB. 

3lbid., p9. 
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Whtie one cycle of aircraft carried out missions, crews worked to prepare the next cycle 

for launch. Immediately after tiie launch of the second cycle, the fu-st would recover, and 

the process began again. 

For most of Rotiing Thunder, the navy maintained three CVAs in the Gulf of 

Tonkin for special operations against North Vietnam. Much of the armed reconnaissance 

and all of the Alpha strikes occurred in the daylight hours, but armed reconnaissance 

continued tiirough the night. Under that scheme, two CVAs maintained flight operations 

from just before dawn until mid-aftemoon, typically 0400-1600, while the tiiird generally 

operated from early afternoon until past midnight, from 1300-0100.^ In the late summer 

of 1966, the navy shifted the Dixie Station CVA north to the Tonkin Gulf and with that 

change, operations against tiie DRV involved always at least tiiree, and sometimes as 

many as five aircraft carriers when deployment schedules overlapped.̂  

Alpha strikes differed from cyclic operations in that they involved a greater total 

effort, but were not quite as taxing on the ships' crews. A typical alpha strike included all 

of one CVA's air wing, and often the soike involved the efforts of all the air wings 

deployed to Yankee Station. For one CVA, however, twenty strike aircraft plus the 

associated supporting aircraft (Iron Hand, TARCAP, MiGCAP, tankers, and SAR 

helicopters) generally sortied from the vessel. Flight operations for Alpha missions lasted 

from six to seven hours, or three missions per ship, as opposed to twice that number for 

^John Nichols and Barrett Tillman, On Yankee Station: The Naval Air War Over 
Viemam (Annapotis: Naval Institute Press), p. 111. 

^Dixie Station was a geographic reference point in the South China Sea east of 
Saigon from which the navy launched sorties in support of ground operations in South 
Vietnam. Pacific Area Naval Operations Review. CINCPACFLT (Washington DC: 
NHC OAB), August 1966, p. 6. 
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cyctic operations. F-8 pilot John Nichols remembers, "it was still hard work, often more 

dangerous tiian Rolling Thunders, but easier on all hands and more satisfying."^ 

Pilot briefings began as soon as the air wing received target assignments; usually 

the day before the strike was to occur. The night before the mission, planners on the air 

wing staff parceled out assignments to the various squadrons and made weapons 

selections. On the morning of tiie strike, aviators gathered in squadron ready rooms an 

hour and a half before launch to receive individual instructions. Briefers, including 

inteltigence officers, outiined targets, the expected SAM, AAA, and MiG threats, weatiier 

and other variable conditions, and the enemy order of battle. With that completed, pilots 

received order of run-in, target ingress and egress headings, bail-out locations, call signs 

for SAR helicopters, and reviewed other emergency procedures. Immediately following 

the completion of the briefings, the day's flying began. Pilots in the second cycle received 

their briefings whtie the first cycle was aloft.̂  

The launch of 16-30 aircraft eight times in a twelve-hour period, day after day, 

consumed aviation fuel and munitions at a prodigious rate. Continuous cyclic operations 

consumed the contents of the munitions magazines, known to sailors as the "bomb farm," 

every three days. As each CVA generally remained on the line at least thirty days, and 

often longer, before stops at Subic Bay, Hong Kong, or other ports for repairs and rest, 

replenishment at sea was necessary. 

Admu-al James L. Holloway, who commanded the USS Enterprise and rose to 

command tiie Seventii Fleet during the Vietnam conflict, praised the logistics network that 

supported Rolling Thunder CVAs as "one of the most remarkable features of the carrier 

^Nichols and Ttilman, On Yankee Station, pp. 99-100, 103. 

^From the transcript of an interview witii Captain A. J. Monger (Washington DC: 
NHC OAB), p. 4. See also Nichols and Tillman, On Yankee Station, pp. 100-101. 
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operations in the Gulf of Tonkin . . . "* Seaborne logistics, carried out by specialized task 

forces known as Underway Replenishment Groups (URGs), did prove remarkable. The 

sailors who manned them, as well as the carrier crews, performed Herculean tasks in often 

poor conditions. Throughout the campaign, despite periodic stops in Far Eastern ports, 

navy CVAs received "more than 99 per cent of... ammunition, ship and aircraft fuel, 

food and general supplies . . . from logistics support ships during underway replenishment 

at sea."9 

The typical Underway Replenishment Group consisted of an ammunition ship 

(AE), a fleet oiler (AO), one or more supply ships that carried everything from fresh 

vegetables to jet engines (AF, AFS, AK), and escorting vessels. The URGs carried most 

of their supplies directly from the West coast of the United States, rarely obtaining 

provisions in the Far East. Ammunition ships loaded their holds in Concord, California, 

and then generally spent a month in the Western Pacific supporting Task Force 77 before 

returning to reload. The same applied to supply ships, which brought food to the task 

force from California. Fleet oilers became the exception. They refilled their tanks at 

storage sites located throughout the Pacific and serviced by civilian tankers under contract 

to the navy.^^ 

Underway replenishment for an aircraft carrier was an ongoing process, occurring 

eight days out of every nine. 

^Admiral James L. Holloway III, USN (ret.), "Tactical Command and Control of 
Carrier Operations," from Command and Control of Air Operations in the Vietnam War. 
Colloquium on Contemporary History (Washington DC: NHC OAB), January 23, 1991, 
p. 13. 

9lbid. 

lOjbid. 
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The replenishment schedule generatiy called for an ammunition ship every 
third day. Then the two days in between you'd take a reefer or a 
refrigerator ship with food. A second type ship, of course, would be the 
store ship, and the oiler. But generally we'd take an ammunition ship every 
third day, an oiler every third day which would give us our carrier fuel and 
our aviation fuel, and every third day thereafter we would take from a store 
ship or a food ship. 1̂  

The typical CVA did not empty its holds of fuel, food, and other supplies that quickly. 

The navy maintained the practice of constant top off of supplies so that each ship would 

have a ten day supply of food, fuel, and ammunition in the event of an interruption in the 

supply chain or the intervention of special circumstances.'̂  

Aircraft carriers came alongside supply ships immediately after securing from 

flying operations, so that the crew could simultaneously accomplish replenishment and 

preparation of aircraft for the next cycle. The larger ship always approached the supply 

vessel from astern, slowing to match its speed. Sailors then connected lines between the 

two ships to accommodate fuel hoses or supply rigs. The fuel transfer operation was the 

simpler of the two. "A proficient carrier - oiler combination was expected to start 

pumping fuel in less than three minutes after the carrier's bow had crossed the oiler's 

stem."^3 The connection usually lasted forty-five minutes to an hour for topping off, and 

up to two hours for more significant transfers, at a speed of 18 knots.>'* During the 

1 ^From the transcript of an interview with Captain Walter M. Earley (Washington 
DC: NHC OAB), p. 4. 

12Admiral James L. Holloway III, "Tactical Command and Control of Carrier 
Operations," p. 14. 

l^lbid. 

l^The USS Enterprise, after a rapid transit of the Atlantic and Indian oceans en 
route to WESTPAC, spent almost eleven hours alongside a fleet oiler and o-ansferred 
more than a million gallons of aviation fuel for its au- wing and ship's fuel for its destroyer 
escorts. Ibid., pp. 15-16. 
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transfer, conditions often required both ships to change course, whether to keep tiie wind 

constantly off tiie supply ship's bow or to avoid Soviet trawlers that deliberately positioned 

themselves in the path of the vessels. Replenishment took place day or night, in conditions 

ranging fix)m calm seas to gale force winds. Admiral Holloway remembers coming 

alongside replenishment ships in the Gulf of Tonkin when the fog was so tiiick the 

Enterprise's conning officer could not see the otiier vessel's stem.'^ 

Resupply often required Herculean efforts on tiie parts of both crews. In a three 

week period in April 1965, tiie ammunition ship USS Pyro came alongside Task Force 77 

vessels 33 times, transferring 3,440,000 pounds of munitions, 600,000 gallons of fuel, 400 

bags of mati, 45 personnel, plus many tons of fleet freight, including 20 jet engines. On 

the 16th of that month, the Pyro transferred 235 tons of ammunition to the Midway while 

at tiie same time refueling from the fleet oiler USS Platte.^^ On September 6, 1966, the 

Oriskany set a record, offloading 435.5 short tons of munitions from the USS Mt. Katmai 

in a single hour.̂ "̂  When the CVA disengaged from the supply vessel, crew members, 

many of whom had already served futi shifts launching, recovering, and servicing aircraft, 

could look forward to three to six hours of stowing the transferred supplies below decks 

in magazines and storage holds. 

Shortages of vital air to ground munitions marred the otherwise smooth and 

efficient logistics network in 1966. The shortage affected all air forces operating in the 

Southeast Asian Theater, including the Seventh Air Force and the First Marine Air Wing. 

"Critical shortages of air-to-ground munitions had become serious enough to cancel 

l^lbid., pp. 14-15. 

^^Seventh Fleet Montiily Review. Operational Summary (Washington DC: NHC 
OAB), April 1965, End. (I), pp. 2-3. 

170PNAV Report 5750-1. USS Oriskany (CVA-34) 1966 (Washington DC: 
Naval Historical Center, Ship's History Division), p. 7. Hereafter cited as NHC SHD. 
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sorties, light-load some aircraft, and use less than optimum type weapons for assigned 

missions." 18 Captain A. J. Monger remembered: "we used Mk 82, 83, and 84 bombs. 

Again Marks 83 and 84 were very short because McNamara closed up the production 

tines. He decided we didn't need them anymore. We did need them. We needed tiiem 

badly." Naval aircraft at times during the shortage used Worid War II vintage ordnance, 

which worked weti enough on tiie targets, but caused problems because the ordnance 

carried by the navy's light attack jets was of a different design.'^ 

The shortage did force ordnance crews to light-load some aircraft. The usual 

method involved counterbalancing the munitions with concrete weights, causing the pilots 

slight amusement that they were risking their lives to haul concrete into a hostile air 

defense envu-onment. The shortage was short-lived, and by the end of 1966 had virtually 

disappeared as the Defense Department reopened some production lines and purchased 

spare ordnance from NATO allies. Personnel who served on Yankee Station after the 

beginning of 1967 never encountered such shortages. Captain Walter Earley recalled: "1 

understand that before I got to Vietnam there was some problem. But by the time we got 

there, we had ample amounts of everything. And in some cases we had too much of a 

choice. Everything was in plentiful supply. By then, production had caught up, supply 

tines had gotten filled up, and we were getting everything in good quantity."^° 

The Oriskany and Forrestal Fires 

18OPNAVINST5750.12, USPACFLT, Seventh Fleet Command History 
(Washington DC: NHC OAB), 1966, p. 3. 

l^From tiie transcript of an interview with Captain A. J. Monger (Washington 
DC: NHC OAB), pp. 52-53. 

20From the transcript of an interview witii Captain Walter Earley (Washington 
DC: NHC OAB), p. 24. 
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"Manuevering as before to assist fire fighters. 0830 commenced 
recovering and launching various helos supplying equipment to assist in 
fighting the fire. 1158 received report that all fu-es are out. "2i - Lt(j.g.) T. 
G. Hansen, USS Oriskany, 1966. 

Constant cyclic operations, punctuated by occasional Alpha strike efforts, placed a 

great deal of pressure on carrier crews and equipment. The stress combat missions placed 

on aviators is familiar, but tiie labors of the enlisted crew members are not as well known. 

These young sailors, many of them still teen-agers, worked long, difficult hours in the 

dangerous and sometimes fatal environment of the aircraft carrier flight and hangar decks. 

Most worked as much as 18 hour days seven days a week, with rest coming only during 

occasional port catis. Ideally, periods off the line happened once every three weeks, but in 

practice that was not always the case. Conditions in Vietnam or elsewhere often 

necessitated longer periods at sea. 

In January and Febmary of 1968, the Pueblo incident diverted the Enterprise and 

Ranger away from Yankee Station, leaving the remaining two CVAs to take up the slack. 

The siege of Khe Sanh and the Tet Offensive placed further demands on air assets, and as 

a result, the Kitty Hawk (CVA-63) spent a record 63 unrelieved days on tiie line. The 

stress and fatigue borne by the crew were remarkable, but more remarkable still was the 

salubrious effect the maratiion deployment had on morale: "the commanding officer 

reported that as time went on the morale got higher and higher. It surprised a lot of 

people and they think that perhaps once tiiey passed 38 or 40 days, which was probably 

the record then, every day became a record to each and every man and it was a new game. 

Things were great. They were doing something tiiat someone else hadn't done."^^ 

21NAVPERS716, Deck Log Book of the USS Oriskany. CVA-34. I October -
31 October 1966 (Washington DC: Naval Historical Center Ships' History Division, 
Deck Logs Branch). 

22lbid., p. 21. 
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Though such efforts may have raised morale in some cases, in others the mind-numbing 

fatigue became deadly. 

In October 1966, the USS Oriskany (CVA-34) was participating in her seventii 

WESTPAC deployment and her second war cmise on Yankee Station. Oriskany had been 

on the tine for 33 days, a period marked by continuous day and night cyclic operations and 

an October 12 visit by Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara, Chairman of the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff General Earle Wheeler, and Admiral U. S. Grant Sharp, CINCPAC.^^ 

Given the frantic pace of operations, the 26 months since Rolling Thunder began had been 

remarkably free of accidents beyond the usual operational aircraft losses and a December 

5,1965, flash fire in tiie engine room of the Kitty Hawk that took two lives and injured 18 

others. '̂* A tragic disaster aboard Oriskany on October 26, 1966, brought an end to the 

Seventh Fleet's commendable safety record. 

Air Wing 16 was preparing to launch the morning's strikes at 0720 when the bridge 

received a report of a fire on the starboard side of hangar bay one. Eight minutes later, 

when the fire fighting party reported that the blaze was uncontrollable, Oriskany sounded 

general quarters and commenced maneuvers to clear the smoke out of the hangar decks. 

The fire quickly spread tiirough five decks, filling the entire forward portion of the ship 

with thick poisonous gas and smoke. Oriskany temporarily lost engine telegraph and 

rudder control, and more than three hours passed before damage control parties reported 

the fire under control at 1035.̂ 5 By that time, 43 officers and crew, 25 of them aviators. 

230PNAV Report 5750-1. 1966 Command Historv w/annexes. USS Oriskany 
(Washington DC: NHC SHD), p. 8. 

24Rene Francillon, Tonkin Gulf Yacht Club (Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 
1988), p. 54. See also Seventh Fleet Monthly Review. Operational Summary December 
1965 (Washington DC: NHC OAB), p. 1. 

25NAVPERS716, Deck Log Book of the USS Oriskany (CVA-34V 1 October 
]Q66-31 October 1966 (Washington DC: NHC SHD). 
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had died, most of them from asphyxiation. Thirty-eight crew members suffered varying 

degrees of injury and one, seriously burned, died several days later bnnging the total 

number of fatalities to 44. 

Subsequent investigation revealed that two unsupervised ordnancemen had 

mishandled a magnesium flare, starting a Hrt that turned into an inferno when tiie otiier 

700 flares in the magazine ignited. Quick action on the part of other crew members saved 

tiie ship from possible destruction. Sailors jettisoned by hand forty 1000 and 20001b 

bombs and 303 other bombs threatened by the spreading fire. Others risked their own 

safety to aid in rescuing shipmates trapped below decks by thick smoke. Oriskany's 

escorts, USS Chandler (DD 717) and USS Hamner (DD 718) provided medical 

assistance and recovered sailors who jumped overboard, and USS Constellation (CVA-

64) and USS F.D. Roosevelt (CVA-42) provided fire fighting assistance.̂ ^ 

The fire, in addition to the serious damage sustained below decks, warped the 

flight deck and the number one aircraft elevator, damaged the bomb elevator, and put the 

port and starboard catapults out of commission. The damage forced Oriskany to 

withdraw from the line and return to the United States for major refitting, stopping en 

route at Subic Bay for temporary repairs.̂ '' On November 6, Oriskany and her escorts, 

while passing approximately 125 miles northeast of Iwo Jima, conducted memorial 

services for the men who died in the fu-e. During the ceremony, the crew committed the 

body of Lieutenant Commander Omar Ray Ford to the deep.̂ * 

26Seventh Fleet Monthlv Review. Operational Summary. (Washington DC: 
NHC OAB), October 1966, pp. A-1-3. 

27lbid. 

280PNAV Report 5750-1, 1966 Command Historv w/annexes. USS Oriskany 
(Washington DC: NHC SHD), p. 9. 
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The tragedy resulted from carelessness on the part of weapons handlers, and the 

question remains whether fatigue brought on by a month of continuous operations may 

have played a role. Oriskany's commander. Captain John larrobino, freely admitted that 

ideally tiiere should have been a qualified ordnancemen supervising tiie storage of the 

flares, but there was not. "The level of supervision had deteriorated throughout tiie ship 

because of a personnel shortage The ship's key personnel were supervising the launch 

of strike aircraft that was supposed to go off at seven-thirty that morning."29 The pace of 

operations and the fatigue it engendered caused two young men to take a short cut that 

had disastrous consequences. Ten months later, a more serious incident took place on 

Yankee Station. 

On July 25, 1967, the USS Forrestal (CVA-59) commanded by Captain J. K. 

Beling, arrived on Yankee Station for her first deployment to the Vietnam theater. After 

rearming from the USS Diamond Head, Captain Jack Dewenter's Air Wing 17 

immediately began flying missions against targets in the DRV. Over the next four days, 

the ptiots flew over 150 combat missions over North Vietnam without loss or damage.^^ 

On the morning of Saturday, July 29, disaster struck. 

Forrestal had already recovered the first cycle of the day and was preparing to 

launch the second at 1053 when a Zuni pod on a parked F-4B malfunctioned, sending a 

2.75 inch rocket streaking into a section of A-4s aft of the waist catapult. The crew had 

respotted tiie A-4s for launch, and all were fully fueled and armed. The projectile struck a 

drop tank, igniting a fu-e tiiat engulfed the entire aft portion of tiie flight deck, including 

groups of bomb-laden aircraft. The fire fighting party arrived on the scene quickly, just as 

29zalin Grant, Over the Beach. (New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 
1986), p. 101. 

30OPNAVINST5720.12, 1967 Command Historv. USS Forrestal (Washington 
DC: NHC SHD), p. 5, enclosure 2. 
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tiie bombs and fuel tanks in the fu-e began exploding. The explosions kitied several of the 

fire party, disrupting theu- effort to control the conflagration. .More bombs exploded, and 

the fire spread below the flight deck to tiie hangar deck.̂ i 

Forrestal's escorts, USS Rupertus (DD 851) and USS George K. Mackenzie (DD 

836) unmediately came alongside and turned their hoses onto the flight deck. Their efforts 

extinguished the flight deck fire within an hour of the initial explosion, but the inferno 

below decks raged for 14 hours. Oriskany, back in the Tonkin Gulf after her repairs, and 

the USS Bon Homme Richard (CVA-31) sent helicopters to lift casualties off the stricken 

canier and provided otiier medical assistance. After the damage control parties had put 

out the fires, tiiey realized tiie magnitude of the disaster. The explosions and fu-es killed 

132 of the crew and injured 60 more, destroyed 21 aircraft and damaged 43 more, burned 

out tiie entire aft portion of the flight deck, with holes extending down through the main 

deck, destroyed the arresting system, and damaged scores of other compartments.̂ ^ 

Like the Oriskany, Forrestal's damage compelled her to return to the United 

States for major refitting, after first rendezvousing with the hospital ship USS Repose to 

transfer the dead and wounded and a 12 day stopover at Subic Bay for temporary repairs. 

Forrestal's absence came at an inopportune time. For the remainder of July and August 

and into September, two CVAs felt the burden of carrying out all Rolling Thunder 

operations against North Vietnam. With only four carriers in WESTPAC at that time, the 

gap at Yankee Station continued for several months, with the four CVAs trading off line 

periods through December. That state of affairs continued until the dawn of the new year, 

when USS Ticonderoga (CVA-14) began her fourth WESTPAC deployment. With 

31 Pacific Area Naval Operations Review. CINCPACFLT (Washington DC: NHC 
OAB), July 1967, p. 12. 

32lbid., pp. 12, 14. 
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Ticonderoga's arrival, the Seventh Fleet was at its normal complement for the first time 

since the Forrestal fu-e in July.̂ ^ 

Impact on Naval Operations 

"Despite the American commitments in tiie Western Pacific, tiie navy 
invariably kept its largest and newest ships in the Atiantic to contend with 
the Soviet threat. This deployment poticy reflected United States foreign 
policy. The People's Republic of China, North Vietnam, and North Korea 
posed no immediate threat to the security of the United States. The Soviet 
Union did."^^ - Hoyd D. Kennedy 

The carrier shortage on Yankee Station resulting from the damage to one vessel 

points out an important problem. The navy's attempt to carry out its assigned mission 

against North Vietnam affected its entire force alignment. Although some 15 carriers 

served in the Tonkin Gulf, not all were attached to the Pacific Fleet. During the course of 

Rotiing Thunder, the navy had to allocate carriers and otherwise deplete resources frx)m 

the Atiantic and Mediterranean Fleets to maintain the level of effort ordered by 

Washington. As Rene Francillon points out, the constmction of carriers was too 

expensive and time consuming to be an answer to the problem. Carrier construction, from 

allocation of funds until commissioning, is a four year process, and tiiroughout the 

conflict, only two carriers, USS America (CVA-66) and USS John F. Kennedy (CVA-

67), joined the fleet. The America did not participate in the air war until May of 1968, 

33pacific Area Naval Operations Review. CINCPACFLT (Washington DC: 
NHC OAB), August 1967 - January 1968. 

34Floyd. D. Kennedy, "The Creation of Cold War Navy 1953-1962," in Kenneth 
S. Hagan, ed.. In Peace and War: Interpretations of American Naval Historv. 1775-1978 
(Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1978), pp. 317-318. 
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when Rotiing Thunder was essentially over, and the John F Kennedy never served in the 

Tonkin Gulf 35 

In addition to transferring ships, air wings, and personnel from other commands, 

tiie navy, as mentioned, extended carrier line periods, WESTPAC deployment durations, 

and sped up turn around times between deployments. The resulting crew and equipment 

fatigue proved dangerous, as the Oriskany fire demonstrated, and the aircraft carriers 

suffered physical deterioration that the navy would not overcome until the early 1980s. 

What effect did force realignment have on the navy and on the United States' su-ategic 

posture? Issues of strategic balance concerned Vice Admiral Paul Blackburn: 

If you'll remember in those days we sQ-ipped the east coast and the Sixth 
Fleet so we had practically all of the operational carriers. That is, tiie ones 
that were trained up and ready to go out there in this operation and the 
Sixth Fleet was down to one carrier, as I remember, which was not right. 
It was a bad strategic balance, but this is what we decided so we finally 
wound up with five carriers in the Seventii Fleet, which eased tiie load for 
the carriers we had by a considerable margin. It made you worry and 
wonder about well, what was happening in the other part of the world.̂ ^ 

A carrier shortage in the Atiantic or Mediterranean would have been a problem in the 

event of a limited engagement in one of those areas. The preponderance of carrier 

strength in the westem Pacific would have been disastrous in the event of a general 

conventional war with the Soviet Union. America's principal concern was the resupply of 

its forces and atiies in westem Europe, a task that would have been difficult in any 

circumstances given the Soviet navy's enormous submarine fleet and its fleet of air-to-

surface misstie-armed bomber fleet. Fortunately, the Soviet Union did not test the United 

35Rene Francillon, Tonkin Gulf Yacht Club, p. 45. 

36From the transcript of an interview with Vice Admiral Paul P. Blackburn, 
COMSEVENTHFLT (Washington DC: NHC OAB), pp. 81-82 
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States in that period and so the question of whether the navy took a dangerous risk and 

neglected responsibilities in one area in order to focus on another will remain unanswered. 

However, it is stiti an important su-ategic issue, and betrays a lack of foresight on the part 

of planners, mititary and civilian alike. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

"We have been unprepared at the outbreak of every war. We have 
solemnly determined at the end of each war that we will never be caught 
unprepared again. But the lesson is soon forgotten. Each generation must 
seemingly make its own mistakes."> - Admiral Hyman G. Rickover 

RoUing Thunder itself demonstrated a lack of foresight on the part of tiie United 

States, in both the civilian and the mtiitary spheres. The military suffered from what 

scholars agree was a strategic vacuum. The Vietnam War presented Americans with a 

situation they did not know how to handle. Previous experience in the cold war and 

concern with Soviet intentions, a concern focused on westem Europe, caused the 

American military to operate on a set of assumptions. Those included the erroneous idea 

that preparation for conflict with the Soviet Union would equal preparation for any other 

conflict, especially with communist-inspu-ed wars of national liberation backed by 

Moscow. 

In terms of the air war, American planners believed that a strategic campaign 

auned at North Viemam's industrial and defense infrastructure would cause Hanoi to cease 

its support for the Viet Cong insurgency in South Vietnam. That thinking completely 

underestimated the resilience and determination of tiie North Vietnamese leadership and 

people, whose resistance in tiie face of superior American technology contributed a great 

deal to tiie outcome. Rolling Thunder, tiie campaign based on assumption and 

miscalculation made by tiie mititary and endorsed by tiie civilian leadership, failed. In that 

iMemo from H. G. Rickover to Senator John Stennis, September 5, 1965, 
United States Congress, Joint Senate - House Armed Services Subcommittee of the 
Senate and House Armed Services Committees, CVAN-70 Aircraft Carrier. Hearings 
(Washington DC: United States Government Printing Office, 1970), p. 342. Hereafter 
cited as rVAN-70 Hearings. 
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regard, civilian interference in tiie execution of Rolling Thunder bears much of the 

responsibiUty for the failure. 

President Lyndon Johnson and his Secretary of Defense, Robert S. McNamara, 

meddled in a wide range of decisions, both strategic and tactical, which were properiy the 

province of tiie military specialists on the scene. Commanders in the theater of operations 

had littie latitude in choosing targets or planning missions. All directives came from above 

in a program that developed so gradually that it abandoned mass, force, and surprise, three 

vital features of any successful military sQ-ategy. American policy surrendered the 

initiative, and eventually the victory, to North Vietnam. The Administration's reason for 

so doing was two-fold. In the foreign policy arena Washington's concern focused on 

preventing the conflict from expanding into a wider war involving the Soviet Union or 

Communist China. The Administration also had a virtual obsession with international 

public opinion that served to timit available options. On the home front, Johnson did not 

want American involvement in Southeast Asia to interfere with his domestic program, the 

Great Society. A visible and damaging schism developed between the Administration and 

the military. 

Rolting Thunder's failure had two fathers, one wore a suit; the other wore a 

uniform. The schism between the two fathers, and the resultant infighting, doomed any 

chance the campaign had to succeed, and relegated it to a sporadic, inefficient, and 

ineffective program of armed reconnaissance punctuated by occasional strikes at what 

were, in American terms, significant targets. The schism also, in a larger sense, relegated 

North Vietnam's status to that of minor enemy. The true war ran deeper, among the 

mititary services, the Johnson Adminisu-ation, and their differing sd-ategies, all competing 

for dominance. In tiiat environment, coupled with Hanoi's resistance. Rolling Thunder 

could not have succeeded. 
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The failure of a nation in waging a war often has some benefit in that the nation, or 

at least its military establishment, learns valuable lessons from its mistakes. For the United 

States Navy, Rotiing Thunder's failure offered the opportunity through negative example 

for an education in how not to project power tiirough an aerial campaign. Unfortunately, 

however, the navy did not take full advantage of the opportunity offered by the campaign's 

failure. The military, as tiiey had with the war in Korea, dismissed Vietnam as an anomaly, 

albeit a significant anomaly, in tiie continuing flow of the cold war with tiie Soviet Union. 

The lack of institutional memory of experience gained in the Korean War resulted in costly 

mistakes and suffering as Vietnam reintroduced American pilots to limited warfare in an 

Asian envu-onment. The navy, officially at least, has not institutionalized what it learned 

from the failure of Rolling Thunder. 

When the Vietnam conflict, and Rolting Thunder with it, passed into history, what 

became of the collective experience of thousands of aviators who flew strikes into the jaws 

of North Viemam's air defenses from the pitching decks of the aircraft carriers of the 

"Tonkin Gulf Yacht Club"? The individual officers certainly learned lessons, but what of 

the institution? The answer is not a simple one. In some areas, the navy has instituted 

changes that reflect the bitter wisdom of American failure. The navy took steps to rectify 

the miserable performance of its fighter pilots in Southeast Asia by establishing the now 

famous Top Gun training program, which teaches the fundamental tactics of Dissimilar Air 

Combat Maneuvering (DACM), or in layman's terms, the dogfight. The navy also created 

the Naval Strike Warfare Training program, known to aviators as "Sonke University," to 

instruct pilots in ground attack tactics, which the previous two generations learned the 

hard way in Korea and Vietnam.̂  The navy also learned a great deal from tiie Forrestal 

2The USAF has similar programs in place, such as "Red Flag," an enormous air-
to-air and air-to-ground exercise held six times yearly at Nellis AFB, Nevada, and in two 
training exercises similar to "Top Gun," "Gunsmoke" and "William Tell." The air force 
also developed a dedicated strike and close air support aircraft, the A-10 Thunderbolt II, 
based on the lessons it learned from its Vietnam experience. 
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and Oriskany fires. The navy now uses film footage of the fires and the lessons learned 

from tiiem in the training of aircraft carrier crews. These are important, but isolated 

examples. The navy at large, as demonsn-ated by its own professional literature, all but 

forgot Viemam as soon as its participation in events there ended. In tiiat regard, tiie navy 

mirrored America as a whole, which rapidly moved to put Vietnam behind it and move 

into the future.̂  

Beyond the shame of America's performance in Vietnam, otiier factors contributed 

to the navy's desire to turn away from its recent past and towards new challenges. Most 

spectacular was tiie Soviet Navy, which since the mid-1950s had developed from what 

was tittle more tiian a coastal defense force to a large, modem, ocean-going fleet. Events 

surrounding America's participation in the Soutiieast Asian theater of operations had 

preoccupied the navy for a decade. When the United States' role in Vietnam came to a 

close in the Spring of 1975, it met the sudden reatization that the Soviet Union had moved 

into a position to challenge America's mastery of the seas, a position the United States had 

held since the end of the Second Worid War. A global Soviet naval exercise, Okean 

(Ocean)-75, held in April 1975, brought that fact to light quickly and witii great clarity. 

Okean-15 involved more than 200 ships and submarines operating in conjunction 

with naval aviation units. All four of the Soviet fleets, the North, the Baltic, tiie Black, 

and the Pacific participated in the exercise, which projected Soviet naval power into the 

world's major ocean areas. For the exercise, Soviet units operated in the Norwegian, 

3More than twenty years of naval publications, including the Naval Institute's 
pypceedings and the Naval War College Review, have not attempted to consider formally 
the lessons of Rolling Thunder or Vietnam. In 1975, discussion of the conflict largely 
disappeared. In the near future, Mark Jacobsen of the Marine Corps Command and Staff 
College at Quantico, Virginia, is scheduled to publish the official navy history of Rolling 
Thunder, which wiU be an important milestone in the navy coming to grips with its 
experience in the air war over Vietnam. 
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Barents, and tiie North Seas, the Mediterranean Sea, the Arabian Sea, the Sea of Japan, 

the East China Sea, the Mid-Atiantic, and the Northwest Pacific Ocean. Soviet aircraft 

operating out of airfields in South Yemen, Somalia, Guiana, and Cuba overflew the 

Persian Gulf, the Indian Ocean, and the South Atiantic.'* 

The Soviet Navy had held a similar exercise in 1970, but it involved fewer vessels 

and operated over a reduced geographical area. The main point of Okean-70, as the 

Soviets called it, was to deploy newly developed weapons systems for the first time, and 

to demonstrate "the four Soviet fleets' abilities to deploy and operate their separate 

elements under the coordination of Moscow." Between 1970 and 1975 the Soviets had 

remained close to theu- home waters and focused their training on a combination of anti-

au-craft carrier and anti-submarine warfare.^ 

Okean-15, which lasted from April 1 to April 27, 1975, gave tiie Soviet Navy a 

new face. The exercise demonsQ-ated not only the fleet's ability to deploy worldwide, it 

also betrayed new Soviet tactics. The exercise used ocean-reconnaissance satellites 

(EORSATs) and patrol aircraft to locate ships at sea, and then naval aviation and 

antisubmarine aircraft participated in simulated strikes against shipping and submarines. 

The Soviets had never done that before on such a scale, and the United States Naval 

Institute Proceedings noted: "This shift in emphasis could reflect a Soviet desire to 

exercise aircraft and submarines in an anti-shipping role and portend a greater use of 

aircraft and submarines against sea tines of communication than was the case in the past."^ 

"̂ LCDR Bruce W. Watson and LCDR Marguerite A. Walton, "OKEAN-75," 
United States Naval Institute Proceedings. 102: 7, July 1976, p. 93. 

5lbid. 

6lbid., p. 96. 
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The locations of Soviet deployments, notably to tiie Arabian Sea, tiie hump of 

Africa, and Gibraltar, indicated a new emphasis on interdiction of sea lane chokepoints. 

The Arabian Sea was especially noteworthy because the United States and its allies 

depended upon tiie free flow of cmde oil from the Middle East. In the wake of the oil 

embargo in 1973, tiie vulnerability of tiie oil u-ansport network seemed all too real. 

PrwggdJPgS concluded: "This is a manifestation of a major Soviet threat, the denial of 

vital raw materials and oil to tiie United States, western Europe, Japan, and the 

interdiction of sea lanes between the United States and her NATO partners."'' That the 

sea lanes of communication between America's allies and America's access to raw 

materials could become an Achilles' heel in the event of war quickly became apparent. 

Note that the Soviets never attempted to interfere with the sea lanes between the United 

States and Soutiieast Asia during the Vietnam Conflict. The war and its outcome would 

have differed if they had. 

Okean-15 helped to turn the navy's attention to questions of larger strategy and the 

nature of seapower in the Post-Vietnam era. The central lesson, beyond the obvious 

military-wide lesson about overbearing political cono-ols on military operations, and one 

that echoed from the late 1940s, was that the United States should not attempt to project 

power into mainland Asia or other areas to which sea power does not readily lend itself 

That lesson, coupled with the growing Soviet presence at sea, caused J. K. Holloway to 

state: 

The major and at all times overriding mission of the United States Navy in 
the Westem Pacific is to be the first line deterrent and ultimate defense of 
the formal alliance parmers of the United States who are supportable by 
seapower. The most important of these alliances is the Japanese one. 
(emphasis added) 

7lbid. 
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Holloway noted tiiat the defense of Japan and Germany was vital to American interests, 

followed by obligations to atiiances with counuies of lesser sn-ategic importance, including 

Australia, New Zealand, Korea, and the Philippines. Holloway's conclusion speaks 

volumes about tiie lesson of America's failure in Vietnam: "Nothing will lose more quickly 

tiic support of the American people than the suspicion that the navy is committed in the 

westem Pacific to objectives otiier than the support of the maritime alliances to which the 

United States is pledged."» 

Captaui John E. Greenbacker agreed with Holloway that the lesson the United 

States should draw from the Vietnam experience deals with limitations on seapower and 

power projection ashore: 

A more universal timitation is that armed intervention cannot be 
successfully undertaken where the geographic situation does not lend itself 
to the decisive influence of seapower, or the broader term, maritime 
capabitity. Thus, the chances of success are immeasurably greater where 
the enemy can be cut off from all outside support, in the case of an island, 
or sealed off in the case of a peninsula.̂  

North Viemam did not meet these criteria, as Rolling Thunder for a variety of reasons 

proved unable to cut Hanoi off from outside support. The armed reconnaissance and 

interdiction effort also failed to cut off the Viet Cong from North Vietnamese support. 

Greenbacker does not suggest that seapower was impotent in that case, but that the 

environment was not suited to its application and imposed limitations that American 

leaders, both mtiitary and civilian, did not take into account: 

°J. K. Holloway Jr., "The Post-Vietnam Navy: The Rhetoric and the Realities," 
United States Naval Institute Proceedings. 98: 8, August 1972, pp. 56-57. 

^John E. Greenbacker, "The Lesson of Vietnam," United Slates Naval Institute 
proceedings. 99: 7, July 1973, p. 23. 
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Nothing in tiie Vietnam experience justifies a reu-eat from our objectives 
and forward commitments in tiie island chain of the Westem Pacific and 
along the Asian tittoral. The experience merely cautions that our support 
of tiiese commitments be limited to our capabilities.'o 

Greenbacker's statements encompass the obvious lesson the entire nation learned in 

Vietnam. That is, avoid limited wars and choose carefully where to project American 

power. The Nixon Docnine reflected that, as American foreign policy rejected 

intervention in the third worid and called upon U. S. allies to carry more of the burden of 

their defense. 

Official navy publications generalized the lessons of Rolling Thunder down to the 

level of lessons learned from the whole Vietnam experience. If the navy, Itice tiie nation, 

desired to limit its overseas involvement, what would its su-ategy become? The post-

Viemam era feamred a schism within the navy between followers of the influential Admiral 

Hyman G. Rickover and the young Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral Elmo Zumwalt. 

Rickover, the famed "nuclear" admiral, wanted to compose the navy of the future of 

nuclear-powered battle groups built around on the next generation of aircraft carriers, the 

nuclear-powered Nimitz class. Admiral Zumwalt, who commanded American naval forces 

in Vietnam before going to Washington, called for a larger force of less complex and 

therefore less expensive ships. Zumwalt called it the "Hi-Low" mix.'' 

The battle between the two schools of thought began in Congress five years before 

the drama in Vietnam ended. The hearings centered on whether to appropriate funds for 

lOjbid., p. 25. 

^ 1 When the Reagan Administration pushed for a 600-ship navy in the early 
1980s, Admiral Stansfield Turner argued for a navy similar to that in Zumwalt's "Hi-
Low" vision. Turner maintained that the variety of challenges in the 1980s, including the 
Soviet Navy, called for a more flexible strategy. Turner echoed Zumwalt's arguments of 
a decade before: "For simple survival our naval power must be distributed over more 
ships." Stansfield Turner and George Thibault, "Preparing for the Unexpected: The 
Need For A New Military Strategy," Foreign Affairs. 61: I, Fall 1982, p. 126. 
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tiie next nuclear-powered au-craft carrier to be built, CVAN-70. The hearing was 

important because in all tiie debates over the usefulness of carrier-based airpower, the 

failure of Rotiing Thunder and the experience in Vietnam did not come into question. The 

arguments focused on the growing Soviet threat at sea and whetiier asn-onomically 

expensive aircraft carriers would be effective against new Soviet fleets and anti-ship 

weapons. The hearings also debated the focus of American seapower and its role in 

protecting sea lanes of communication between the United States, its allies, and its access 

to vital raw materials.'^ 

A parade of naval officers went before the committee and sang the praises of 

nuclear-powered vessels and their ability to project American power more efficiently and 

effectively than their conventional counterparts. The officers also noted that American 

aircraft carriers gave the United States the edge over the numerically superior Soviet 

Navy, then quickly becoming the focus of concern. Rear Admiral James L. Holloway III 

brought attention to the most significant point in the hearings with regard to post-Vietnam 

naval strategy and its ignorance of the lessons learned in Southeast Asia: 

The national strategy of the future, as enunciated by the president, will be a 
"mobtiity strategy." It will emphasize a greater reliance on overseas allies 
for manpower, and utilize our own naval and mobility forces for their 
support. The security of westem Europe will remain the most important 
single consideration in the security of the United States . . .'^ 

The Admu-al's statement was essentially an enunciation of the Nixon Docoine, with an 

admission that the defense of Westem Europe from the Soviet Union, and all tiiat such a 

strategy imptied for the navy, remained paramount. 

12see CVAN-70 Hearings. 

13statement of Rear Admiral James L. Holloway III, CVAN-70 Hearings, p. 12. 
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The outcome of the hearings was important, as the Rickover group prevailed and 

tiie Congress decided to continue building nuclear-powered aircraft carriers for the navy. 

That outcome was ironic, because as the supporters of the nuclear fleet and tiie Soviet-

countering strategy testified, the raison d'etre of tiie aircraft carrier in time of war is 

protection of the fleet from enemy air and sea power. Projection of air power ashore in 

areas inaccessible by land-based tactical air power, according to that line of reasoning, was 

only "collateral."'^ In time of peace, tiie aircraft carrier's purpose is largely to "show the 

flag," or to provide a stabilizing influence in areas of interest to the United States. 

The navy's explanation is also ironic because for all the money spent on a modem, 

carrier-centered, nuclear-powered fleet, protection of the sea lanes of communication from 

the Soviet threat never became an issue. The only time the United States has used its 

aircraft carrier battle groups in anger has been for the so-called "collateral" reason: power 

projection ashore. That holds true for American operations against Libya in 1986, and 

more recentiy in tiie Persian Gulf conflict of the late 1980s, culminating in tiie brief 

conflict with Saddam Hussein's Iraq. Both were similar to Rolling Thunder in tiiat naval 

air power served to communicate American displeasure with the actions of a foreign 

power, and an attempt to use that power to change the behavior of that foreign power. 

In the larger sense, through its own literature and its prevailing post-Vietnam 

strategy, the navy "forgot" about Vietnam and the lessons of Rolling Thunder almost 

before it ended. In the Gulf War, however, we can see that the navy, and the American 

mititary estabtishment as a whole, learned something. General Norman Schwarzkopf, in a 

tribute to the navy's role in the campaign against Iraq, noted that "the navy was the first 

military force to respond to the invasion of Kuwait, establishing immediate sea superiority. 

And the navy was also the first air power on the scene." Schwarzkopf also detailed the 

14lbid.,p. 15. 
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level of the navy's involvement, noting that it was the fu-st rime since World War 11 that six 

carrier groups had served under one operational commander. 'And," the general stated, 

"at one time during that war, we had four carriers operating inside tiie Gulf at one time."'^ 

That last statement was true of Rolling Thunder, only the gulf in question was the Gulf of 

Tonkin. In twenty years, despite the navy turning its back on the experience of Vietnam, 

tittie had changed about the true mission of tiie aircraft carrier in anything less than a total 

war. 

The navy, and in this case the au- force, also demonstrated that it learned from 

Rotiing Thunder in the very way the air campaign proceeded. In tiie Gulf War, there was 

no gradualism, no potitically motivated restrictions or bombing halts, no buffer zones or 

other sanctuaries, and for the most part, coalition forces sealed Iraq off from the outside 

world. As Vice Admiral Stanley Arthur noted: 

Using every type of theater-based asset and some from out of theater, this 
precisely timed event placed as many as 1,000 sorties per day on very 
discreet and carefully planned targets. Command and control and 
communications facilities, headquarters, power distribution centers, and 
early waming radars were primary targets.'^ 

American forces, with the almost full support of the American people and the backing of 

the potitical leadership, moved quickly to execute an effective campaign. The military 

first moved against air defense elements to ensure the safety of coalition au-crews from 

Iraqi defenses. This presented a situation very different from the 1965 decision to limit the 

latitude Rotiing Thunder aviators had to protect themselves from North Vietnamese air 

^ ̂ Norman Schwarzkopf, "A Tribute to the Navy - Marine Corps Team," United 
States Naval Institute Proceedings. 118: 8, August 1991, p. 25. 

l^Vice Admiral Stanley R. Arthur and Marvin Pokrant, "Desert Storm at Sea," 
United States Naval Institute Proceedings. 117: 5, May 1991, p. 83. 
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defenses by limiting strikes on SAM facilities and outlawing strikes on DRV airfields for 

most of the campaign. 

Captain Lyle G. Bien, a naval aviator who flew suikes against Iraq in 1991, noted 

tiiat tiie schools the military established in tiie wake of Vietnam benefited the services. A 

new generation of aviators was able to learn the lessons of combat handed down by a 

previous generation of aviators at such places as tiie Strike University and Nellis Air Force 

Base. "The vast sums of money put into training U. S. forces . . . and the exacting 

requirements to obtain a 'qual,' clearly paid great dividends. Many aviators who flew in 

tiie gulf admitted tiiat, aside from tive fire, many stateside training missions actually 

exceeded their combat missions in complexity."'"^ 

There exist other similarities between the navy's experience in Rolling Thunder and 

its experience in the gulf Despite superior organization and coordination of strikes, 

armed reconnaissance remained problematic. The problematic "Scud hunts" demonstrate 

that better than anything else. As Bien noted, the system in place "did not permit rapid 

response to mobile targets."'̂  Ordnance remained a problem as well, as did battle damage 

assessment. "Naval aviation's most valuable lesson from Desert Storm is tiiat strike 

aircraft need precision-guided munitions with day and night capability and sufficient 

standoff range to remain clear of SAM and AAA envelopes."'^ The navy and air force 

ptiots who flew the strikes against targets in Vietnam such as the Thanh Hoa bridge would 

doubtiessly have echoed that sentiment. In any case, the similarities between the 

employment of carrier aviation in Rolling Thunder and in Desert Storm, and the lessons 

l^Captain Lyle G. Bien, "From the Strike Cell," United States Naval Institute 
Pfnceedings. 117:6, June 1991, p. 59. 

18ibid. 

l^Anon., "Aircraft - Yes; Tactics - Yes; Weapons - No," United States Naval 
Institute Proceedings. 118: 9, September 1991, p. 57. 
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the navy learned, are another story. Scholars must also take care to note tiiat the war 

against Iraq took place in a unique and beneficial political, military, and geographical 

envu-onment not tikely to repeat itself 20 

The silence of tiie navy following Vietnam concerning Rolling Thunder speaks 

volumes. The service seemingly did not want to institutionalize what it learned at great 

cost between 1964 and 1968. At the same time, the service has taken steps to train the 

post-Rolling Thunder generations of aviators so that they do not suffer from the same 

mistakes pilots made in tiie skies over Vietnam. If the overall success of the navy despite 

its problems in the Gulf War is any testament, then the navy did institutionalize some of 

tiie lessons of Rolling Thunder. Officially, however, the navy moved on to other things 

immediately following its disengagement from Vietnam; a focus on the threat posed by 

the Soviet fleet, a schism over the changing nature of the American fleet, and the nature of 

American naval strategy in the post-Vietnam era. The war in the Persian Gulf was a 

unique event, and though the navy demonstrated some of what it learned in Vietnam in the 

skies over Kuwait and Iraq, whether it will institutionalize the lessons from the failure of 

power projection in Operation Rolting Thunder remains to be seen. 

20Dr. Edward Marolda, at the Naval Historical Center, was as of March 1994, 
working on an historical account of the navy's role in the Gulf War and the lessons that 
service learned from its experiences. 
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ROLLING THUNDER CHRONOLOGY 1964-1968 

1964 

March: 

May: 

June 6: 

August 2: 

August 4: 

August 5: 

August 7: 

October 23: 

November 1: 

NSAM 288 (McGeorge Bundy) laid the groundwork for tiie bombing 
of North Vietnam. 

Yankee Team reconnaissance missions began over Laos. 

An RF-8 shot down over Laos became the Navy's first aircraft loss. 

North Vietnamese patrol boats attacked the destroyer Maddox. F-8Es 
operate in support. 

North Vietnamese PT boats allegedly attacked Maddox and Turner 
Joy. 

Au-craft carriers Ticonderoga and Constellation launched Operation 
Pierce Arrow, a sixty-four aircraft raid against NVN PT boat bases. 
Two USN aircraft were lost. 

Congress passed the Tonkin Gulf Resolution 
US forces began photoreconnaissance flights over North Vietnam 
Phuc Yen Airfield outside Hanoi received its first thirty-six MiG 
fighters 

USN aircraft began flying missions in support of Laotian Government 
forces. 

The Viet Cong attacked the American base at Bien Hoa. 

December 14: US forces began operation Barrel Roll (Armed Reconnaissance flights 
over Laos). 

December 24: The Viet Cong bombed the Brinks Hotel in Saigon, used as a BOQ by 
US forces. 

1965 

February 7: The Viet Cong attacked the US Special Forces outpost at Camp 
Holloway, Pleticu. 
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February 8: 

February 10: 

February 11: 

February 13: 

March 1: 

March 3: 

March 8: 

March 14: 

March 15: 

March 26: 

April 1-7: 

April 3: 

April 5: 

140 
US and VNAF aircraft carried out Operation Flaming Dart, selected 
attacks on NVN military facilities at Dong Hoi (in response to Viet 
Cong terrorism) 
USN aircraft operated from Ranger, Coral Sea, and Hancock. 

The Viet Cong bombed Viet Cuong Hotel in Qui Nhon, the 
headquarters of a US unit. 

US and VNAF aircraft carried out Operation Flaming Dart 11, against 
the barracks at Chanh Hoa, also in response to Viet Cong terrorism. 

President Lyndon Johnson authorized Operation Rolling Thunder. 

Operation Rolling Thunder began, with USAF strikes against the 
ammunition depot at Xom Bang. 

Operation Blue Tree, a program of photorecon flights over NVN for 
purposes of Bomb Damage Assessment (BDA) and target selection, 
began. 

The USAF flew Rolling Thunder 2 against Quang Khe naval base. 

The USAF flew a one-day effort against barracks and ammunition 
depots in the NVN panhandle. 

Naval aircraft from Ranger and Coral Sea flew the Navy's first Rolling 
Thunder mission against the ammunition depot at Phu Qhi. 

Naval aircraft from Coral Sea and Hancock flew tiie Navy's second 
Rotiing Thunder mission against the radars at Bach Long Vi, Ha Tinh, 
and Vinh Son. 

Aircraft from Coral Sea and Hancock flew raids against Cap Mui Ron 
and Vinh Son radar installations, dropped a span of tiie Dong Phong 
Thuong railroad bridge, destroyed 24 trucks on DRV Highway One, 
and heavily damaged the radar facility at Vinh Linh. In addition, the 
bridge at Dung Phun was destroyed. 

Operation Steel Tiger, operations over tiie Laotian panhandle, began. 

A Coral Sea RF-8 returned with photographs of an SA-2 site under 
construction; first confirmation of tiie presence of SAMs in NVN. 
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April 9: Chinese Communist MiG- I7s shot down a VF-96 F-4B soutii of 

Hainan, one MiG was also shot down. Coral Sea and Ranger aircraft 
dropped two spans on tiie Dam Da railroad and highway bridge. 

April 10: The Joint Chiefs of Staff promulgated a plan for Rolling Thunder, 
which specified vital, or "Alpha," targets. Coral Sea and Ranger 
au-craft struck the Kim Guong highway bridge. 

April 23: Aurraft from Midway dropped Tho Son and Xom Gia highway 
bridges, while au-craft from Hancock dropped the Xom Phuong railroad 
and highway bridges. 

May: The first US aircraft carriers deployed to Dixie Station, off tiie coast of 
South Vietnam. 

May 3: Midway aircraft struck Thien Linh Dong army supply depot and 

Hancock aircraft struck Phu Qui ammunition depot. 

May 4-5: Midway au-craft interdicted railroads in the vicinity of Qui Vinh. 

May 8: Midway aircraft struck the airfield at Vinh. 

May 13-18: Pause in Rolling Thunder operations (Operation Mayflower). Aircraft 

were freed for operations over South Vietnam. 

May 18: Coral Sea aircraft stmck the POL storage facility at Phu Qhi. 

May 20: Coral Sea aircraft restruck the Phu Qhi POL, while Midway aircraft 
attacked the Phuc Loi naval base. 

May 26: Midway aircraft raided the Phu Van supply depot and the Bong Hong 
Kou military barracks. 

May 27: Coral Sea aircraft struck and buckled the northern span of the Dong 
Phon Thuong railroad/highway bridge. Midway aircraft attacked the 
Vinh railroad yards. 

May 29-31: The presence of Typhoon Babe hampered Rolling Thunder operations. 

Summer of 1965: Phase I of Rolling Thunder targeted the NVN logistics network. 

June 1: Midway aircraft restruck the Vinh railroad yards, and aircraft from 
Midway and the Bon Homme Richard dropped the southern span of the 
Dong Phong Thuong railroad bridge. 



June 9-10: 

June 13: 

June 15: 

June 17: 

June 20-22 

June 22: 

142 
June 5: The number of USN aircraft carriers in the Gulf of Tonkin reached 5. 

June 7: Midway aircraft attacked the Quang Khe naval base. 

June 8: Midway aircraft struck the Quang Khe thermal power plant, and 
Midway and Bon Homme Richard aircraft conducted a coordinated 
strike on the Vinh barracks. 

Midway's air wing bombed the Co Dinh power plant and chromate 
processing plant. 

Midway aircraft raided the Yen Phu army barracks. 

Midway aircraft attacked the Tri Dong Bridge. 

The Navy won its first air-to-air combat of the war as two VF-21 F-
4Bs shot down two NVN MiG-17s. 

Midway aircraft struck the Vinh Son army supply depot. 

Midway and Oriskany aircraft bombed the Moc Chau and Phu Qhi 
army barracks. 

June 25: Au-craft from Oriskany, Coral Sea, and Midway struck the Qui Hau 

ammunition depot. 

June 30: Coral Sea, Oriskany, and Midway aircraft cratered Vinh airfield. 

July: VA-75 operating from the Independence inu-oduced the new A-6 

attack bomber to combat. 

July 3: Independence aircraft attacked the Qui Ham ammunition depot. 

July 4: Coral Sea aircraft attacked the Qui Hau ammunition depot. 
Independence's air wing struck the Nam Dinh POL. 

July 8: Independence aircraft launched a coordinated strike on tiie Qui Hau 
ammunition depot, the Ben Thuy port facilities, and tiie Bai Thuong 
barracks. 

July 9: Independence aircraft cratered the deck of the Tri Dong Highway 
Bridge. 

July 10: Coral Sea aircraft attacked the Ban Yom and Bai Thuong barracks. 
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July 11: Coral Sea and Independence aircraft stuck tiie barracks at Mai Linh 

and tiie port facilities at Ban Thuy. 

July 14: Independence aircraft dropped two spans of the Tri Dong bridge while 

Coral Sea aircraft struck the Ban Xom barracks. 

July 17: Independence aircraft bombed the port facilities at Ham Rong. 

July 18-19: Coral Sea and Independence air wings struck the Ban Xom barracks 

and restruck the port at Ham Rong. 
Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara visited the Independence. 

July 21: Coral Sea aircraft raided the port facilities at Ben Thuy. 

Independence launched raids against Ban Kom Lom barracks. 

July 23: Midway aircraft dropped 5 bridges on interdiction missions. 

July 24: A USAF F-4 became the first US aircraft to be downed by an NVN 

SA-2. 
Independence aircraft struck Quang Suoi barracks. 

Jitiy 27: The first anti-SAM (Iron Hand, Wild Weasel) missions were flown. 
Independence aircraft attacked the Thanh Hoa thermal power plant. 

July 28: Independence aircraft bombed the Bai Thuong barracks, while Midway 
launched strikes against the Nam Dinh thermal power plant. 

July 29: Independence aircraft struck Thanh Hoa thermal power plant and 
Quang Soi barracks. 

July 30-August 2: Midway aircraft sooick Vinh Army base on a daily basis. 

August 1: Independence aircraft bombed the Quang Khe Radar site. 
Independence and Midway aircraft launched a coordinated strike on the 
Nam Dinh power plant and tiie Ham Dong railroad yards. 

August 2-3: Independence aircraft flew raids against Bai Thuong barracks, while 
Midway's air wing attacked the Nam Dinh power plant. 

August 6: Independence's air wing struck the Bai Thuong barracks and the Dong 
Army training center. 

August 7: Midway aircraft struck the Dong Hoi Citadel. 



August 11: 

August 11-12: 
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Oriskany's air wing, in conjunction with Midway's, attacked the Xom 
Bang barracks, the Son La barracks, and the Ban Nuoc Chieu 
ammunition depot. 

The first USN aircraft, an A-4E of VA-23 {Midway), was lost to an 
SA-2. 

August 15: 

August 16: 

Coral Sea flew strikes against the Vinh Army barracks. 

Coral Sea aircraft suiick the Thaun Chau and Ba Binh barracks, and 
the Long Gien warehouses. 

August 21-22: Oriskany launched attacks on the Thanh Hoa barracks and the Thanh 
Hoa bridge. 

August 26-27: Oriskany aircraft attacked the Mai Linh ammunition depot. 

September: The USN launched its first strikes into the Hanoi-Haiphong area. 

September 5-6: Coral Sea aircraft struck the Ha Tinh barracks and the Dai Li barracks. 

September 7-9: Coral Sea aircraft attacked the Vinh Barracks Northwest. 

September lO-l 1: Oriskany aircraft struck the Vinh barracks and tiie Vinh POL. 

September 12: Independence aircraft attacked the Vinh barracks. 

September 13: Midway launched strikes against the Chap Le ammunition depot. 

September 14: Midway aircraft struck the Thang Dam Depot. 

September 15: Midway aircraft bombed the Vinh POL. 

September 16: Midway and Independence launched strikes against tiie Vinh and Chi 

Ne barracks, the Vinh depot, and the Nam Dinh POL. 

September 20: Independence aircraft bombed the Cao Nung railroad bridge. 

September 21: Midway aircraft struck the Hau Tranch supply depot. 

September 27: Midway aircraft raided the Qui Vinh bridge. 

September 30: Midway aircraft bombed tiie Xom Chang barracks. 
October 3: Oriskany aircraft struck the Quan Lau barracks. 
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October 5: 

October 7: 

October 17: 

October 24: 

October 31: 

Oriskany aircraft struck the Kep Highway Bridge. 

Oriskany and Coral Sea launched a coordinated strike on the Chua 
raibx)ad bridge and conducted rail interdiction missions. 

Independence attack bombers flew the first successful Iron Hand 
missions Independence and Oriskany aircraft attacked tiie Thai Nguyen 
bridge. 

Independence and Bon Homme Richard aircraft launched a series of 
coordinated strikes against 16 different bridges. 

Oriskany and Independence launched strikes against tiie Kep highway 
bridge, resulting in its total destruction. 

November 7: Oriskany Iron Hands destroyed two SA-2 sites. 

November 25-26: Oriskany, Ticonderoga, and Bon Homme Richard launched 
coordinated strikes on two bridges. 

November 26: 

December: 

December 5: 

December 20: 

December 22: 

December 25: 

1966 

January 31 

The Commander-in-Chief, Pacific (CINCPAC) recommended the 
destruction of major war-supporting targets in the northeast of North 
Vietnam, including those in Hanoi and Haiphong, the disruption of port 
facitities, and armed recon missions aimed at lines of communication. 

The North Vietnamese Air Force was augmented with MiG-21 fighters. 

Kitty Hawk suffered an engine room fire that killed 5 crewmen. 

Kitty Hawk aircraft struck the Uong Bi thermal power plant. 

Kitty Hawk aircraft bombed the Haiphong and Hai Duong Bridges, and 
aircraft from Enterprise and Ticonderoga attacked the thermal power 
plant at Uong Bi. 

The Johnson Adminisu-ation called a holiday bombing halt, hoping to 
induce tiie North Vietnamese to participate in peace talks. 

Rolling Thunder missions over North Viemam resumed. Inclement 
weatiier hampered operations until February 28. 



February: 

March: 

March 5: 

Aprti 1: 

April 3: 

April 12: 

April 19: 

May: 

May 2: 

May 5: 

May 22: 
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The Johnson Adminisu-ation divided North Vietnam into seven "Route 
Packages," of which the USN was responsible for Route Packages II, 
III, rv, and VIB. 

US forces introduced the AGM-45 Shrike anti-radiation missile to 
combat for use against SA-2 guidance radars. 

General Mawell Taylor advocated the mining of Haiphong Harbor. 
US forces launched tiie first Alpha strike of the Rolling Thunder 
program. 

With Rolling Thunder 50, the JCS greatly expanded the target list. 
Weather precluded operations over NVN for two days. 

USN strikes concentrated on targets in the Vinh-Ben Thuy area and 
included raids on the Vinh ammunition storage and POL, two naval 
bases, two highway bridges, an army headquarters and supply area, and 
a railroad yard. 

USN au-craft resu-uck the Vinh complex. 

USN au-craft su-uck the port of Cam Pha, thirty-five miles south of the 
Chinese border. 
Two A-6s executed a successful low-level, radar-guided attack on the 
Haiphong thermal power plant. 

US aircraft flew the fu-st Alpha strikes into Route Pack VI. 

Hancock and Ranger au-craft struck the Vinh industrial complex and 
POL. 
Hancock Iron Hand aircraft destroyed a defending SA-2 site. 

USN aircraft struck the Qui Vinh railroad bridges. 

Kitty Hawk aircraft bombed tiie Haiphong army barracks, while 
Hancock aircraft struck the Vinh POL. 

June 10: 

June 12: 

Hancock A-4Cs caught a loaded ammunition train at Pho Can. 

Hancock F-8Es shot down one MiG-17 and damaged another. The 
following night, two Ranger F-4Bs shot down two AN-2s heading over 
tiie Tonkin Gulf. 

June 16: Hancock's au- wing bombed the POL depot at Thanh Hoa. 



June 23: 

June 24-26: 

June 26: 

June 29: 

July 1: 

July 3: 

July 7: 

July 9: 

July 12-13: 

July 19: 

July 25: 

August 2: 

August 2-4: 

August 3-9: 

August 18: 

August 25: 
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The Johnson Administration gave tiie Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) 
authority to strike NVN's POL infrastructure. 

USN attacks concentrated on rail interdiction. 

USN aircraft bombed the Yen Hau, Haiphong, Do Son and Bac Giang 
POL storage facitities. 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff authorized the attack on two new major target 
systems: 
1. Major industries in Northeastern Vietnam 
2. POL system nationwide 

This directive marked Rolling Thunder's Phase 11. 

USN au-craft struck POL sites in Hanoi, Haiphong, and Dong Nham. 

USN aircraft raided the Do Son POL facility. 

USN aircraft attacked the Haiphong POL storage area. 

USN aircraft struck the Thanh Hoa POL site. 

USN aircraft bombed the Co Trai highway bridge. 

Typhoon Mamie disrupted Rolling Thunder operations. 

Typhoon Ora disrupted operations, and forced Ranger and Oriskany to 
take storm evasion maneuvers. 

The Dixie Station CVA transferred to Yankee Station, permitting 
three-carrier operations to commence. 

Typhoon Phyllis disrupted flight operations. 

Yankee Station launched 1100 sorties against NVN's POL 
infrastructure. 

Constellation aircraft attacked 5 bridges. 

Au-craft from the Franklin D Roosevelt sank 18 barges and damaged 
21. 



September 5: 
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Au-craft from Intrepid struck tiie Vinh POL complex. 
YankSfe-Station launched three suikes against the Thanh Dam coastal 
defense site. 

September 8: USN au-craft restruck Thanh Dam. 

Sept. 14-18: 

Sept. 21-23: 

Aircraft from Constellation and Coral Sea participated in rail 
interdiction missions and suikes on tiie Ninh Binh raihx)ad yards. 

Intrepid and Coral Sea aircraft concentrated on the Thanh Hoa 
transportation and storage complex. 

September 28-October 4: USN aircraft concentrated on the Phu Ly rail complex. 

October 1: 

October 9: 

October 12: 

Three-carrier strike on Phu Ly rail yards and Do Xa u-ansshipment 
point. 

An Intrepid A-IH shot down a MiG-17, and an Oriskany F-8E pilot 
became the first in the Navy to shoot down a MiG-21. 

Intrepid aircraft struck the Thanh Hoa cave complex and railroad spur. 

October 13-14: Intrepid aircraft flew interdiction missions along Route 8, destroying 8 
bridges and damaging 6 others. 

October 26: A magnesium flare touched off a fire aboard Oriskany, killing 44 
crewmen. 

November 3: 

November 8: 

November 10: 

USN aircraft targeted tiie Linh Hoanh POL storage area and the Kim 
Doi storage depot. 

Rolling Thunder 52 was inaugurated, and concenu-ated on North 
Vietnamese power plants. 

Yankee Station launched a 10 plane snike on the Cap Chao military 
area. 

November 11: Coral Sea and Franklin Roosevelt launched a 65 aircraft attack on the 
Ninh Binh railroad complex. 

November 16-22: The presence of Tropical Stomi Nancy in tiie Tonkin Gulf limited flight 
operations. 

November 22: Coral Sea aircraft struck the Haiphong SAM support facility 
Ticonderoga aircraft restruck the Ninh Binh railroad complex. 
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December 1-7: Ticonderoga and Roosevelt aircraft launched attacks on the Van Dien 
vehicle depot, while Coral Sea aircraft struck the Can Thon POL 
storage area, the Xuan Mai bridge, and the Nguyen Xa barracks. Iron 
Hand aircraft destroyed one SAM site and damaged tiiree others. 

December 7-14: USN aircraft concentrated on armed reconnaissance, and Kitty Hawk 
A-6A aircraft conducted successful radar bombing of tiie Haiphong 
SAM assembly area, the Phu Ly bridge, and tiie Nam Dinh rail yard. 
Ticonderoga launched a 28-plane strike against the Xuan Mai highway 
bridge. 

December 14-21: USN aircraft knocked out 5 bridges and bombed the Thuan Le 
underground POL storage. Kitty Hawk A-6As radar-bombed choke 
points on lines of communication and tiie Haiphong SAM assembly 
facility. 

December 21: President Johnson curtailed Rolling Thunder 52. 

December 24-26: US forces observed a forty-eight hour standdown for the Chrismias 
holidays. 

1967 

January 1: US forces observed a forty-eight hour standdown for the New Year 
holiday. 

January 2: USAF F-4s destroyed seven MiG-2 Is in Operation Bolo. 

January 16, 18-20: Cora/ Sea, Ticonderoga, and Kitty Hawk launched a series of 
coordinated strikes on the Dong Phong Thuong complex, damaging or 
destroying all five bridges. 

January 21: Yankee Station launched a three carrier coordinated strike on the Ninh 

— Binh and Thanh Hoa rail complexes. 

January 24: Rolling Thunder 53 inaugurated. 

January 29: Kitty Hawk aircraft restruck tiie Thanh Hoa complex. 

February 13-20: President Johnson ordered a bombing halt for the state visit of Soviet 
Premier Alexei Kosygin to London. 

February 23: Rolling Thunder 54 inaugurated; JCS authorized the mining of selected 
water-ways in North Vietnam. 
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February 26: 

Spring 1967: 

March: 

March 1: 

March 10: 

March 11: 

March 18-26: 

April 8: 

April 20: 

April 23: 

April 24: 

Six VA-35 A-6As operating from the Enterprise began tiie mining of 
tiie moutiis of five Nortii Vietnamese rivers in an effort to aid 
interdiction of supplies to the South. 

Phase III of Rolting Thunder targeted NVN's industrial plant. 

The AGM-62 Walleye guided bomb was introduced to combat in an 
attack on the Sam Lon barracks. 
Early March targets included tiie Hon Gai thermal power plant, the 
Thai Nguyen iron and steel plant, and tiie Vinh railroad classification 
yards. 

A-4Es carried out an "Alpha" strike on Chi Ne barracks. 

USN aircraft attacked the Thai Nguyen iron and steel works. 

USN aircraft targeted the Bac Giang thermal power plant, the Cam Ly 
ammunition storage depot, the Long Cam SAM support facility, and 
the Ninh Binh raih-oad bridge. 

A-6 aircraft repeatedly struck tiie Thai Nguyen iron and steel plant. 

President Johnson approved strikes on Hanoi's central power plant. 

USN aircraft attacked the two thermal power plants in the Haiphong 
area. 

Rolling Thunder 55 inaugurated. 

Kitty Hawk aircraft attacked Kep Airfield while USAF aircraft struck 
Hoa Lac aufield. 

May 1: 

May 2: 

May 10: 

May 19: 

May 20: 

USN aircraft bombed Kep Airfield. 

Rotiing Thunder 56 inaugurated, Routine Alpha strikes on targets in 
NVN began. 

A-4s struck Haiphong Thermal Power Plant (East). 

Bon Homme Richard A-4s struck Hanoi's thermal power plant with 
Walleyes, and attacked tiie Van Dien vehicle depot. 

Walleye-armed A-4s su-uck tiie Bac Giang tiiermal power plant. USN 
aircraft attacked military targets in downtown Hanoi. 
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May 21: Bon Homme Richard A-4E's attacked the Hanoi Thermal Power Plant 
with Walleyes. 

May 23: The Johnson Administration placed a ten-mile no-bombing ring around 
Hanoi. Rolling Thunder curtailed for 24 hours in observance of 
Buddha's birthday. 

May 26: Yankee Station launched multiple strikes on the Haiphong Thermal 

Power Plant (West) and the Uong Bi Thermal Power Plant. 

May 27: USN aircraft struck the Chau Son military storage area. 

June: The North Viemamese withdrew tiieu- MiGs to Chinese airfields. 

June 7: USN aircraft attacked the Hoa Binh missile hold area. 

June 11: USN aircraft struck the Uong Bi thermal power plant. 

June 12: USN aircraft struck the Thanh Hoa thermal power plant. 

June 17: Rail targets near Hanoi were struck in the heaviest air attacks in nine 
months. USN aircraft struck the Quang Suoi rail siding. 

June 18: USN aircraft struck the Doan Vi transshipment point, and A-4s on 

armed recon missions caught a large POL convoy on the road. 

June 21-22: USN aircraft raided the Hai Duong rail and highway bridges. 

June 28: USN aircraft bombed the Nam Dinh and Ben Thuy thermal power 
plants. 

June: Otiier targets the USN attacked in June include Kep Airfield, the Van 
Dien Complex, the Nam Dinh raihx)ad yard, the Nam Dinh 
transshipment point, the Phu Ly railroad yard, and the Song Ca river 
(reseeded with mines). 

July 2: USN aircraft sn-uck Phu Ly and destroyed a raitioad bridge bypass. 

July 4-7: Typhoon Btilie disrupted and limited Rolling Thunder operations. 

July 5: USN aircraft struck tiie Ngoc Kuyet rail siding, rail bridge and rail 
bypass, and the Don Son petroleum products storage area. 



July 6: 

July 7 

July 8: 

July 12: 

July 13: 

July 14: 

July 19: 

July 20: 

July 21: 

July 29: 

August: 

August 5: 

August 10: 

August 13-14: 

August 21: 

August 30: 

1.52 
USN aircraft bombed the Ngoc Hyen raitioad bypass bridge and the 
Hai Duong Complex. Bon Homme Richard pilots caught a dredge in 
tiie Haiphong shipping channel and desu-oyed it. 

USN au-craft bombed tiie Ap Mai Tmng railroad spur. 

USN au-craft attacked the Ban Yem Army barracks. 

USN aircraft resdoick the Ap Mai Trung railroad spur. 

USN aircraft raided the My Xa POL complex. 

USN aircraft bombed the Ninh Lao railroad siding. 

USN aircraft restruck the My Xa POL complex, and restruck the Don 
Son petroleum products storage area. 

Rotiing Thunder 57 inaugurated. 

Bon Homme Richard aircraft struck the To Xa POL complex. 
TARCAP aircraft covering the suike shot down four MiGs and 
damaged two. Two F-8s were slightly damaged. On the 22d, the Co 
Trai rail bridge was bombed. 

A fire aboard tiie Forrestal kitied 132 men, and USN aircraft suiick the 
Loi Dong complex of barracks and warehouses. 

The Johnson Administration placed a two-month restriction on all 
targets in downtown Hanoi. 

USN aircraft struck the Sam Son Coastal Defense site. 

Oriskany A-4s struck the Ninh Binh Military Headquarters. 

USN aircraft attacked the Lang Son rail and highway bridge. 

In two coordinated strikes, 44 A-4s struck the Port Wallut naval base. 
Other A-4s struck the Hanoi Thermal Power Plant with Walleyes. The 
Kep Ha air-field was also attacked, as was the Phu Ly railroad bridge. 

The USN bombing campaign to isolate the port of Haiphong from the 
rest of North Vietnam continued with strikes against road, rail, and 
river traffic. 
The JCS authorized strikes on Cam Pha and Jon Gia ports when 
foreign shipping was not present, and on all four of the key bridges 



September I: 

September 4: 

September 10: 

September 11: 

September 18: 

September 28: 

October: 

October 3: 

October 6: 

October 8: 

October 12: 

October 18: 

October 23: 

October 22-24: 

October 25: 

October 26: 

October 29: 
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leading out of the Haiphong port area, and the Haiphong Rail Yaids 
(West). 

USN au-craft struck the Vinh Military Region IV headquarters. 

USN aircraft attacked the Haiphong Highway bridge SSE. 

USN aircraft struck the port facilities at Cam Pha. 

USN aircraft restmck the port at Cam Pha and the Haiphong highway 
bridge. 

USN aircraft bombed the Haiphong Highway bridge. 

USN aircraft attacked the Haiphong rail and highway bridge. 

USN started Operation Sea Gap (the use of ships in the Tonkin Gulf to 
collect FLINT on Fansong SA-2 guidance systems). 

18 aircraft stmck the Loc Binh Highway Bridge, dropping two spans, 
and tiie Chieng Chang Highway Bridge. The Navy also restruck the 
Hon Gai Thermal Power Plant. 

US aircraft struck 5 targets in or near Haiphong. 

USN aircraft stmck Cat Bi airfield near Haiphong and Kien An Airfield. 

Yankee Station carriers launched a series of raids against Haiphong 
Shipyard Complex (Thung, Lach Tray, Haiphong Shipyard West). 

A-6As carried out radar bombing against Haiphong Army Barracks SE. 

US aircraft hit targets in Hanoi for the first time in two months. 

USN aircraft bombed Haiphong Railroad Yards West. 

USN aircraft struck Phuc Yen airfield, near Hanoi. 

USN A-4s attacked tiie Hanoi Thermal Power Plant with Walleyes. 
A Constellation MiGCAP shot down a MiG-21. 

USN aircraft struck Cat Bi Aufield. 

October 30: USN A-4s struck the Uong Bi Thermal Power Plant with Walleyes. 
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November 7: 

November 16: 

November 17: 

December 4: 

Constellation A-6 Intruders bombed the Yen Cuong boat yard and 
targets in An Ninh Noi. Aircraft ft-om Intrepid struck the Uong Bi 
barge yard and the Me Xa highway bridge. 

Coral Sea aircraft attacked tiie Haiphong shipyards for tiie first time 
and the number two Hai Duong railroad bypass. 

USN atiicraft struck Bac Mai airfield near Hanoi, and 21 A-4s from 
Intrepid attacked the Tien Nong POL. 

VA-147 operating from the Ranger introduced the new A-7A to 
combat. 

December 6: Ranger's Canier Air Wing (CVW) inu-oduced the EKA-3B TACOS to 
combat over NVN. 

December 14: During an armed reconnaissance, carrier aircraft discovered several 30-
60 car trains involving hundreds of rolling stock. 5 locomotives and 
scores of rolling stock were destroyed. An F-8E TARCAP destroyed a 
MiG-17. 

December 15: 

December 26: 

December: 

December: 

1968 

January: 

January 2, 6: 

January 3: 

Ranger and Oriskany A-4s, A-6s, and A-7s struck the Nui Long cave 
complex. 
Aircraft from Ranger restruck the target on the 19th. An Oriskany A-4 
dropped the center span of the Haiphong Highway Bridge witii a 
Walleye. The Kien An Highway Bridge received similar treatment. 

Three A-6s su-uck tiie Ninh Xa Highway Bridge. 

Hanoi rejected President Johnson's five-point peace plan. 

The Jason Commission issued its report. 

The Soviet Union protested the damage to a Soviet ship during a raid 
on Haiphong harbor, and the Johnson Administration said that it will 
make every effort to avoid a repetition. 

Two Oriskany F-8s destroyed two locomotives in tiie vicinity of Quang 
Suoi with AIM-9 Sidewinder AAMs. 

Rolling Thunder began the year with Coral Sea and Kitty Hawk 
attacking the Kien An Highway Bridge. 



January 4: 

January 5: 

January 8-9: 

January 18: 

January 23: 

January 26: 

January 28: 

January 30: 
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Coral Sea and Kitty Hawk aircraft struck the Haiphong Highway 
Bridge. 

15 Coral Sea aircraft attacked the Ke Sat Highway Bridge. 

Kitty Hawk A-6s made systems runs against Cat Bi airfield. 

Coral Sea aircraft armed witii Walleye glide bombs hit the Dong Phong 
Thuong bridge complex. Poor weather prevented BDA photography. 
Coral Sea au-craft restruck the target the next day. 

Nortii Korea seized the American intelligence-gathering ship Pueblo. 

Kitty Hawk A-6s made systems runs against Vinh Aufield. Kitty Hawk 
restruck the target three days later. 

Coral Sea and USAF aircraft joined for a strike on the Thanh Hoa 
bridge, a vital choke point on national highway 1 A. 

The Tet Offensive began. Rolling Thunder's Phase IV, which began 
with Tet, focused on interdiction along the Demilitarized Zone. 

Early February: Kitty Hawk and Enterprise Intruders repeatedly stmck Bai Thuong 
Aufield. 
Ticonderoga and Kitty Hawk aircraft resU-uck Vinh Aufield. 

February 9, 14, 18: Kitty Hawk A-6s made systems runs against Cat Bi airfield. 

February 10: An A-6 from Kitty Hawk su-uck the Hanoi Radio 
Communications/Receiver Station. 

February 13, 15: Kitty Hawk Intruders struck Kien An Airfield. 

February 21: 

February 24: 

February 27: 

February 29: 

A-6s launched systems attacks against Ban Thach Hydroelecnic plant. 

Hanoi's port facilities were bombed for the first time by VA-75 A-6As. 
An Enterprise A-6 restruck the Cat Bi airfield. 

A-6s struck Uong Bi thermal power plant. 

An Enterprise A-6 restruck the Hanoi Radio Communications/Receiver 
Station. 

March 1-2: Enterprise aircraft attacked tiie Haiphong rail and highway bridge. 
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March 6, 8, and 15: Enterprise Intruders struck the Van Dien Baner\ Plant. 

March 8, 11, and 13: Enterprise Inu-uders resoiick the Hanoi Radio Communications and 
Receiver Station. 

March 12: 

March 16: 

March 22: 

March 23, 

March 25: 

March 26: 

March 31: 

April 3: 

27 

Kitty Hawk aircraft attacked tiie Haiphong Railroad yards. 

Kitty Hawk aircraft attacked the Kien An highw ay bridge, and a single 
Kitty Hawk A-6 bombed the Yen Vien railroad classification yards. 

A single Kitty Hawk A-6 dropp>ed eighteen 5001b bombs on the Hai 
Duong Chemical Fertilizer Plant. 

Ranger and Kitty Hawk aircraft struck the Ha Dong army barracks. 

A Ranger A-6A resuiick the Hai Duong Chemical Fertilizer Plant. 

Another Kitty Hawk A-6 resu-uck the Yen Vien raitioad classification 
yards. 

Lyndon Johnson announced that he would not run for reelection. 

The Johnson Administration resuicted the bombing of North Vietnam 
to the area south of the 19th Parallel. 

Note: The above chronology is based on the extent of research completed, 
and is by no means complete for the entire Rolling Thunder operation. 
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